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Preface 

The poverty of children is a volatile issue. It raises emotions such as 
pity, anger, dismay and sympathy in a way that the poverty of adults 
cannot. For children are truly dependent, they cannot be berated 
for causing their own problems, they are 'victims' who cannot in any 
sense be blamed. The damage, the waste of potential future talent is 
clear for all to see, and an appeal to remove child poverty has the 
true ring of social justice, of fair play, of giving those who deserve it 
a 'fair go'. 

Thus the Australian government's pledge to eliminate the need 
for any child to live in poverty is to be welcomed as both moral and 
pragmatic. It brings into focus the family-related nature of poverty 
and its cultural transmission as well as opening up discussion of the 
interconnected institutions which might, with the right will, assist 
the government in fulfilling its pledge. Family income, access to 
employment, the quality of housing, education, health, legal and 
community support services are all linked in the social task of 
helping every child grow to the limits of their capacity. 

The writers of these papers were asked to address such issues, 
keeping in mind the broad structural constraints which make access 
to resources for 'the good life' unequal. They.were also asked to 
comment, where possible, on strategies for overcoming those in
equalities and bringing every child into active participation in the 
social life of the nation. 

Thus, in the first chapter I talk of the social cost of poverty and 
suggest ways of convincing people that poverty is not just a problem 
for those' unlucky enough to be poor, it carries long-term costs for 
the whole society and cannot be 'afforded' by anyone. 

This theme is echoed in each of the other chapters, which illus
trate and extend the evidence of the real cost of child poverty both 
to children and Australia as a· whole. Whiteford, Bradbury and 
Saunders document the meaning of poverty in straight economic 
terms, showing how expenditure patterns of families with children at 
different income levels meet or fail to meet their basic needs. In 
Chapter 3, Trethewey describes the day-to-day life impact of poverty 
on individual children, and Presdee in Chapter 4 discusses its 
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negative outcomes in terms of crime. The next three chapters deal 
with three different areas of social deprivation and how it damages 
the quality of life and later 'productivity' of children. Vipond is 
concerned with poverty and housing; Hicks, Moss and Turner with 
child health, and Connell and White with disadvantage and edu
cational outcomes. Chapter 8, by Brownlee and King, gives a first 
analysis of the impact on child poverty of the government's new 
'Family Assistance Supplement', and in Chapter 9 Ca ss returns to 
the broad area of social policy introduced in Chapter 1, to discuss 
links between the economy itself, changes in the labour market and 
the incidence of poverty. 

All of these chapters were presented as papers at a conference on 
Child Poverty convened in April 1988 by the Australian Institute of 

~ Family Studies and the Australian Council of Social Service. Authors 
were asked to revise their papers for publication in a book which 
would stand on its own as a contribution to the ongoing debate 
about the cause and nature of child poverty and how best to 
overcome it. No target could be more important for any government 
and we are pleased to include in the book statements made at the 

!"" conference by the Prime Minister and the Minister for Social Security 
who led the final panel discussion. The book thus stands as a 
landmark part-way into the government's attempt to eliminate child 
poverty in Australia. It is our hope that it will serve both as a 
stimulus to continued public and academic discussion and as a point 
of reference against which to evaluate progress. 

We are grateful for the contributions of all contributing authors 
and to the following people and groups who assisted in various 
ways: the Australian Council of Social Services, the Brotherhood of 
St Laurence, the Social Welfare Research Centre, Allyson Trainor, 
Cosima McPhee, Mari Davis and the whole staff of the Australian 
Institute of Family Studies. 

DON EDGAR 
'? Director, Australian Institute of Family Studies· 



Statement by the 
Prime Minister 

From our earliest days in office, I made it clear that, though we had 
some hard economic decisions to take, there was a clear and vital 
purpose to that economic strategy. That purpose, as I put it in my 
address to the National Economic Summit shortly after we took 
office, was the maintenance and, through time, an improvement 
in ... standards of living. It was also expressed in the Prices and 
Incomes Accord between the Federal Government and the trade 
union movement, which recognised the significant contribution to 
living standards made by social-wage increases. 

We in government-as a party, a ministry, and a Cabinet-have 
never lost sight of that purpose of maintaining and through time 
improving living standards. Indeed, as a government facing extra
ordinarily adverse international economic conditions, I believe we 
have been singularly effective in working towards that purpose. 

But politics is not only about policy achievement. It is also about 
effective communication of those achievements. As the recent de
feat of the Unsworth Government, and the anti-Labor swings in the 
two South Australian Federal by-elections made clear, we seem to 
have been less successful in that important communications task. I 
accept the need for better communication - and it's a task in which 
groups such as yours have certain responsibilities as well. What I do 
not accept is that our achievements themselves are in question
that we have failed not only in communication but in the more basic 
task of structural reform and redistribution. 

Labor today is presented with a twofold communications task. 
We must make clear the continuing necessity for the economic 

strategy we have had to follow. Because our economic difficulties, 
our need to restructure, the imperative to become a more competi
tive and productive nation will not disappear overnight. Our eco
nomic strategy is bearing fruit. Australia is turning the corner. But 
there is still a long haul ahead of us. At the same time, we must 
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STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER xvii 

make clear the ways in which that economic strategy is intimately 
tied in with, is dependent on, and is allowing substantial progress in, 
our strategy for the achievement of social justice in Australia. 

Labor's economic and social justice strategies have simply been 
two sides of the same coin: creating a prosperous Australian com
munity and distributing that prosperity throughout the community. 
For example, an integral part of the Government's economic strategy 
has been the securing of wage restraint. This has helped make 
Australia a more competitive exporter and thus has enabled us to 
fulfil the basic task of paying our way in the world. But it has also 
created the circumstances whereby Australia has been able to record 
a job growth of more than twice the rate of the western industrial 
world, and four times the rate under our conservative predecessors. 

It is an established fact that the best route out of poverty and 
dependence is employment. So one million extra jobs means one 
million Australians providing for themselves and their families. In 
particular, it means a significant number of children who are not 
living in poverty who might otherwise have done so had their family 
been unemployed. 

Similarly, there have been important social justice implications 
from Labor's taxation and welfare reforms. By introducing the 
capital gains and fringe benefits taxes, we created not only a more 
efficient taxation system b~t a fairer one. By eliminating welfare 
payments to those who did not need them-such as through the 

. assets test on pensions and means testing of family allowances - we 
have been able to target more assistance to those welfare recipients 
who are in greatest need. 

As a major step in the Government's new effort to communicate 
our social justice achievements and future directions I will shortly be 
launching a government report on social justice called Towards a 
Fairer Australia. It will demonstrate beyond question that the real
wage declines suffered by Australian workers have been matched by 
significant improvements in the social wage, especially for those on 
the lowest incomes. In other words, and despite media claims to the 
contrary, there is no simple equation between those real-wage cuts 
and declines in living standards of individual families. And the new 
report will also demonstrate that the very real improvements which 
have been made since 1983 in the quality and quantity of services 
provided by government have not been introduced in a random 
fashion. They have not been bandaids to social problems only as 
they happen to arise. Rather ·they have been part of a consistent, 
carefully thought out and properly funded strategy to improve social 
justice in Australia. 

Nowhere is the goal of social justice clearer than in the measures 
we are taking to wipe out the need for Australian children to live in 
poverty. As you know, the new payment offers, on a means-tested 
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basis, significant cash assistance to Australian families struggling to 
make ends meet. It recognises in a tangible way that parents incur 
heavy costs in raising children. Eligible families receive a maximum 
tax-free payment ~f $22 a week for each child under thirteen years 
old; children aged thirteen to fifteen receive $28 a week. Currently 
nearly 115 000 low-income working families are receiving the new 
payment-still well down on the budget projection of 200000 
families but currently rising with 8000 new claims being received 
each week. The new payment is also being received by another 
400 000 families who receive a social security pension or benefit. In 
all, over one million Australian children will benefit from the Family 
Package. 

The new payment has received favourable comments from all the 
organisations sponsoring this conference. And it was described by 
Bill Kelty of the Australian Council of Trade Unions as a break
through for working Australians which, if it had to be won by 
industrial means, would have taken 50 years to achieve. In fact, for 
a family earning $320 a week with three children, the new tax-free 
payment of $66 a week is the equivalent of a wage rise of $93 a 
week. As Bill Kelty has also pointed out, the wages system itself has 
contained significant biases in favour of the lower paid-with the 
full support of this Government. These include the awarding of a 
$10 per week flat increase to all workers last year and the incorpor
ation of the supplementary payments principle into the new guide
lines. Both of these favour the lowly paid relative to higher-income 
earners. 

In all, the new Family Allowance Supplement is a significant 
instalment on our pledge that by 1990 no child need live in poverty. 
We have set targets to raise the level of payments under the Family 
Package so that by 1990: 

• children under the age of thirteen receive 15 per cent of the 
married rate of pension; 

• children aged thirteen to fifteen receive 20 per cent of the 
married rate. 

Once attained, these benchmarks will then be maintained to ensure 
the purchasing power of the Family Package is not eroded by price 
rises. 

But it was never intended that the new Family Package operate in 
a vacuum in the elimination of the need for children to live in 
poverty. That is why it is supported by the range of other measures 
we have taken to increase the social wage and protect the less well 
off. 

The Government's record on job creation, as I have already said, 
promises income security for many Australians whose children would 
otherwise be in poverty. 

1 
I 
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Supplemented by the doubling of childcare places over the last 
five years, this record means many families now have the oppor
tunity to work which previously was denied them. 

We have alleviated poverty traps which needlessly meant hardship 
for many pensioners and beneficiaries. 

Our reform of education and training programs will also have the 
long-term effect of reducing the incidence of poverty. If young 
Australians are encouraged to complete their education and to 
undertake quality job training, they will be better equipped to lead 
satisfying and productive lives in employment. Under my Govern
ment, retention rates at secondary schools have risen from just over 
one-third to more than half; general recurrent funding for each child 
at school has risen by 28 per cent in real terms and financial 
assistance for poor students has been more than doubled. 

The restoration of Medicare by this Government brought some 
two million Australians without health cover under its protection. 
This means that families which might otherwise be thrust into 
poverty through catastrophic illness or accident have the security of 
insurance against the cost of medical services and access to free 
hospital care. It has saved the average family $21 a week in private 
health insurance premiums. 

After unemployment, another major determinant of poverty is 
the cost of housing. That is why the Family Package extended rent 
assistance to all low-income families. The shelter needs of homeless 
people have also received special consideration. Funding for youth 
refuges, women's refuges and shelter for homeless people has in
creased by 76 per cent in real terms since 1984, providing assistance 
to over 60000 people in need. We have also doubled real funding 
for public housing and introduced the First Home Owners Scheme. 
Taken together, these have helped about half a million Australian 
families into public housing or into their own homes. Falling interest 
rates will also ease the mortgage burden on Australian families. 

On this matter, I am pleased to report progress in our efforts to 
discourage State and Territory governments from counting Family 
Allowance Supplement in calculating rent of public housing tenants. 
With the introduction of the Family Allowance Supplement, the 
then Commonwealth Housing Minister wrote to all State Housing 
ministers urging that only 15 per cent of this assistance be regarded 
as income for the purpose of setting rents for public housing tenants 
in each State. Despite the obvious attractions for the States to 
increase their rental incomes by taking a slice of the Family Allow
ance, we have been able to win the cooperation of most States in 
ensuring that the integrity of the Family Package is maintained and 
that the real benefits of the allowance flow through to those who . 
need it. I trust the new Government in New South Wales will 
honour the commitment of the previous Government to do all it can 
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to ensure Family Package recipients get the maximum benefits from 
the new scheme. The only State to adopt a hostile and negative 
attitude to these proposals has been Queensland, which has a 
shabby record in public housing stretching back over many years
though even here, we hope to win some acceptance of the purpose 
of the Family Package. 

As an extra measure, following Commonwealth representations in 
recent weeks, several States are also considering further reductions 
in rents for low-income households with large numbers of depen
dants. The final outcome of these negotiations will not be known 
until the Housing Minister's Conference next month. I hope the 
cooperative attitude most States have displayed so far will be 
extended to that conference so that low-income families throughout 
Australia will be able to benefit fully from the scheme. The Family 
Package was intended to help low-income families-not State Go
vernment budgets. 

Finally, in our efforts to combat child poverty, the Government 
has established the new Child Support Scheme. Currently, more 
than 70 per cent of non-custodial parents do not pay regular 
maintenance for their children. This helps explain the massive surge 
over recent years in the number of sole-parent families relying on 
the welfare system. The Social Security system now supports more 
than a quarter of a million sole-parent families- with 450 000 
children-through pensions and benefits. In the great majority of 
these cases, the other parent is capable of contributing to the 
upkeep of his or her child but is not meeting the responsibility to do 
so. 

The new Child Support Scheme, the first stage of which is being 
introduced in June, will help ensure that parents who have the 
capacity to pay can no longer abandon their financial responsibility 
to their children. It will establish a centralised collection agency and 
distribution arrangements for maintenance payments. Under the 
second stage, to be implemented within a year, the Government will 
develop new arrangements to give greater predictability and fairness 
to the level of child maintenance payments. When fully operational 
the Child Support Scheme will provide secure, regular maintenance 
for children in these family circumstances. It will be a m~jor step in 
combating child poverty. 

Australians, with the active and constructive assistance of groups 
such as the convenors of this conference, have long felt it was the 
decent and compassionate thing to do to help their fellow citizens in 
need. They were right. They are still right. But in the 1980s, we are 
in an era of harder times and more difficult choices. Decency and 
compassion are still powerful and valuable forces. But today, Aus
tralians have learned that adequate and carefully costed welfare 
payments are increasingly recognised as necessary not just for those 
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reasons but on equally powerful grounds of national self-interest. 
No society can afford, on grounds of morality or self-interest, to 
ignore the claims of those of its members who most need help. 
Because that help, if given in a timely fashion, will be fully repaid in 
the creation and preservation of a more harmonious and an increas
ingly productive society. This is surely the essence of a social justice 
strategy in times of fiscal restraint, because it encapsulates both 
what our hearts say we must do and what our minds say we can do. 

Nowhere is this lesson more true than in the case of those of our 
children who live in poverty. It is essential to realise that a child 
entering school this year will leave Year 12 on the very eve of the 
twenty-first century. So the decisions we make now will be absolute
ly critical in determining the kind of Australia that child inherits as 
he or she enters the new century. If we are incapable of helping that 
child avoid poverty now, we will be doing an unacceptable dis
service not only to that child but to the Australia of the future. 



Statement by Brian Howe, 
Minister for Social Security 

I want to begin by commenting on Don Edgar's opening paper. It is 
a significant paper because it underlines the gulf which seems to 
exist between the Government and those to whom many would look 
for assessment of the Government's commitment to significant social 
reform. 

Edgar argues for universal rather than selective benefits. I want to 
comment on a view, also held by other commentators, which is that 
targeting payments to those most in need should be opposed, on the 
grounds that by so doing the issue of the structure of inequality is 

. avoided. Those who hold this view suggest poverty is not merely 
inequality of income but, more importantly, inequality of power, 
and that this Government has not been dealing adequately with the 
issue. Empowerment, Edgar fervently reminds us, continues to be a 
worthwhile objective even if it ceases to be a fashionable expression. 
I think this is unfair criticism; after all it is this Government which is 
introducing a Child Support Scheme that seeks to deal in a radical 
way with what might be described as the unanticipated and un
intended consequences of changes in family law in the 1970s. In 
doing this, the Government has built on the work of the Australian 
Institute of Family Studies which shows that the powerlessness of 
women in the current situation has led to massive poverty, while 
their partners have financially benefited from marriage breakdown. 
In this reform, we are moving to achieve a reform for which many 
people have been struggling in the United States for more than a 
decade. Surely, this is a reform that touches the heart of a key social 
institution and addresses the inequality of power at the structural 
level. 

Similarly, it is all too easy to take an overly academic view and lay 
the blame at the door of vested interests. Edgar argues that the 
existence of poverty is a matter of community priorities and the way· 
those priorities are reflected in government action: This is the 
argument that community priorities, as reflected in government 
expenditure, reflect the priorities of those groups which have an 

xxii 
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interest in the perpetuation of poverty. Although it has sometimes 
been argued that the welfare radicals who have now been brought 
into the field of the corporate estate, in some sense, do 'neted the 
poor', it is interesting to consider another example as well: the 
question of university fees and/or a graduate tax. Following on from 
Edgar's views and given Gans' warning that poverty is functional for 
some interest groups, one could ask whether the present higher 
education system is geared more towards serving the needs of the 
poor or of the rich. I would say that the challenge to academe, not 
politics, is to remove the mote from its eyes. In the debate on 
poverty and inequality, the challenge here is to recognise the 
considerable power, not merely of capital but of the professional 
class, which controls universities and so many quasi-academic ins
titutions: surely this is the challenge if we are interested in a social 
compact. It would be difficult to charge this Government with a 
broad failure to confront vested interests, as comments by industrial 
leaders on capital gains and fringe benefit taxes bear witness. The 
coming business tax review will provide further evidence of the 
Government's willingl).ess to deal with some questions on which, no 
doubt, there will be criticism from vested interests which represent 
capital. 

We are accused by Edgar of a failure of nerve in that the priority 
of helping those most in need first, then later when the economy 
picks up, the slight move upwards to the rest of the population has a 
trickle-down effect which dampens hope and justifies inaction. But I 
would recommend a reading of Robert Goodin and Julian Le 
Grand's essay (1987), 'Creeping Uriversalism in the Australian 
Welfare State', in which it is persuasively argued that targeted pro
grams become increasingly universalised over time. They move from 
being tightly targeted on the poor towards being more nearly 
indiscriminately available to all. And as they do, the redistributive 
effects are severely weakened, as has been demonstrated in the case 
of British social services. 

In the current economic circumstances, where the highest rate of 
growth in public expenditure has been on interest payments on 
public debt, it is necessary to have priorities, and in making the 
commitments we have made in the area of child poverty, the 
Government is not unaware of the electoral risks. One ought not to 
think for example, that Middle Australia, that group which suggests 
it may be missing out in terms of many of the government programs 
and tax cuts, is at all thrilled about the commitment this Govern
ment has made to child poverty. Nevertheless, as the Prime Minister 
made clear, we will move to meet our commitment within the 
announced time frame. We are moving to implement what the 
Australian Institute of Family Studies described as a 'guaranteed 
minimum income for children'. The policy of the Opposition, which 
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was announced at the same time, failed to make the same judg
ments or to establish similar priorities, leaving out of their scheme 
assistance to working sole parents, the poorest group in Australian 
society. 

Let me comment briefly on whether the Prime Minister's pledge 
is, or is not, realistic.,..... a preoccupation of the press on which they 
are unlikely to get a great deal of clarification from academe. 
According to Helen Brownlee of the AIFS, the achievement of the 
benchmarks will mean a reduction in child poverty of more than 75 
per cent in working families, and more than 30 per cent in non
working families. If this was all that was achieved, that would be 
magnificent, given the massive build-up in child poverty that occur
red as a result of high unemployment and marriage breakdown in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

However, of course, that is not the end of the Government's 
specifically promised commitment. There is also the Child Support 
Scheme which has the potential to assist the hundreds of thousands 
of children in sole-parent families following marriage separation. 
Given the turnover in this population (in terms of the concept of 
spells of poverty), this is a major structural reform which will take 
effect early. In terms of income support, there remains, of course, 
the possibility that the Government will take other initiatives which 
will shift the parameters that inform Brownlee's paper. Her paper is 
useful in pointing to the issue of the expenditure gap, indicating, I 
think, the significant strides the Government is taking. 

I think if there was one tragedy in relation to this question of 
child poverty and the -way the commitment was made, it was that it 
unfortunately got caught up in the context of an election campaign. 
I think that few understand and recognise that we have had in place 
for something like two years a review of the social security system; 
or that Bettina Cass had published a paper, months before the 
commitment was made, on income support for families. The Go
vernment adopted, in its decision in relation to the Family Package, 
essentially the short-term recommendations ... But that did not 
reflect on her longer-term recommendations or the balance of the 
paper. The Government was simply saying that ... we b~lieve that 
the issue of child poverty is the greates.t single social priority within 
Australia at the present time. 

I agree that there is a link between any effective concept of an 
anti-poverty program or initiative and the fundamental concept of 
social justice ... and that one does have to take on the problem of 
transforming institutional prejudices and perceptions and attitudes 
in the community. 

The Government is progressively looking at the work of the 
Social Security Review. We have only so far considered Cass's 
short-term recommendations, that is, her most immediate priorities 
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in the income support to families. Thanks to the Social Security 
Review, the Government will be able to extend its focus and 
consider not only family assistance but the wider questions of 
unemployment, sole parenthood and disability, particularly as they 
relate to the labour market. As further papers from the Social 
Security Review become available, we will be able to examine quite 
fundamental questions about the relationship between the welfare 
system and the other sectors within the community, particularly 
employment, education and training. 

Nevertheless, as Bob Connell points out, to really mount an 
assault on, for example, long-term unemployment, or on the exclu
sion of sole parents from the workforce, involves an implicit recog
nition that the program must be multipronged and must involve 
other departments, other resources of government and, indeed, 
other levels of government. 

It is important that people interested in poverty lines and poverty 
research do more to help the public understand what they are 
talking about. The Government has never suggested that we are 
taking Henderson as the basis of our commitment. We are more 
interested in Australian equivalence scales, than on a line which was 
based on the 1954 New York goods basket. Nor is the Government 
interested in getting people one dollar over some 'notional' poverty 
line and claiming that that is a great thing to do. 

The Government is interested in the concept of participation, of 
bringing those who are poor into the mainstream of society. This is 
why we are anxious to address the Social Security Review papers. 
On the transition to work of sole parents, the unemployed and the 
disabled, we recognise the importance of linking social security 
policy much more to other elements of government policy, for 
example, labour market policy. Of course, I am aware of the need 
to develop a broader and deeper approach. However I resent the 
suggestion made by some, that while income support is well and 
good, we should get on and do something 'practical'. 

The Government is committed to economic policy and is com
mitted within quite severe constraints. It is simply not possible, if we 
are serious about child poverty, to allow ourselves to be undisci
plined in the approach. We have to think through what are the 
greatest priorities and not enjoin government to do anything and 
everything that people within a particular sector may raise. In terms 
of a social contract, what that involves is people not always taking 
the high ground but rather people within (for example) the welfare 
sector sometimes resolving some of the very difficult issues before 
they approach government. 

Again I say that if we are to succeed in terms of the goals that the 
Government has set, and which I think are shared, then we need a 
much more disciplined approach from the academic community in 
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Australia. And we need to build a much stronger environment so 
that when issues are raised there is a basis of research in Australia 
that enables us' to attack those issues. Just as I would suggest to the 
welfare sector that its own house sometimes is better put in order 
before it puts its bids to government, so I say to the academic 
community that we do more constructively to pursue public policy 
issues than we have done in the past. 

To the welfare sector I say this: do not use the child poverty 
exercise as an opportunity to 'up your bids' in a way which does not 
involve people arguing about relative priorities. I would hope we 
have passed the days of shopping lists. There is a responsibility to 
work out what is most important, even if it means confronting 
vested interests in your own sector. It is also important to recognise 
that often the problems are those of institutional culture as much as 
they are of limited resources. . 

To academics I would say: it is important to pursue the issue of 
child poverty and/or poverty lines in the context of a public-policy 
framework. Your work is not a mere academic exercise. It is vital 
that we develop sustainable reforms in Australia. This will not be 
possible unless there is a dramatic improvement in the quality of the 
contribution to social-policy debate and research. In short, the 
public interest must override the professional interest. 

Let me say that the Government has put this issue on the agenda, 
with all the risks that are involved. I am not going to sit back and 
listen to the Government being rubbished as if it were not aware of 
the risks. We were, and we are. As a government, we are com
mitted. And I hope that our commitment will be matched by those 
who have so much responsibility for setting the climate in the 
community and assisting us to meet our pledge. 



Editor's note: terms used in 
reference to employment 

• Issues 

Writing about employment is tricky because several terms have very 
precise technical meanings but are often (wrongly) used inter
changeably. In this book we have tried to ensure a consistent usage, 
along the following lines: 

Labour market market in which people are either employed or 
are actively looking for work 

In the labour force 
• employed 
• unemployed but actively looking for work 
• if employed, may be self-employed 
• mayor may not be eligible for VB (e.g. if married, the spouse's 

income may make the unemployed person ineligible for VB) 
Not in the labour force 
• unemployed 
• not looking for work 
• not eligible for VB 

,. Jobless those not in the labour force, who want a job but are not 
actively seeking one at present 

Labour force participation in the labour force, whether employ-
ed or looking for work 

Workforce participation actually employed, whether by an em-
ployer or self~employed 

Barriers to employment factors such as low education and skills, 
lack of access to childcare, whith make it hard for people to enter 
the labour force 
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The social cost of poverty 

Don Edgarl 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POVERTY DEBATE 

It is time for the poverty debate to come of age in Australia. It is 
time for us to stop treating poverty as though it were a minority 
issue, as though it were only a matter of social welfare, of shuffling 
the cards of social security benefits and pretending that a little bit 
more income will remove poverty. It is time to recognise that· 
poverty is socially constructed and maintained by our institutional 
arrangements, fed by value systems and attitudes that serve not the 
wider social good but the interests of those in power. And it is time 
for us to follow through that recognition by demanding structural 
changes that will bring people out of poverty and ensure full 
participation in a just society. If politics is the art of the possible, 
then it is possible to remove poverty, given the will to change. 

Given the long history of the poverty debate, it is difficult to 
understand why so little has been done, why we have more children 
and families in poverty now than there were in the 1960s and 1970s 
at the height of the Henderson Poverty Inquiry years. Part of the 
explanation obviously lies in the 1970s period of rapid inflation and 
rising unemployment that led to governments cutting back on 
expenditure. But beyond that there seems to have been a failure to 
make of poverty a social issue, a problem seen as affecting everyone 
rather than the few, an injustice that harms us all. Poverty became 
somehow 'individualised', to be treated by 'handouts' to persons 
whose inability to cope as well as the rest of us made them seem 
barely deserving, down and out of their own volition or because of 
'hard luck', rather than poor because of the way Australian society 
is organised. 

It is really only in the last decade that structural difficulties, as yet 
only seen as economic rather than social and cultural, came to the 
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fore. Research by Saunders (1982) for the Institute of Family 
Studies showed how badly families with children were falling behind 
other groups through a failure to link and adjust the income security 
and tax-transfer systems. Burbidge (1984) showed that the number 
of couple families with children below the poverty line had increased 
by 54.4 per cent since 1981182, while the number of one-parent 
families below the poverty line had increased by 38.6 per cent. At. 
least this recognition of family poverty suggested something struc
tural was going on, and in the Prime Minister's attempt to alleviate 
the worst effects of 'fine-tuning the economy', there came the 
promise to eliminate child poverty by 1990. The Social Security 
Review under Bettina Cass has helped to highlight other structural 
factors such as the position of women, the significance of housing 
costs and the central role of employment and training. 

But none of these efforts has really managed to address adequate
ly issues which are crucial to poverty in Australia, such as the 
distribution of wealth, the structure of the economy and the central 
role of education from early childhood on. The chapters that follow 
detail the links between poverty and health, crime, education, 
housing and the labour force, as well as assess progress to this point 
on the child poverty promise. My task here is to pull together some 
of the threads which may help make poverty a social issue rather 
than only an economic one. 

DEALING WITH THE SOCIAL COST OF POVERTY 

It is not easy to demonstrate the social costs of poverty. It is not 
easy, first, because we have no clear data base in this country on the 
damage done to society as a whole by allowing children and families 
to live in poverty. Most of the data collected on poverty describe the 
damage it does to those individuals and families who have to survive 
on below-poverty incomes. For the public at large, such tales of woe 
can be ignored or dismissed by 'blaming the victims' for their own 
troubles, a reaction which the poverty debate must address more 
closely. But a second difficulty is that, to argue (as I wish to argue) 
for a social impact approach to the poverty debate comes danger-. 
ously close to an appeal to self-interest rather than to altruism, at a 
time when this country needs badly a renewed social compact based 
on principles of equity and social justice rather than any reinforce
ment of the greed, fear and mindless economic rationalism of the 
marketplace. 

Stated simply, I believe that the poverty debate must shift from 
the level of describing how 'poor people' suffer and how much it will 
cost to get them out of poverty, to a greater insistence that society 
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cannot afford poverty, that poverty carries a cost for everyone, not 
just 'the poor'. 

There are at least six lines of argument that may help clarify the 
social impact of poverty. The first two are more concrete and 
pragmatic, the second two put poverty in the context of family 
change and the last two are based on broader social principles of 
development and social justice. 

The politics of fear 

At the most primitive level, we can adopt the tactics of 'the politics 
of fear'. Like the judge in the Philippines whose villa was surround
ed by a wall and protected by 30 armed guards to keep out the 
beggars and the protesters, we need a sudden public realisation, like 
his, that we cannot afford poverty. Such a revelation is far more 
sensible and pragmatic than Marie Antoinette's declaration, 'Let 
them eat cake'. It is both more 'efficient' in economic terms and 
more 'just' in terms of social morality. 

One might well wonder whether such an appeal to self-interest 
will work in any case. People persist in blaming the victims, in 
believing 'the poor will be with us always'. Structurally, modern 
society is so specialised and fragmented that each family, each 
person, loses sight of their necessary interdependence in a complex 
division of labour. In a sense, we 'need' the poor, or 'use' the poor 
to· reaffirm our own superiority. And in the long run many people 
probably believe that it is cheaper to pay for the cost of pain (guns, 
police, ghettos, vandalism, crime) than for the higher cost of 
equality. 

The only way out, it seems to me, is to tackle both views head on. 
First, those who are currently better off in the community must be 
convinced that the price of poverty for the nation is too high. We 
must appeal to their self-interest and use 'the politics of fear', in a 
positive way as an instrument of greater equality and social justice. 

Other chapters in this book outline in more detail than is possible 
here the harm done to children and others through a lack of 
adequate resources for full social participation. Some broad illustra
tions may suffice to indicate how that information can be turned 
from a response of either sympathy or indifference into one which 
recognises that poverty harms us all, that poverty bears a social as 
well as a private cost. 

As Townsend points out, we have gone well beyond the principle 
of 'conditional welfare for the few' as in the 1832-34 Poor Law 
Commission, with pauperism, charity and the virtues of work being 
linked to the belief that 'the poor ye have always with you'; to the 
principle of 'minimum rights for the many', as in. the work of the 
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Webbs, the 1909 Report on the Poor Law and the Beveridge Report 
of 1942. We are still waiting for the third principle of 'distributional 
justice for all' to be fully articulated or tried, but if poverty is 
defined in Townsend's terms, as a lack of resources so· seriously 
below the average that people are, in effect, excluded from partici
pation in everyday society (Townsend, 1979a:31), then a social 
justice approach is essential. For. the main social cost of poverty is 
its denial of justice and a perpetuation of the inequalities of class, 
the disruption of 'civic friendship'. 

The appeal to pragmatism 

The second approach to convincing people of the wider social cost 
of poverty is less primitive than the politics of fear, but it is still a 
pragmatic appeal to . common sense. It is to point out the practical 
advantages, to the whole society, of removing poverty. By focusing 
on children, the Government has managed to shift some of the 
emphasis from 'bludgers', those who 'deserve' to be poor, to a 
blameless group with which people at large can empathise. It is clear 
that 'children are our future' ; that we should 'invest' in their proper 
development, that there is no fairness or justice in denying the full 
potential of every child. Yet there are problems also in this appeal, 
for the place of families and of children in Australian society has 
changed. 

Investment in children's education 

In their chapter, Bob Connell and Viv White analyse the complex 
relationships between disadvantage and educational opportunity and 
outcomes. Here let me remind you only of a few well-established 
facts in the .education debate. We know that the first six years are 
the most rapid years of growth in a child's cognitive development 
(Bloom, 1964). We know that children brought up in homes lacking 
books, more complex language codes, toys, an exploratory and 
stimulating environment are restricted in their cognitive growth 
(Bernstein, 1961). We know that programs such as Head Start and 
Home Start, the Haringey Reading project (Toomey, 1984) and the 
Effective Schools Movement (Viteretti, 1984:2-6) can have a signi
ficant impact on removing the educational disadvantages of a poor 
home and neighbou!hood environment. Yet in Australia we neglect 
early childhood education, parent education, childcare; and we 
dismantle the Schools Commission and the Disadvantaged Schools 
Program because the cost seems too high. What of the cost to 
society of children whose early learning potential is retarded, whose 
lack of skills once they reach secondary education and the labour 
market is suddenly discovered, deplored and blamed on teachers 
and the public school system? 
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Child labour was moved out of the factories and homes and into 
. the schools not because of any great surge of altruism or philanthro

py, but because advancing industrial development needed people 
who were disciplined, literate and able to learn new skills (Bowles 
and Gintis, 1976; Zelizer, 1985; Qvortrup, 1987). In other words, 
because the social cost of poverty and educational disadvantage was 
recognised by those in power. That is what 'investment in human 
capital' means. 

The current problem is that the 'payoff' from investment in 
children is now so delayed that many doubt the cost is worthwhile. 
They doubt also because the 'right' skills and work attitudes seem 
not to be being taught or learned, so money (both public and 
private) is being shifted towards the private school sector. As Ken 
Davidson (1986) points out, there is a potential danger that an 
increasingly polarised and selective system will reduce the full 
productive potential of the workforce and thus impoverish the 
whole society. Given that transformation of the Australian economy 
from an efficient commodity producer to an advanced technological 
society is the only path to security and growth, social choices in 
relation to education will determine our success. Rising retention 
rates are not in themselves a solution, for the extra 'retained' 
students will tend to be the less academically gifted, from lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds. They will stay at school largely because 
there is no place in the workforce for them except as unemployed, 
or, as Presdee says in his chapter, they will reject school and drift 
into alternative lifestyles and possibly crime. Davidson argues that 
the pressure on the public system of schooling will increas,e its 
residualisation, unless more resources are made available to fund a 
broadened curriculum relevant to their needs. Yet even that could 
exacerbate the perceived qualitative differences between the dis
crete systems. 

The creation of new technology-based 'market niches' will depend 
not only upon having the select few who can develop such indus
tries, but also on developing literacy in general information technol
ogy throughout the community, and distributing household income 
to promote a favourable domestic market. The payoff from selective 
elitism seems better, but it is only in the short run. Unfortunately, 
as Davidson (1986:10) says, 'the productive potential of education 
for all has been obscured in the education debate by the dominant 
middle class in favour of the struggle for relative advantage ... '. The 
situation will not be reversed unless the middle class understand 
'that by concentrating on maintaining and increasing relative edu
cational advantage and income differentials they endanger the eco
nomic base on which all classes depend'. That is the message to be 
conveyed: poverty, including poor education, damages us all. 
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The social cost of ill health· 

Another area affected by poverty where it is relatively easy to 
demonstrate social, as opposed to private, cost is that of community 
health. 

Neville Hicks' chapter outlines the health-poverty nexus for 
Australia. In the UK, areas with high unemployment, overcrowding 
and other indicators of poverty are those with the highest mortality 
and morbidity rates. Unemployment of fathers is significantly as
sociated with· greater sickness, hospital admission and mortality in 
children (Brennan, 1978). Workers made redundant have higher 
blood pressure, cardiovascular and joint disease than the employed, 
(Cobb and Kase, 1977) and unemployed schoolleavers have poorer 
mental health than those who find jobs. The wives of unemployed 
men suffer apathy and despair, their children suffer behavioural 
disorders, accident proneness, truancy and withdrawal (Fagin and 
Little, 1984). Suicide rates are higher for the unemployed and para
suicide acts are at the rate of 11:1 compared with employed workers. 
As the Black Report (1980) put it, 'if the mortality rates of Class 1 
(professional) had applied to Classes IV and V (partly skilled and 
unskilled) during 1970-72, 74 000 lives of people aged under 75 
would not have been lost. This estimate includes nearly 10 000 chil
dren and 32 000 men aged 15-64' (quoted in Townsend, 1984:15). 

Moreover, the myth of rising 'diseases of affluence' is overwhelm
ed by diseases and deaths of the poor resulting from factors over 
whieh the health care system has little control. Material deprivation, 
bad housing, dangerous locations, polluted air and unsafe heating 
lead to the early accidents and respiratory diseases which account 
for the large class differences in infant mortality. 

In Australia, complaints are made about the high cost of Medi
care and the health system generally, yet the social impacts of ill
health are demonstrably worse. Reforms to the system must focus 
on the real cost of medical abuse of the system while insisting that 
public health is a bonus, of benefit to the whole community, a 
resource which must be equitably available to all, not the monopoly 
of those who can afford it. 

Family change and poverty 

These illustrations of education and health as worthwhile invest
ments in children highlight the pivotal role of families in the social 
distribution of poverty. Structural changes in family life must be 
understood if child poverty is to be eradicated. There is no need 
here to rehearse all the statistics on family change over the past two 
decades, but some facts about children in families may be useful. As 
is well known, the general fertility rate has moved sharply down-
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ward. Despite cyclical variations related to depressions and periods 
of growth and affluence such as the postwar 'baby boom', the 
decline has been long-term and is unlikely to change. Briefly, the 
decline relates to three types of change: a decrease in the benefits to 
parents from having children, an increase in the costs of having 
children, and a decrease in the costs of avoiding having children, 
that is, the costs of birth control. 

Whereas investment in children was once a crucial way of both 
boosting family productivity and providing for the future, industrial
isation reduced the value of children to parents. Moreover, the 
expanding role of government in providing unemployment and 
health benefits, retirement plans and other social programs dimi
nished the importance of having one's own children, though such 
benefits depend upon future generations being sufficiently produc
tive to pay for them. Rising income levels raise the 'price' of 
children because expenditure per child is closely tied to parental 
income and living standards, and the gradual rise in women's 
earnings also increases the 'price' of children via the opportunity 
costs of time out of the labour force. The ease and reliability of 
contraception and removal of constraints on abortion reduces the 
costs of avoiding having children. The size of the birth cohort since 
the baby boom of the 1950s and 1960s has been reducing steadily, so 
in the 1990s fewer women will be entering the prime years of 
fertility. 

The social impact of declining birth rates is not felt only in 
decreased numbers or cohort sizes. It is also seen in the changing 
social value of children. Female labour force participation is both a 
result of better control over the number and timing of children and 
a cause of decreased fertility. Better wages and expansion of job 
opportunities, at least in the growing service sector, increases the 
value of a woman's time in the marketplace relative to the value of 
her time at home. And the increase in the probability of divorce, 
combined with the male reluctance to invest in children, has brought 
women to realise that education and the ability to earn a good wage 
are essential. 

The last two decades have seen marked changes in the position of 
women, but, as indicated above, equality is still a long way off. 
Participation in the paid labour force is not just the only way many 
families can manage to make ends meet, it is the only way women 
can ensure some control over their own resources. We know that 
women, throughout Australian society, are denied an adequate 
share in so-called 'family' income (Edwards, 1983) and that, once 
separated or divorced, are pushed even further into poverty because 
of the inadequate division of matrimonial property or enforcement 
of child maintenance provisions. 

In the AlPS's study of the economic consequences of marital 
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breakdown (McDonald, 1987) we found while men were on average 
$60 per week better off after separation, women (and by definition· 
children) were on average $78 per week worse off. In our recent 
follow-up study of these same people, we have found that, three 
years later, child-support payments constitute only 11.3 per cent of 
the men's incomes, (that is, for those who pay anything at all), but 
comprise 22 per cent of the women's. There has been (despite 
inflation, wage increases and career advancement) very little in
crease in the amounts fathers pay for child support. The only way 
out of poverty for most of these women has been via remarriage, 
since time out of the career path and inadequate adult education/ 
retraining provisions militate against women increasing the level of 
their own earned incomes. 

Yet at the policy level, we continue to see a failure to tackle the 
access to education and training problem for women via informal 
and flexible adult education and neighbourhood learning centres 
(Edgar, 1987). The emphasis of the bureaucrats and academics is 
still on- formal courses, rigid blocks of 'retraining', doing what the 
'autonomous' tertiary institutions decide is 'needed', rather than 
catering for women and the unemployed on the basis of their 
current experience and allowing them to rebuild their own creden
tials via cross-crediting, recognition of life experience, adding on 
bits of learning as possible within their real-life constraints of 
managing children and other family responsibilities. 

We continue to be told that childcare is too costly, as though the 
costs of the continued exclusion of mothers from the paid labour 
force were not greater and as though quality child care were not a 
cost we should readily bear. No clearer illustration of the failure to 
understand the structural causes of poverty could be found. The 
Social Security Review's emphasis on active job search and unem
ployment benefits, on the need for retraining of women, is to be 
applauded, but a better response is essential from the education 
system, the employers, the trade unions, not to mention govern
ments, in the area of childcare and more flexible and imaginative 
learning programs if this is to succeed. 

Beyond this lies the enormous social cost of family breakdown. 
The centrality of family in the poverty debate is denied by some and 
overlooked by many. We are told that lone parents are the most 
needy, that jobs for women must be created, that poverty has been 
'feminised', that the poverty of children will be eliminated, that only 
families below an income of $50 000 p.a. (regardless of how many 
children Jhey have) should receive tax relief in the form of family 
allowances. 

All this as though single mothers, female economic inequalities, 
the poverty of children, had nothing to do with the structure of 
family life. The awkward fact is that the family remains the most 
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central unit of social interaction and economic exchange in people's 
. lives. The fact is that unemployment affects family life, not just 

some abstract economy. The fact is that 'familia faber', the family as 
an active entity (Boulding, 1983), makes or breaks governments, 
works out (with some agony) what gender equality may mean in 
practice, whether the values and procedures of the 'new class' will 
be accepted, modified or rejected. And another incontrovertible 
fact is that the family, whether that be two parents or a single 
mother, whether it be de facto, married or remarried, is the major 
socialising agent of the society. It is the 'crucible of competence' in 
which our future citizens, with whatever values and productive skills 
they may develop, are forged. It is in and through the family that 
poverty works its effects. 

Youth transition and the poverty of hope 

This point needs re-emphasis because so much of the literature on 
poverty stresses only lack of financial resources as the basis of 
poverty. There is another sort of poverty, particularly among young 
people, which is equally disturbing. This might be called a 'poverty 
of hope', a 'forclosure of the future' which is widespread and not 
confined to youth from disadvantaged areas. Such alienation from 
mainstream societal values is very clear in Wilson and Arnold's 
Street Kids: Australia's Alienated Young (1986). They believe that 
the anger and powerlessness which comes from unemployment, 
together with changing family structures and relationship values, 

... is creating divisions within the family. This social institution 
is breaking down. It abuses and rejects children who become its 
victims. The breakdown of the family as a. stable institution 
creates not only discontinuity, but fear, violence and oppression 
... The problems of the 1980s are not confined to the disadvan
taged and underprivileged classes. They suffer most, as they have 
always suffered, but the spectre of social change affects us all. 
(Wilson and Arnold, 1986:22) 

The large numbers of youth in poverty are victims of structural 
change in both family life and the labour market. Many choose, or 
are forced, to leave home because of severe economic stress in the 
family. Guilt and conflict over the burden they provide for parents 
and the restriction on lifestyle that results can be relieved by moving 
away, but unemployment and restricted allowances offer no hope of 
change. Even if they can get the Young Homeless Allowance (and 
economic stress in the family of origin per se does not make them 
eligible) an amount of $76 is not sufficient .to live on, certainly not 
to secure adequate housing. 

In the UK, Claire Wallace (1987) encapsulates the dilemma for 
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youth transition to adulthood. Because 'youth' is a social category 
defined in part by employment, our sociological models have to be 
recast in a time where employment prospects are low. The roles into 
which young men have been socialised by school, family and norma
tive expectations are no longer available, and Wall ace hypothesises 
fractures in the transition-to-adulthood process that are only too 
apparent in Australia as well (Edgar and Maas, 1984). Leaving
home patterns, living-together arrangements, increased conflict with 
parents, insecure marriages all alter when one or both partners are 
unemployed. Disadvantages accrue, as do the advantages of those 
with jobs, their social polarisation being reinforced by housing 
policies which serve to benefit owner-occupiers. 

Towards a broader social compact 

Another approach to explaining the social cost of poverty, one 
which comes closer to the heart of the social structuring of poverty, 
argues for a broader social compact. Only through the productive 
inclusion of every group and individual can Australian society 
survive. If we eradicate poverty we will all, as an aggregate, be 
better off. This leads me to focus in more detail on the chief 
mechanism for social exclusion, the major tool used to create 
poverty, the area of employment and unemployment. 

Unemployment and poverty 

Since employment is the major source o,f income, and unemploy
ment creates dependence on the state and others, we need to look 
very closely at the wider social implications of unemployment. The 
constant diatribe about dole bludgers and reducing the cost to 
revenue again obscures the social cost through a language of indivi
dual blame. 

Adrian Sinfield (1986) identifies three main elements of the 
welfare state, two of which are often forgotten. There is public 
welfare, the traditional area of social policy and administration. 
There is fiscal welfare, in the form of tax reliefs and allowances. 
And there is occupational welfare, the benefits received by em
ployees as a ·result of their.employment. Developments in these 
three areas over the past 30 to 40 years indicate that while the 
criteria for eligibility for the first· (public welfare) have become 
progressively tighter, and at the same time include much larger 
numbers of people, fiscal welfare and occupational welfare have 
progressively increased benefits to the better-off section of .the 
community. 

The welfare state is in fact operating counterproductively. 'Des
pite the emphasis of the main welfare state programs on universal 
access to bene!it, 'employmentship' is today even more firmly 
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established over citizenship as the significant and honourable status 
for the receipt of welfare-and the more secure the status, the 
more, and the more generously, are needs likely to be met' (Sin
field, 1986:113). 

As Adrian Sinfield (1981) points out, unemployment slows down 
the progress towards social goals and debases and devalues the 
quality of life generally. With high levels of unemployment, the 
chance for low-wage earners themselves to move to more satisfying 
work is restricted and they become trapped in deadening and 
frustrating jobs. 

Ironically therefore, unemployment helps to create cynical and 
dismissive stories about the unemployed which are likely to 
flourish. Workers, frustrated and embittered by being forced to 
stay in their own unsatisfactory job, are all the more likely to 
believe stories of scroungers and fiddlers on the dole who escape 
from the tensions and pressures of employment that they find 
increasingly hard to bear . .. Such disappointments and frustra
tions, sharpened by increasing deprivation, encourage scape-
goating of outsiders and newcomers . .. This is not to say that 
problems such as racism are created simply by unemployment 
. . . but they are exacerbated by it. 

Moreover, pressures are created for the victims of unemployment 
(such as married women and the older worker) to 'reduce the 
visibility of the problem by making themselves scarce'. Unions 
protect the rights of existing job-holders at the expense of the claims 
of 'marginal' groups, and social inequality and disharmony increase. 

Sinfield correctly argues for a social rather than an economic 
approach to this issue. But we may well make a start in that 
direction by demonstrating that the cost of unemployment is not 
borne by the unemployed alone. 

Daryl Dixon recently graphically illustrated the point I am trying 
to make (Age, 19 February 1988). In an analysis of the high cost of 
unemployment, he pointed out: 

Research suggests that through reduced taxation and unemploy
ment benefit payments, the direct cost to the Australian govern
ment of unemployment is about 50 per cent of the private income 
lost when unemployment occurs ... As· well unemployment has 
private and community costs in other areas which include hous
ing, health, community services and correctional and crime 
prevention services. The latter possibly add up to a further 10 per 
cent of private income lost through unemployment, that is, a 
total of perhaps 60 per cent of the direct private loss of income. 
On the basis of 600 000 unemployed people and 500 000 un
employment beneficiaries, this represents a direct cost to the 
government of between $5 and $6 billion per year. 
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The net effect of unemployment is to shrink the tax base. In a 
growing economy, this is reflected in a slower rate of growth of 
tax revenue. So the whole community, not just the unemployed, 
bears the cost. . 

But the cost is more than economic. How different our society 
might be if we took a new look at the social cost of unemployment
related poverty. Olaf Palme, the late Swedish President, wrote in 
1977: 

Full employment is the pillar of Swedish social policy . .. it starts 
as a concept of work, not as the sociologists of the fifties saw it, 
as a necessary evil from which to escape to leisure time where the 
important things in life took place, but as a part of being human 
... We see unemployment not only as a gross economic waste, 
but as an individual human tragedy because it deprives one of a 
meaningful social role. (Qudted in Levison, 1980) 

One might wonder whether this emp):tasis on meaningful work is 
at times pie in the sky, considering the influence of the microchip, 
but deprivation of a chance to contribute and denial of responsibility 
and significance must rank as a major social cost of poverty. 
Countries such as Japan and Sweden have not experienced high 
unemployment with the growth of technology and it is a political
social decision, not an inevitable outcome, that people will be 
forced into idleness by economic and industrial 'forces'. Concern 
with work incentives and employability, arguments over wage rates 
and who will bear the burden, only serve to divert attention away 
from ensuring that technological innovations are used effectively to 
improve both the quality and the productivity of the job. If, with 
Townsend, we agree that poverty is more than a subsistence concept 
and involves a 'participation' model of active citizenship, then we 
must accept that 'the main means of contribution and participation 
for most people is work' and that 'to deny people the chance of 
contributing is to impoverish them by limiting their ability to 
participate in the daily routines of the majority and to share in the 
rewards that this brings' (Sinfield, 1981:153-54). 
. Under the Swedish model, the option is not work or welfare, but 
work and welfare (Marklund, 1986). Whereas in Australia 75 per 
cent of total labour market policy expenditure goes into relief 
payments for the unemployed, in Sweden it is less than 10 per cent. 
Most resources are allocated to retraining programs through firms 
or individuals, so the likelihood of taking up a job is improved as 
qualifications will be enhanced through job training. Welfare trans
fers are based on the social insurance principle which means that 
payments are made in accordance with the loss of income, a strong 
incentive to stay in work. As Steffan Marklund (1986:10) puts it, 
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If the Swedish model is at all relevant to Australia today ... a 
shift of the debate must take place. Welfare policy muSt be 
defined in broad based terms of universal benefits rather than 
selective policies limited to the poor and it must contain an active 
labour market policy to avoid open unemployment and to take 
better care of those in employment. To shift the emphasis from 
selective to universal policies, the focus must simultaneously be 
shifted from poverty, family poverty and single mothers to a 
policy focussing on unemployment, how to increase women's 
labour market participation rates and facilitate work through 
improved public services, training and education. 

This probably overstates the case, but it suggests that the position of 
youth and women must be given special attention. 

A further point needs to be made in relation to Sweden. It is now 
fashionable to use Sweden as an example of the welfare state gone 
wrong, as an economy now in trouble because of its over-generosity 
via universal benefits. Yet this is to miss the wood for the trees. 
Sweden, whatever the weaknesses of its particular arrangements, at 
least developed agreement on the key issues to be addressed by the 
corporate state. Full participation in employment sits at the centre 
of their social compact, with all that implies for labour, capital, the 
family and the state. 

The myth of a fixed poverty group 

It must be remembered also that 'the poor' are not only the 
unemployed, not only the halt, the sick and the lame, not only 'the 
working class'. The poor (as Townsend and endless others have 
reminded us) are a moving and multifarious population. 

As the Australian Institute of Family Studies' work on low-wage
earning families has revealed (Burbidge, 1988) many families have 
jobs, are employed, but are still very poor. They still have insuf
ficient resources for 'inclusion', for full participation as social beings. 
They form the ranks of the disaffected, for they see welfare systems 
for those who do not work and resent the injustice of their own lack 
of reward for effort, blaming the very ranks which they might well 
join at any moment. We know that thousands of youth are poor, 
excluded from jobs, incomes, family. life, a viable future. 

We must rebut the myth of the 'permanent unchangeable poor'. 
The long debate between the 'culture of poverty' theory and a 
'situational' approach indicates clearly that what appeared to be an 
intergenerational transmission of values militating against upward 
mobility were, instead, adaptations to situations of poverty that 
could not be changed by personal effort alone. Belief systems are 
not immutable and 'the poor' are not inevitably less motivated to 
education, or work, than others. Access to jobs and income, to a 
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more adequate and secure lifestyle facilitate change. Participation 
reduces social isolation and offers the chance for developing more 
supportive social relationships (Ternowetsky, 1977:170). As Kries
berg pointed out (1963:309), 'It is unreasonable to expect people to 
stop acting like they are poor as long as they are poor. Values, 
beliefs, and patterns of conduct interfering with moving out of 
poverty will persist if the conditions· supporting such thoughts and 
actions continue; if these conditions are altered, so will thoughts and 
actions'. 

Pierre Bourdieu's (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977) theory of 'cultu
ral reproduction' shows how such structured disadvantages can be 
'transmitted' or prolonged, but it does not argue that upward 
mobility is impossible given a more open opportunity system in 
education and the labour force. We know from the 'effective schools 
movement' in the US and the UK, as well as from the work of 
Connell (1982) and others on the disadvantaged schools program of 
the Australian Schools Commission, that (contrary to Coleman et 
aI., 1966, and Jencks, 1972) schools can make a difference despite 
poor home background resources and· their impact on educational 
achievement. 

The University of Michigan's Panel Study of Income Dynamics 
has since 1968 gathered annual information on 5000 families. Their 
data indicate that only a small proportion of people could be called 
persistently poor, but nearly 25 per cent had fallen below the 
poverty line in at least one year in a ten-year period (Duncan et aI., 
1984). The most common ways of entering and leaving poverty were 
changes in employment-related earnings and changes in family com
position. So the poverty debate in Australia must not talk as if 'the 
poor' comprises one group that can be 'targeted'. It must address 
'the poverty' into which varied types of people are pushed by 
structural changes in employment and family life. Thus, directing 

. payments specifically to the poor may alleviate some of the tem
porary disadvantages they suffer, but only programs which address 
the broader causes which push people into poverty and keep them 
down and out will solve the poverty problem. 

The demands of social justice 

Finally, the sixth approach to making people think about the social 
cost of poverty is the most difficult of all. For it is an appeal to 
altruism, to a sense of fair play, of justice, that seems to run counter 
to the dominant value-ethic of individualism, of every person for 
themself. This is Townsend's (1979a) third principle of 'distribu
tional justice for all', a social policy of inclusion, of developing full 
potential, of creating a just society. As stated earlier, the main 
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social cost of poverty is its denial of justice and a perpetuation of 
the inequalities of class, the disruption of 'civic friendship' . 

In line with basic economic theory, we must remember that. 
resources are always scarce relative to human needs or wants, and 
resources have alternative uses. Thus when we decide to allocate 
money in one way, there is an alternative cost, the value of 'the 
road not taken'. Our task must be to demonstrate 'equality at the 
margin', that is, when choices between alternatives are made, the 
optimal level will be where the benefit of a small increment (the 
marginal benefit) is exactly equal to its cost. This is what lies behind 
the attack on 'the welfare state', the assertion that its cost is greater 
than the benefit it confers. We have to demonstrate that the cost of 
removing poverty is equal at the margin. But we must insist that this 
is a question of moral judgment, a political act of will, not the result 
of objective economic forces. An economic approach which focuses 
on allocative efficiency is only partial. The mono technic fallacy of 
economics denies the role of values in choosing between costs. We 
must insist that scarcity is only one aspect of the human condition, 
not assume that scarcity is the only problem or that the most 
efficient use of resources is the only goal. 

In the extensive literature on distributive justice, a somewhat 
simplistic approach suggests that justice equals a balance between 
'inputs' or effort and the rewards one gets (Homans, 1961, 1976; 
Jasso, 1978, 1980). Others test the proposition that people feel 
injustice when their actual reward or income differs from what. they 
feel they deserve, with the somewhat unremarkable finding that 
those who feel underrewarded express a greater sense of injustice 
than those who are overrewarded. Others argue that the poor 
accept the legitimacy of their lower rewards and place in society 
because they have lower self-images, but Shepelak (1987) found that 
though the poor, like most others, do see personal effort as linked 
to income, they do not necessarily see it as legitimate. As Victor 
Fuchs (1983) puts it, if justice conflicts with economic efficiency, 
then justice must win. 

Even if each individual's income is strictly proportional to his or 
her contribution to production, some individuals will receive 
very high income while others will not earn enough for survival. 
It is difficult to reconcile such great inequality with elementary 
notions of justice, although some libertarians attempt to do so by 
focusing on the fairness of the process rather than the outcome. 
Their attempt fails, however, because it is impossible to establish 
a moral basis for inequality of opportunity, even though some 
income inequality can be justified to preserve efficiency and 
freedom. We are born unequal in abilities and advantages; 
justice, therefore, requires some redistribution of income ... 
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Only government can ensure redistribution from members of one 
group to members of another. (Nozick, 1974:230-31) 

The key question is, what sort of a society do we want? Do we 
want one in which a social compact based upon inclusion, justice 
and equality of opportunity is agreed publicly? Or do we wish to 
persist with the antagonistic stance of an in egalitarian debate? 

There should be no room for doubt that poverty is created and 
recreated by the ways in which a whole society - the rich as well as 
the poor-manages its affairs (Dennison, 1981). This clearly means 
that the existence of poverty is a matter of community priorities and 
the way those priorities are reflected in governmental actions. 
Poverty benefits some at the expense of others. As Gans (1973) 
pointed out, poverty is 'functional' for all sorts of vested-interest 
groups, The problem is that the rich have one set of priorities and a 
restricted vision of social justice, while the poor are often so 
excluded and so lacking in the resources effectively to alter their 
social circumstances that the combined result is to accept the status 
quo. 

We must ensure that the poor achieve the resources, financial, 
social and personal (what has been called elsewhere the 'equipment 
for competence' (Brewster-Smith, 1969; Edgar, 1980)) to be able to 
control their own lives and progressively to demand a more equal 
share, through a feeling of personal efficacy, 'the competent self. 

The just society depends upon mutual respect and the exercise of 
responsibility, yet we are blinkered by a narrow economic view of 
exchange based on 'rewards' for 'inputs'. Much more is needed. 
Money alone, without education, socially useful and valued skills, 
the chance to exercise responsibility and that feeling of personal 
efficacy, will not be enough in the fight against poverty. 

As Goff points out (1983:94), for people to have empathy for 
others, for 

ideal role-taking to succeed, and for the viewpoint of non-ideal 
conceptions of justice to be understood, one person must see 
things as another person does ... reconstruct the conditions 
which have militated against mutual respect between persons in 
the least favoured and most favoured positions. In this way 
obstructions to civic friendship can be identified and the feeling 
of mutual respect, which Kant declares to be the only feeling 
caused through freedom, becomes empirically possible. 

Beyond this feeling of mutual respect however, we need, for 
social justice to obtain, a sense of primary responsibility from 
person to person. Responsibility of course 'requires power, one is 
not responsible for an event one has not brought about'; it 'rests on 
the causal imputation of past deeds'. In this I follow Anthony 
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Giddens' (1976; 1984) interpretation of the concept of power not 
merely 'as a difference in interactive possibilities for effecting one's 
own will', but as any 'capability of action in social relations'. In this 
'dialectic of control', there can be 'no absolute powerlessness of an 
actor ... even the most dependent and most oppressed can mobilise 
resources for controlling their situation and the reproduction of 
their social relations to the oppressors' (Joas, 1987:20). But there is 
also a 'future' responsibility, a responsibility for doing things be
cause one has the power to do them. The clearest example is parental 
responsibility for children, but there is also a responsibility for the 
needful other. 

The problem is we are not all so altruistic; responsibility for 
children can lead to neglect and abuse, responsibility for the needy 
does not eliminate need or poverty. We often find our leaders 
introducing the 'principle of fear' under the mask of the 'principle of 
hope', 'raising the hope of future abundance in order to induce 
present sacrifices, although the hope would be disappointed because 
the sacrifices are intended to prevent disaster, not to establish 
opulence' (Weisskopf, 1983:114-15). 

What we must aim at is the creation of a new social compact 
based upon mutual respect, which in turn can be based only upon 
responsibility for others, which in turn can be based only upon 
having reasonable and more equal access to the resources essential 
for control and choice. Poverty is not merely a lack· of financial 
resources. It is a denial of power and hence responsibility. Inequa
lity leaves power and responsibility in the hands of the better off, 
the 'overrewarded' who, we know, feel less of a sense of unfairness 
about their ratio of reward exceeding their input than do those 
whose efforts are not adequately rewarded. It is inevitable to 
conclude that the drive for social justice is more likely to come from 
the have-nots, the underrewarded, than from the privileged in our 
society. The social good must be mobilised from the grassroots, and 
the sense of responsibility and fairness is more likely to be fostered 
if we stress the needs and the helplessness of children than the 
claims of adults who can more easily be blamed for their own ill-
fortune. . 

WHO PAYS THE SOCIAL COST OF POVERTY? 

The available evidence suggests that the burden of taxation and 
social security benefits has come to fall much more heavily on the 
average and below-average income recipient than on those with 
higher incomes. Occupational benefits represent a loss in tax revenue 
and deprive society as a whole of resources for public welfare and 
other public spending. Redistribution in the fiscal and occupational 
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areas is in fact redistribution upwards, and serves to increase in
equalities. 

Privilege and stigma are reinforced by measures which allow those 
who are better off to accumulate capital assets which can be sold or 
passed on. Non-owner-occupiers are forced into public housing 
which declines in quality and value and does not provide any return. 
Superannuation costs to revenue are perhaps the clearest current 
example of the inequality of occupational welfare. Again, while the 
receipt of public assistance cancels out or at least devalues most 
alternative income, receipt of other welfares (fiscal or occupational) 
can make it easier to retain yet more resources. So the inequalities 
are increased. 

The point is that if we can afford as a society to provide housing, 
superannuation, taxation and occupational benefits to the better off, 
we can afford to remove poverty. The cost to the society as a whole 
of upper-income welfarism is enormous, yet we hear less about this 
than about the cost of social security benefits, the exploitation of 
unemployment benefits, supporting parent's benefits, Workcare and 
so on. 

The only way to alter this tide of privileged special pleading and 
stigmatising is to insist on the message that to have anyone living in 
poverty harms us all. To have any child or youth living in poverty is 
to harm our future. To invest properly in developing the full 
potential of every person is to ensure a safer, more economically 
secure, more socially cohesive society than we now have. The 
argument is of course about redistribution, but not necessarily in 
terms of absolute equality. Justice is the aim, and a standard of 
living that permits choice, that allows for participation in what is 
generally valued in society is what justice means. We cannot rely 
upon conceptions of justice in terms of reward for effort, because 
children, the aged, the disabled, those excluded from jobs can never 
prove their worthiness on those grounds. 

What we lack now, and need most of all, is a new measure of 
poverty, not based on income alone but based upon access to those 
resources seen as necessities for participation in the activities of 
society. Social consensus can be reached upon a list of necessities 
(Veit-Wilson, 1987), through regular surveys of the state of well
being of Australian households. 

In a review of consensual approaches to defining poverty, Veit
Wilson (1987) calls for 'fixed goal posts' instead of a moving line 
based on social security scales. Only then, he claims, could we 
counter the widespread and cynical belief that 'every time benefits 
go up so do the numbers of poor'. He favours the Mack and Lansley 
(1984) approach to reaching a public consensus on poverty, that is, 
taking 'all those who cannot afford three or more necessities as an 
indication of the numbers in poverty'. Their approach distinguishes 
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between lacking necessities (socially defined) as a matter of taste or 
choice in about a quarter of instances and being enforced or 
unavoidable in about three-quarters. Necessities are those items 
which 51 per cent plus of the population define as such. In their 
research, 'they found that 95 per cent of the people who lacked 
three of four necessities (at the 51 per cent level) lacked at least one 
necessity defined by 66 per cent of the population, and over two
thirds of the deprived lacked at least one necessity defined at the 75 
per cent level. This suggests that severely deprived people lack 
necessities which a large majority of the population defined as such' 
(Veit-Wilson, 1987:204). 

Clearly, were we to apply such a consensual approach to child 
poverty or poverty in general, we would need regular official 

. research surveys to determine 

1 what deprivation indicators to use; 
2 the public ranking of deprivation indicators; 
3 how they relate to incomes; 
4 the lack of control over resources, which turns lack of a necessity 

from being a choice to the necessity of satisfying one need only by 
neglecting others. 

Relative deprivation models of poverty must accept that the 
standards by which poverty is defined and measured are socially 
derived, that people living in society at a particular time, not 
'experts', are those who define what are 'necessities', and that 
governments cannot pretend that fixed social security scales of 
benefits represent in any meaningful way the minimum income 
needed to avoid deprivation in Australian society. 

Access to the resources for participation, both as children and 
youth now, and later on as adults, must be available if we are to 
remove child poverty and ensure that Australia becomes a more 
productive and equitable society. The economic cost may be high, 
but both the economic and social costs of continued poverty are . 
even higher. 
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Inequality and deprivation among 

families with children: 
an exploratory study 

Peter Whiteford, Bruce Bradbury and 
Peter Saunders 

Since the late 1960s there has been a significant growth in Australian 
literature on income distribution and poverty. Apart from the 
publications of the Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, related 
research has been carried out at the Australian Institute of Family 
Studies, the National Institute for Economic and Industry Research, 
the Social Welfare Research Centre, the Department of Social 
Security, the Social Welfare Policy Secretariat, subsequently the 
Policy Coordination Unit, as well as by individual researchers. 

This extensive body of research has mainly dealt with economic 
. aspects of poverty, using low income as defined by the Henderson 

poverty line as a basis for poverty measurement. These studies have 
generally been concerned with analysing trends in the number and 
composition of groups in poverty, and other aspects of the relation
ship between low incomes and disadvantage. An exception is the 
study by Podder (1978) for the Poverty Commission, which included 
analysis of wealth, debt, consumption and financial commitments 
for those in poverty. A second strand of research has been con
cerned with more qualitative aspects of the effects of poverty on 
individual households. Often smaller in scale, and using a case-study 
approach, this work is best exemplified in studies by the Australian 
Council of Social Service (Smith, 1982) and the Brotherhood of St 
Laurence (Trethewey, 1986). 

While these studies have thrown light on the economic and 
financial circumstances of low-income groups, there is still consider
able scope for further development of both method and content. 

20 
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The deficiencies of the Henderson poverty line, for example, are 
well known (Saunders, 1980; Stanton, 1980). Nevertheless, it is 
likely that, barring the development of some preferred alternative, 
it will continue to be used in public debate and research. 

The use of a poverty line against which income can be compared 
to produce estimates of the incidence and structure of poverty at a 
point in time and against which trends over time can be assessed is 
common to a number of countries. Examples include the Orshansky 
poverty line in the United States, the Statistics Canada 'low income. 
cut-offs' and the 140 per cent of Supplementary Benefit standard 
used in the United Kingdom. 

Despite the undoubted usefulness of the results of these studies in 
building up a profile of those in poverty, it is increasingly being 
recognised that income inadequacy alone is but one dimension, 
albeit important, of the circumstances of the poor. The work of 
Townsend (1979a; 1987), for example, has emphasised the concept 
of relative deprivation, which is determined by the level of material 
and social conditions or activtties actually experienced. Lack of 
income or other resources which prevent these conditions being 
attained may preclude full. membership in society (Townsend, 
1987a). 

The value of conceptualising poverty in a broader context than 
inadequacy of income is also apparent in the work of Ringen (1985). 
He develops for Scan din avian countries a poverty measure based on 
the accumulation of disadvantage, derived in turn from a number of 
indicators of 'problematic states', an approach which has been 
advocated in Australia by Travers (1986a; 1986b). 

This. chapter has been produced in the spirit of these latter 
approaches to poverty measurement. It presents the results of a 
preliminary analysis of the living standards of low-income families 
with the purpose of identifying several aspects of a broader concep
tion of poverty that extends beyond income inadequacy. The source 
of the data used in the analysis is the unit record file based on the 
1984 Household Expenditure Survey (HES) released by the Austra
lian Bureau of Statistics. Although these data are not ideal for this 
purpose, they include a vast array of information on the financial 
circumstances of Australian households. The results that follow 
represent a first step towards developing a broad picture of house
hold living standards, focusing on the situation of those with child
ren. 

INCOMES, STANDARDS OF LIVING AND POVERTY 

In a recent review of alternative approaches to poverty measure
ment, Atkinson (1985) raises a number of issues that the standard 
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income-based approach must resolve. The most significant of these 
are the following: 

1 What is the concept of income, and why are we concerned with 
income rather than the standards of living? 

2 How is the poverty standard defined? What happens if people 
hold different views about its definition? What meaning can be 
attached to poverty at different times, such as the mid-1970s and 
the late 1980s? 

3 How should we treat families of differing composition? Should 
the family be the unit of analysis, rather than the household? 
Should the individual be our main concern? 

4 What should be the period of assessment? What account should 
be taken of wealth? How does the duration of poverty enter our 
considerations? 

5 The figures usually show the 'headcount" of poverty; the US 
figures show also the poverty deficit. How should we measure the 
extent of poverty? Should we follow those authors who have 
proposed measures of poverty akin to those of inequality? 

While Atkinson acknowledges the desirability of specifying a 
single poverty standard, he argues that the likelihood of reaching 
agreement on resolution of these issues in a single poverty standard 
is extremely slight. A range of indicators is thus the most practical 
and indeed the preferred outcome. In a similar vein, Piachaud 
concluded on the basis of his review of alternative approaches to 
poverty measurement that 'none of the approaches discussed, nor 
any combination of them can provide a unique scientific and objec
tive measure of poverty' (Piachaud, 1987:161). 

Atkinson notes that the usual low-income cut-off approach to 
poverty is based on an assessment of the objective circumstances of 
families and not on their own subjective evaluations. In this sense, 
the subject of concern is the unit's level of resources rather than its 
personal sense of well-being. This 'objective' approach is not in
consistent, however, with basing a poverty standard on the subjec
tive judgments of the population as a whole (Van Praag et aI., 1982; 
Mack and Lansley, 1985). 

Atkinson distinguishes between two concepts underlying concern 
with poverty or low incomes. The first is the concept of poverty as 
an inadequate standard of living, which consequently leads to studies 
of the overall expenditures or expenditure patterns of different 
households. The second is that of poverty or low income as being of 
concern because of the individual's right to a minimum level of 
resources. That is, all citizens are entitled to a minimum income 
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which they may spend as they see fit. The right to a minimum level 
of income may be seen as a prerequisite to participation in the 
normal life of a civilised society. In fact, it is possible to overstate 
this distinction, since there is no inherent reason why society's 
judgment as to what constitutes an adequate standard of living 
should not be one where the minimum incomes provided by the 
state allow for participation in the normal activities of society. 
Whether one makes such a distinction or not, the focus of concern is 
with the objective circumstances of families, and usually involves 
using current money income as the measure of living standards or 
ability to participate. This common assumption, however, is well 
known to be problematic. 

For example, there is no single period over which it is most 
meaningful to make judgments about a family's standard of living. 
While income in the current period may be a major determinant of a 
family's standard of living in many instances, it is obviously not the 
only relevant factor. The ability to draw on past savings and the 
ability to go into debt can make current income an imprecise 
indicator of standards of living for many families. Recognising this, 
economists have developed the concept of 'permanent income' as a 
more reliable determinant of actual expenditure and hence standards 
of living. Permanent income determines the rate of expenditure 
individuals can maintain for the rest of their lives, given the present 
level of wealth and income earned now and in the future. Perma
nent income thus involves adjusting present income not only in light 
of assets accumulated from previous savings, but also in light of 
prospective future incomes. (Implications for the measurement of 
poverty in the United States of accounting for such factors has been 
explored by Garfinkel and Haveman (1977) and Weisbrod and 
Hansen (1968).) 

Not only. does the permanent income concept emphasise the role 
of wealth in the determination of living standards, it also places 
current money income in a life-cycle context. The relationship 
between current and permanent income may be particularly tenuous 
in the early and later stages of the life cycle, when current income is 
likely to be below permanent income. The obverse of this is that 
during the middle stages of the life cycle - when family income also 
has to support children - current .income will overstate permanent 
income. Over the life cycle as a whole, however, permanent income 
will determine the level of consumption that can be sustained. 
Whether a family's level of consumption is sustainable or not is the 
crucial issue, and this may only be determinable by a comprehensive 
analysis of the relationship between its resources and commitments 
over a relatively long time. 

These criticisms should not be taken as implying that income 
distribution data are necessarily misleading in themselves or in-
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accurate. Indeed, the producers and users of income data are well 
aware of these issues and many of the improvements in data 
produced by the ABS are a consequence. The 1981182 Income and 
Housing Survey, for example, contains information on both current 
and annual income as well as housing ten~re and costs. In practical 
terms, whether poverty is measured on the basis of current or 
annual income, and whether housing costs are allowed for, have an 
important bearing both on the overall incidence of poverty and on 
its structural composition among different family types (Saunders, 
1987, Table 1; Vipond, 1986). 

There are alternatives to the direct measurement of living stan
dards in the context of poverty standards. As already indicated, the 
best known of these is the relative deprivation approach developed 
by Townsend. According to Townsend, previous approaches to 
measuring poverty have been oversimplified, misleading or incon
sistent. Townsend argues that conceptions of 'absolute' deprivation 
disintegrate upon close examination. People's needs, even for food, 
are conditioned by the society in which they live, and just as needs 
differ in different societies, so they evolve over time within a single 
society. Indeed, 'needs arise by virtue of the kind of society to 
which individuals belong. Society imposes expectations, through its 
occupational, education, economic and other systems, and it also 
creates wants through its organisations and customs' (Townsend, 
1979a:50). 

The social environment and expectations generate needs in an 
objective sense. Parents are expected to provide for their children, 
so that the goods and services provided at all stages of childhood are 
influenced by the school system and the mass media, for example. 
Again, if unemployed people are to get jobs they are expected to 
conform to standards of dress and appearance. 'Laws and norms are 
in delicate interdependence with need' (Townsend, 1979a:51). Po
verty is historically relative as well. New legislation is passed: 
housing standards and therefore housing costs are raised; changes in 
the balance of public and private transport imply changing expenses; 
raising the school leaving age or increasing the educational stan
dards required for certain jobs mean that people's needs change 
over time. As a consequence, Townsend argues that any conception 
of poverty as 'absolute' is misleading and deserves to be abandoned. 

In a recent defence of the budget standard approach to poverty 
measurement, Bradshaw and associates (1987:169) acknowledge 
that subjective decisions are involved: 'Drawing up a budget stan
dard inevitably involves judgements- judgements about what items 
should be included, about the quantity of items that are required 
and about the price that should be fixed to the items' (emphasis 
original). They conclude that it is quite legitimate to include some of 
the costs of social participation (such as going to meetings or 
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football matches) in the budget rather than confine it simply to lists 
of goods needed. If that is done, then the budget standard approach 
can be used to measure relative deprivation. In contrast, Townsend 
argues that while subsistence or budgetary definitions of poverty are 
apparently based on a concept of some 'absolute' level of human 
needs, in practice they reflect a narrow conception of relative 
deprivation. It follows that a comprehensive approach is required. 

Poverty can be defined objectively and applied consistently only 
in terms of the concept of relative deprivation . .. The term is 
understood objectively rather than subjectively. Individuals, 
families and groups in the population can be said to be in 
poverty when they lack the resources to obtain the type of diet, 
participate in the activities and have the living conditions and 
amenities which are customary, or are at least widely encouraged 
or approved, in the societies to which they belong. Their re
sources are so seriously below those commanded by the average 
individual or family that they are, in effect, excluded from 
ordinary living patterns, customs and activities. (Townsend, 
1979a:31) . 
He argues that broad measures of resources should replace simple 

income measures in the study of inequality and poverty, and also 
'style of living' should replace 'consumption' (or more narrowly still, 
'nutritional requirements') in determining what levels in the ranking 
of resources should be regarded as constituting deprivation. Town
send's measure of resources included all forms of cash income, 
capital assets, the value of employment benefits and of public social 
services, as well as various forms of private income in kind. Town
send tentatively hypothesised that, 'as resources for any individual 
or family are diminished, there is a point at which there occurs a 
sudden withdrawal from participation in the customs and activities 
sanctioned by the culture. The point at which withdrawal "escalates" 
disproportionately to falling resources could be defined as the 
poverty line' (Townsend, 1979a:57). 

In order to test this hypothesis, a list of 60 indicators of the 'style 
of living' of the population was built up. This covered diet, clothing, 
fuel and light, home amenities, housing and housing facilities, the 
immediate environment of the home, the characteristics, security, 
general conditions and welfare benefits of work, family support, 
recreation, education, health and social relations. These indicators 
were expressed as indicators of deprivation-for example, lacking 
an amenity or not participating in an activity. By applying the 
indicators to individuals and families, a score for different forms of 
deprivation was constructed and a summary 'deprivation index' was 
compiled. The correlation between nearly all of the indicators and 
different measures of resources was found to be highly significant. 
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In a critical review of Townsend's work, Piachaud (1981) not only 
questioned the basis for the claim that an objective poverty standard 
was possible, but also emphasised the need to distinguish between 
choices and constraints in the determination of the indicators used 
in the relative deprivation index. This is an important issue because 
information on family expenditures and other activities reflect both 
what people actually want (choices) and what they can actually 
afford (constraints): In practice, it is difficult to ascertain which of 
the two is the underlying cause of a lack of expenditure or partici
pation, yet the distinction has crucial implications for income sup
port policy. Put simply, if families are not participating or consuming 
for reasons of choice rather than constraint, then the provision of 
additional income is unlikely to influence this particular aspect of 
deprivatiop, even though other aspects and their overall standard of 
living may be improved as a consequence. The difficulty of dis
tinguishing between choices and constraints as determinants of 
expenditure needs to be borne in mind when assessing the results 
presented later in this chapter. 

DATA USED AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 

The data used in our analysis were derived from the Household 
Expenditure Survey (HES) conducted by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) in 1984. The HES was designed to obtain details of 
expenditures, income and demographic characteristics of households 
living in private dwellings and caravan parks in Australia. Personal 
interviews were conducted to collect information on expenditure 
items which occur infrequently, such as the purchase of property 
and payment of household bills, and to collect income details for all 
household members aged fifteen years and over. In addition, house
hold members aged ·fifteen years and over recorded all payments 
made by them in a specially provided diary. The diary-keeping 
period was two weeks for most households and four weeks in rural 
areas. Information was originally sought from a multistage area 
sample of some 11 500 households. Of these, about 83 per cent 
provided full information, giving an effective sample size of 9571 
households (ABS, 1986)-. Data from the 1984 HES have since been 
made publicly available on a unit record tape. For reasons of 
confidentiality, however, the data released in this form contains 
only 4492 households (about 50 per cent of the full sample) and 
excludes all households from the Northern Territory. 

In order to focus on children in poverty, the present analysis is 
based on the unit record file on families with children. Consequently 

. we selected households with dependent children, where the house
hold head was aged less than 55 years. Dependent children were 
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defined as those aged under fifteen years together with those aged 
fifteen to nineteen years and in full-time education. We also decided 
to look at households containing one income unit alone. Households 
with more than one income unit could be, for example, either a sole 
parent and child living with the sole parent's own parents or other 
relatives or with any other independent individual, or a married 
couple with dependent children, and with adult offspring or other 
relatives in the same household. We chose this exclusion because 
the expenditure behaviour and incomes of multi-income-unit house
holds could be expected to differ significantly from those where 
there were only the parent or parents and dependent children 
present. Within our chosen group, we included only those house
holds where the principal source of income was from either govern
ment cash benefits. (other than family allowances) or from wages 
and salary. We excluded the self-employed, primarily because of the 
difficulties associated with interpretation of their income and finan
cial circumstances (Brad bury et al., 1988). It follows that the 1224 
households whose circumstances we analyse are not a complete 
enumeration of households with dependent children. 

The sample was then divided into five groups-the first two 
being sole parents and couples whose principal source of income 
was government cash benefits. The remaining groups were selected 
from wage and salary earners, graded by income level: the 'low
income' group was chosen as approximately the bottom 20 per cent 
of wage-and-salary-earner households and total household incomes 
less than $350 per week in 1984; the 'high-income' group was chosen 
as approximately the top 20 per cent of wage-and-salary-earner 
households with children, and had total household incomes of $700 
per week or over; the 'medium income' group was the 60 per cent 
remaining, with household incomes between $350 and $700 per 
week. 

Some of the main characteristics of the sample selected are shown 
in Table 2.1. The average gross (before-tax) incomes of the different 
groups ranged from $153.23 per week for the sole parents to $913.90 
per week for the high-income wage and salary earners, a range of 
nearly 6:1. In contrast, average total expenditure was more evenly 
distributed, varying from $204.40 for the sole-parent group to $636.40 
for the high-income group, a range of about 3:1. Total expenditure 
was defined to approximate current household outgoings and in
cluded current household expenditure on goods and services, plus 
mortgage principal repayments on the family home, and super
annuation and life insurance payments. Excluded were capital ex
penditures in the form of gains or losses from sale of property, other 
capital housing costs, and income tax paid. The first exclusion was 
made because of the extreme variability of expenditure introduced 
by sale of other properties, the second because income tax as 



Table 2.1 Characteristics of families with children in HES Survey 

Family Type 

Low-income Medium-income High-income 
Pensioner/ wage and wage and wage and 

Sole-parent beneficiary salary salary salary 
Characteristic pensioners couple couple couple couple Total 

Number in sample 121 88 209 608 198 1224 
Average number of 

children in household 1.78 2.11 1.97 2.00 2.02 1.99 
Percentage with 

youngest dependent 
under 5 years 44.8 67.3 62.4 51.9 42.3 52.5 

Housing tenure (%) 
Owners 10.2 12.4 22.3 16.3 23.7 17.6 
Purchasers 11.5 24.4 46.0 62.4 64.1 52.1 
Renters 70.9 63.2 26.5 18.9 10.6 27.2 
Rent-free 7.5 0.0 5.2 2.4 1.5 3.1 

Average gross 
income ($ p.w.) $153.23 $206.62 $292.30 $505.93 $913.91 $479.05 

Average after-tax 
income ($ pw.) $153.23 $206.62 $256.75 $397.12 $639.08 $374.48 

Average total 
expenditure ($ pw.) $204.40 $264.21 $335.81 $431.51 $636.36 $413.84 

Average total 
expenditure per 
equivalent adult 
($pw.) $110.50 $96.93 $126.84 $161.63 $236.70 $158.11 

Source: ASS Household Expenditure SUNey 1984. unit record file 
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recorded in the RES does not relate to current income but to 
income tax paid in the previous financial year or even earlier. 

Because of this problem, a model was developed to compute the 
income-tax liabilities of members of each household. The model 
estimated PA YE income liabilities as an average of the 1983/84 and 
1984/85 tax years, which was necessary because the survey year fell 
into these two tax years. The table shows the estimated average 
after-tax incomes of each family type. Both sole-parent pensioners 
and pensioneribeneficiary couples were assumed to have paid no 
income tax, while the liabilities of wage and salary earners 'increase 
with income because of the operation of the progressive tax system. 

It is notable that the average total expenditure of pensioner and 
beneficiary families and low-income wage and salary earners actual
ly exceed the average gross incomes of these groups - by $51.17 per 
week or 33.4 per cent for sole parents, by $57.59 per week or 27.9 
per cent for pensioner/beneficiary couples with children, and by 
$43.51 per week or 14.9 per cent for low-income wage and salary 
earners. The reasons why expenditure exceeds income are complex, 
but primarily reflect the fact that the RES does not aim to be an 
income-expenditure balance sheet, and consequently does not col
lect details of all funds available for spending. Income in the RES is 
generally defined as all receipts which are received regularly and are 
of a recurring nature, and does not include non-regular receipts such 
as lump-sum payments, windfall gains from gambling,2 inheritances, 
withdrawals from savings, loans received, or loans repaid to ~ 
member of the household by. a third party, and monetary gifts or 
receipts from sales of assets (ABS, 1986). There are also important 
differences between the periods relevant to the income and expen
diture concepts. The income data for wage and salary earners, for 
example, relates to current usual income. Expenditure is defined as 
the transaction cost of goods and services acquired during the 
reference period, whether 0% not the good was fully paid for or 
consumed in the period. The reference periods for some expen
ditures were quite long; for example, information on some expen
diture such as the purchase or registration of a car relates to 
spending in the last two years. For groups such as the recently 
unemployed, this time factor would tend to increase expenditure 
relative to current income. Thus, the discrepancy between income 
and expenditure should not be thought to represent accurately 
either underreporting of income or 'dissavings'. 

Table 2.1 also shows the average number of children in each 
household group and the proportion with at least one child under 
five years of age. Sole-parent pensioner households are smallest on 

,average, while pensioneribeneficiary couples have the largest aver
age family size. For wage-and-salary households, the lowest income 
group tend to be somewhat smaller and the highest groups some-
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what larger than average. Sole-parent families and the highest
income wage-and-salary group are least likely to contain a youngest 
child under five years. In the case of sole parents, this possibly 
reflects the exclusion of those sharing accommodation with others, 
assuming that younger sole parents with young children are more 
likely to share accommodation with their own parents or other 
relatives. In the case of the higher-income group, the absence of 
younger children allows more freedom to work and thus probably 
contributes to the higher household income. 

There are marked differences in housing tenure across these 
groups. Only around 20 per cent of the sole parents were either 
owners or purchasers, while just over 70 per cent were renters. 
(Unfortunately, the unit record tape does not allow us to disaggre
gate this latter group into public and private renters.) Among 
pensioner/beneficiary couples with children, 63 per cent were ren
ters, while around 37 per cent were owner-purchasers. As house
hold incomes increase, the proportion of owner-purchasers rises and 
the proportion who are renters falls, with nearly 90 per cent of the 
highest-income families being owner-purchasers. 

Of the sole-parent pensioners, 67 per cent received supporting 
parents benefit, 28.8 per cent received widow's pension, and the rest 
received other pensions or benefits. Nearly 75 per cent of the 
pensioner/beneficiary couples received unemployment benefit, with 
around 12 per cent on sickness benefit and 6 per cent receiving 
invalid pension. . 

Just as average total expenditure is more equally distributed than 
average gross income, average equivalent expenditure shows an 
even narrower range of dispersion. Adjusting average expenditure 
by the OECD equivalence scale3 reduces the range of average total 
expenditure to about 2.1:1. This procedure also results in pensioner/ 
beneficiary couples with children being ranked lower than sole 
parents, mainly because of their larger family size, i.e. total current 
consumption per equivalent person for pensioner/beneficiary cou
ples with children is around 88 per cent of that of sole parents. 
These relationships would be altered slightly if the OECD equival
ence scale took account of increasing costs of children with age. 
Consumption in sole-parent families would fall slightly and that in 
pensioner/beneficiary couples would rise to a very small extent if 
account was taken of the fact that more children in sole-parent 
families in this study are over five years of age, but the main 
conclusion would be unaltered. 

Finally, it should be noted that the range of circumstances of 
individual households in these groups may be far wider than the 
dispersion of expenditures between groups. Presentation of average 
figures should not obscure the fact that many households in the 
lowest-income group will have income and expenditures below the 
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average (modified by the fact, however, that they are all receiving 
pensions or benefits), while a significant proportion of the highest
income wage-and-salary families will enjoy incomes and expendi
tures far above the average within their group. 

OVERALL EXPENDITURE PATTERNS 

Table 2.2 summarises the overall expenditure patterns of the fami
lies in the sample. Expenditures have been divided into fourteen 
categories: housing (which includes rents, mortgage payments, both 
interest and capital, rates and repairs and maintenance); fuel and 
power; food and beverages; alcohol; tobacco; clothing and foot
wear; household furnishings and equipment; household services and 
operation (which includes items such as household non-durables, 
e.g. postal and telephone charges, childcare and cleaning services); 
health (which includes medical insurance, practitioners' charges and 
medicines and pharmaceuticals); transport (which includes car and 
vehicle purchases, registration and insurance, petrol and other 
running costs, public transport fares and fares other than for holi
days); recreation (which includes television and videos, books and 
magazines, gambling and entertainment, sports and theatre and the 
cinema, and holidays and the like); personal care, including toil
etries and hairdressing; miscellaneous, which is a diverse category 
encompassing education fees, gifts and donations, selected interest 
payments, fines and fees; and superannuation and annuities and life 
insurance. 

For each of these categories, Table 2.2 shows actual average 
weekly expenditures for each family type and the percentage of total 
expenditure devoted to each category of spending. 

There are many difficulties involved in evaluating these overall 
expenditure patterns. First, it is important to note that expenditure 
is the money spent on commodities, not the quantity or quality or 
different goods or services consumed. In some cases it is possible to 
infer some characteristics of the quantities involved and their 'qua
lity' from the available data, but not always, and usually in a limited 
way only. 

Second, differences in expenditure patterns of different house
holds arise from a number of factors. Broadly speaking, expenditure 
patterns of households will differ because of the differing levels of 
income or resources the households enjoy, because of the differing 
demographic composition of households e.g. the number and age of 
children and adults, because of the differing preferences or tastes of 
the individual members of different households, and because of the 
differing relative and absolute prices faced by different households. 
For example, a general uniform increase in all prices is obviously 



Table 2.2 Overall expenditure patterns of families with children: mean expenditures ($ per week) and proportion of total (per cent) 

Family Type 

Category of Sole-parent Pensioner/bene- Low-income Medium-income High-income 
Expenqiture pensioners ficiary couple couple couple couple Total 

1. Housing $43.40 $53.80 $60.81 $71.15 $90.02 $68.45 
21.2 20.4 18.1 16.5 14.2 16.5 

2. Fuel and Power $8.72 $9.80 $11.01 $12.34 $16.16 $12.19 
4.3 3.7 3.3 2.9 2.5 3.0 

3. Food and Beverages $41.56 $64.12 $68.95 $82.80 $109.40 $79.32 
20.3 24.3 20.5 19.2 17.1 19.2 

4. Alcohol $1.65 $4.54 $7.05 $11.90 $14.96 $10.03 
0.8 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.4 2.4 

5. Tobacco $4.34 $7.52 $5.13 $6.50 $4.64 $5.83 
2.1 2.8 1.5 1.5 0.7 1.4 

6. Clothing and $14.31 $11.02 $16.16 $23.31 $44.26 $23.70 
Footwear 7.0 4.2 4.8 5.4 7.0 5.7 

7. Household $21.44 $16.19 $24.08 $28.13 $57.82 $30.72 
furnishings and 10.5 6.1 7.2 6.5 9.1 7.4 
equipment 

8. Household services $10.01 $13.47 $13.84 $18.7 $27.80 $18.10 
and operation 4.9 5.1 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.4 

9. Health $2.11 $4.80 $13.36 $17.56 $22.37 $15.18 
1.0 1.8 4.0 4.1 3.5 3.7 

10. Transport $24.85 $43.33 $53.35 $63.11 $80.75 $59.10 
12.2 16.4 15.9 14.6 12.7 14.3 

11. Recreation $16.70 $17.76 $29.31 $42.91 $78.81 $41.99 
8.2 6.7 8.7 9.9 12.4 10.2 

12. Personal Care $3.76 $3.92 $4.40 $6.57 $10.76 $6.41 
1.8 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.6 

13. Miscellaneous $11.18 $12.62 $20.40 $28.24 $48.39 $27.35 
5.5 4.8 6.1 6.5 7.6 6.6 

14. Superannuation and $0.42 $1.32 $7.90 $18.31 $30.26 $15.48 
life insurance 0.2 0.5 2.4 4.2 4.8 3.7 

Total expenditures $204.40 $264.20 $335.80 $431.50 $636.40 $413.80 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: ASS Household Expenditure Survey 1984. unit record file 
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similar in effect to a fall in income, while an increase in household 
size also has the same sort of effect as a drop in income. Changes or 
differences in household composition are also analogous to shifts in 
the relative prices of different goods. 

Concern with poverty and income inequality, or more narrowly 
with the adequacy of income-support and social wage programs, 
generally arises from the judgment that the incomes or resources 
available to households should be sufficient to provide what society 
judges to be an appropriate standard of living. In this -context, 
therefore, we are concerned with the effects of different levels of 
income on consumption. To do this, it is necessary to disentangle 
the effects of income from those of differences in household com
position, differing prices and the different tastes or customs of 
different groups. 

In our analysis we have largely controlled for differences in 
household composition by selecting for analysis only households 
containing dependent children and providing information on their 
family size. There is, however, no simple method for taking into 
account the differing price structures in different areas of Australia, 
since our data source contains only very limited information on 
geographical location. In relation to differences between tastes, we 
would suggest as a preliminary hypothesis that differences in pre
ferences can be treated as randomly distributed with income. That 
is, while different households will have differing levels of demand 
for food as compared to clothing, for example, this factor of 
variation will affect all income groups to the same extent and 
comparisons between groups will not be biased. In fact, it is reason
able to expect that household behaviour and choices will adjust to 
the resource constraints imposed by unemployment, sole parent
hood or being an invalid. The analysis made in this paper should 
therefore be regarded as tentative, and many issues arise that 
require further investigation. Our main objective has been to pro
vide a descriptive account of the expenditure patterns of families 
with children at different levels of income. 

Analysis of household expenditure patterns conventionally dis
tinguishes between goods that are 'necessities' and those that are 
'luxuries'. In the literature on the definition of poverty, attempts 
were initially made to define the 'necessities of life', usually thought 
of as goods such as food, housing, power, clothing, transport and 
health, and the like. In some public conceptions of poverty, there 
has been an underlying theme that some poverty may be due to 
'wasteful' expenditures. 

These sorts of preconceptions are not appropriate to use in 
analysing HES data. The previous discussion of Townsend's concept 
of relative deprivation shows that a purely objective determination 
of minimum necessities is not possible, and that any attempt to do 
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so is little more than a narrowing of the relative deprivation 
approach. 

'Necessities' and 'luxuries' also have an economic definition; 
necessities being goods whose consumption declines as a proportion 
of total expenditure as income or total expenditure increases, and 
luxuries being commodities whose share of total expenditure in
creases as total expenditure becomes larger. It is not possible, 
however, to apply even this definition to broad categories of expen
diture survey data. For example, a category like food includes 
spending on sausages and mince as well as on fillet steak. The 
quality of clothing varies widely, so that even while some spending 
is necessary it is not possible to clearly distinguish in our data source 
between shirts made in Korea and those made in Italy. 

It follows from these considerations that it is not meaningful to 
label broad categories of spending as either necessities or luxuries. 
In addition, following Townsend's approach we would argue that it 
is not possible to isolate one sort of consumption as unnecessary. 
All broad categories of expenditure will have elements of necessities 
as well as luxuries, and full social participation will probably require 
at least some expenditure on most categories of goods and services. 

For the total sample, the largest shares of expenditure go to food, 
followed by housing, transport, recreation, and household furnish
ings and equipment, with the remaining nine categories each being 
less than 7 per cent of total expenditure and less than one-third in 
aggregate. For sole-parent pensioners, the largest expenditure item 
is housing, followed by food, transport, household furnishings and 
equipment, and then recreation, with the balance for other expen
ditures being around 28 per cent of total expenditure. For all other 
family types, the ordering of major expenditure items is the same as 
it is for the sample as a whole. 

Among these major expenditure items, what therefore stands out 
is that sole-parent families differ from other family groups in 
spending the highest proportion of total expenditure on housing, 
although in dollar terms, their average housing expenditures are the 
least of all these groups. 

In fact, there are a number of reasons for expecting that sole 
parents might spend comparatively less than other families, on 
average, on housing. First, sole parents have the highest proportion 
of all family types living rent-free-7.5 per cent compared to 
between 0.0 and 5.2 per cent for other family types. Second, the 
average size of sole-parent families is less than that of all other 
family types. While the precise relationship between family size and 
housing costs is not known, it is plausible to expect that smaller 
families spend less on housing than larger families. Third, we know 
from other sources that sole parents are more likely t~ be in public 
housing than are other family groups. For example, it is estimated 
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that in December 1986 just over 25 per cent of sole-parent pen
sioners were in public housing compared to around 16.2 per cent of 
pensioner/beneficiary couples with children (Saunders and White
ford, 1987:85-86). Even lower proportions of wage-and-salary
earning families are in public housing. Since public housing is a 
comparatively low-cost tenure, one would expect that the average 
housing costs of sole-parent pensioners will be less than those of 
other family types. Finally, Table 2.1 has shown that very few sole
parent pensioners in our sample are purchasers-11.5 per cent 
compared to nearly two-thirds of the highest-income families. 

There are also significant differences between the housing costs of 
sole parents by tenure: mean weekly housing expenditures are 
$23.60 for owners, $58.50 for purchasers, $48.00 for renters, and 
$4.10 for those living rent-free. For pensioneribeneficiary couples, 
the corresponding averages are $16.50 for owners, $65.50 for pur
chasers, and $56.60 for renters. This suggests the possibility of 
considerable housing-related stress among purchasers, but also 
among renters, since the average housing costs of those renting 
privately will presumably be higher than those in public housing. 

Expenditure on food and beverages is the largest spending cate
gory for all groups except sole parents. Pensioneribeneficiary cou
ples allocate nearly a quarter of their total budget to food, whereas 
sole parents, like low-income wage and salary earners, spend around 
one-fifth of their budget on food. Given the greater average size of 
pensioner/beneficiary families and the relatively higher housing 
costs of sole parents, this result is surprising. While the food 
expenditures shown in Table 2.2 suggest that spending on food is 
like the traditional definition of spending on necessities, inspection 
of the absolute expenditures suggest that there is a 'luxury' com
ponent to food spending as well. Expenditures on food decline 
proportionally from 24.3 per cent for pensioner/beneficiary couples 
to 17.1 per cent for the highest-income couples, but increase in 
absolute terms from $64.12 per week for the beneficiaries to $109.40 
per week for the high-income group. Using the OEeD equivalence 
scale referred to previously, it can be calculated that equivalent food 
expenditure per capita increases from $23.37 per week for the 
pensioner/beneficiary couple to $40.37 per week for the high-income 
family, or by a factor of about 1.75:1. 

While ideally we would like a food-specific equivalence scale in 
analysing these differences, the general income-equivalence scale 
controls for the effects of family size, so that family size cannot be 
an explanation for this inequality. The alternative explanations are 
that high-income households pay higher prices for food, or that the 
pensioner/beneficiary group grow food for their own consumption, 
or that high-income families consume higher-quality food, or that 
high-income families may overeat, or low-income families may 
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undereat. The explanation is probably some combination of all of 
these factors. . 

Spending on clothes and footwear is consistent with the notion 
that there is a significant 'luxury' component to this expenditure 
category. Spending on these items increases by a factor of about 3:7 
in dollar terms, and shows a V-shaped distribution in proportional 
terms, declining from 7.0 per cent for sole parents to under 5.0 per 
cent for the lowest-income couples with children, then increasing 
again to 7.0 per cent for the highest-income group. 

Transport expenditure shows the opposite pattern. Although in
creasing significantly in dollar terms, transport spending has an 
inverted V-shaped distribution, rising from just over 12 per cent for 
sole parents to around 16 per cent for the two lowest-income groups 
of couples, and then. falling to 12.7 per cent for the highest-income 
families. 

The HES also provides information on the number of registered 
motor vehicles per household (including cars, motor bikes etc). 
Overall, 93.4 per cent of the sample households owned at least one 
motor vehicle, but there were very wide disparities between groups. 
Only 64.2 per cent of sole-parent households had a registered 
vehicle, compared to 88.8 per cent of pensioner/beneficiary couples, 
96.1 per cent of low-income wage and salary earners, 97.5 per cent 
of middle-income families and 97.6 per cent of high-income couples. 
Put another way, pensioner/beneficiary couples were about three 
times more likely not to have a registered motor vehicle than were 
low-income wage and salary earners, and sole parents were nine 
times more likely not to have at least one registered vehicle. In 
~ddition, the proportion of households having more than one regis
tered vehicle also varied significantly with income. Of those who 
owned at least one registered vehicle, around 2 per cent of sole 
parents, 21 per cent of pensioner/beneficiary couples, 33 per cent of 
low-income families, 39 per cent of middle-income couples, and 59 
per cent of high-income families had a second vehicle available to 
the household. 

Health expenditure increases significantly with income, both in 
absolute terms (by a ratio of more than 10:1) and as a proportion of 
total expenditure. This clearly results from the provision of pen
sioner health benefits (PHB) cards to the lowest-income groups, 
who consequently do not have to spend as much money in obtaining 
health care. Medicare was introduced in February 1984, the year in 
which HES was carried out, and may consequently have reduced ~4 
apparent household expenditures on health relative to earlier years. 
The spending on health itemised here also does not include the 
health insurance levy included in taxes paid. Pensioner and benefi-
ciary households and some low-income wage and salary households 
are not liable for the levy because of the Medicare exemption 
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thresholds. In summary, the health consumption of low-income 
groups is effectively enhanced by government policy. Nevertheless, 
it should be remembered that these differences in expenditure do 
not tell us whether the quality of health care received differs 
between the various household groups. 

The extremely low expenditure of pensioner and beneficiary 
households on superannuation and life insurance reflects their in
ability to save to acquire new assets and to protect those assets they 
already possess. These circumstances may only apply while the 
individuals are receiving pension and benefit, a situation which with 
luck may be of short duration. The age pension entitlements of low
income groups may be considered analogous to the protection 
offered to low-income groups from health care costs. That is, 
pensioners and beneficiaries do not need to save for their retirement 
incomes. In this case, however, it is reasonable to expect a substan
tial difference between the quality of retirement for someone relying 
on an income- and assets-tested pension and that of someone with 
substantial private superannuation or savings, and who is also far 
more likely to own their dwelling. 

Two categories of expenditure that are sometimes subject to the 
judgment that they are 'unnecessary' are spending on tobacco and 
spending on alcohol. Table 2.2 shows that absolute spending on 
tobacco does not vary greatly with income, ranging from $4.34 for 
sole parents to $7.52 for pensioner/beneficiary couples. In fact, 
spending per adult on tobacco is highest for sole parents. Because of 
the relative flatness of tobacco spending, it declines as a proportion 
of total expenditure from over 2.0 per cent for the government cash 
beneficiaries to 0.7 per cent for the highest-iQcome families. 

Spending on alcohol varies more significantly with income, rising 
from $1.65 per week for sole parents to $14.96 per week for the 
highest-income families, or by a factor of more than 9: 1. Spending 
on alcohol also increases uniformly as a proportion of total expen
ditures, from 0.8 per cent to 2.4 per cent. It should be noted that 
expenditure on alcohol and tobacco is usually regarded as being 
underreported in expenditure surveys. If this were the case with the 
1984 HES, then the absolute levels of expenditures could change 
significantly, although unless different family types underreported to 
differing extents, comparisons between groups would be greatly 
affected. 

EXPENDITURES ON SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND 
RECREATION 

As noted previously, recreation is one of the most important 
categories of expenditure, accounting for more than 10 per cent of 



Table 2.3 Expenditures on social participation and recreation by families with children: proportion making expenditure (per cent) by 
mean expenditure (per week) 

Family Type 

Category of Sole-parent Pensioner/bene- Low-income Middle-income High-income Reference 
Expenditure pensioners ficiary couples couples couples couples Total period 

1. Meals in 17.5 13.9 27.3 43.8 63.8 39.4 
restaurants $6.66 $11.50 $6.10 $10.61 $16.33 $11.42 2 weeks 

2. Alcohol on 
licensed 16.5 16.6 30.9 47.1 58.8 41.0 
premises $2.76 $7.15 $7.77 $7.78 $5.70 $7.08 2 weeks 

3. Holidays 5.9 14.1 15.9 27.8 45.7 25.5 
$12.54 $15.18 $27.28 $25.74 $49.00 $31.92 3 months 

4. Gifts. 9.3 18.2 25.0 32.9 40.0 29.3 
donations $15.51 $6.32 $5.43 $7.86 $8.99 $7.92 2 weeks 

5. Gambling 38.8 39.6 62.6 71.1 63.6 63.0 
$2.93 $1.98 $4.40 $5.93 $5.33 $5.21 2 weeks 

6. Sports 31.3 34.0 43.7 58.4 66.2 52.7 
$5.64 $4.06 $5.30 $9.72 $11.91 $9.03 . 2 weeks 

7. Entertain- 41.0 32.2 50.2 59.8 62.8 54.8 
ment $5.18 $5.16 $4.71 $6.57 $10.55 $6.86 2 weeks 

8. Other 26.3 29.6 32.6 36.6 47.5 36.2 
recreation $8.18 $4.65 $6.34 $10.62 $15.56 $10.48 2 weeks 



9. Videoeq't 
and 4.5 6.7 18.3 21.0 24.9 18.5 2 weeks to 
expenses $10.45 $26.87 $22.87 $23.31 $23.86 $23.14 3 months 

10. Postal 
charges, 62.0 68.6 77.3 83.1 84.7 79.52 
stationery $2.61 $2.63 $2.26 $2.89 $3.93 $2.93 2 weeks 

11. Telephone 78.3 82.8 81.7 89.8 91.2 87.0 2 weeks to 
and telegram $6.43 $7.14 $6.65 $6.94 $9.12 $7.23 last payment 

12. Books, 
newspapers 72.3 78.9 88.4 92.1 92.5 88.6 
magazines $2.06 $3.65 $3.51 $4.36 $8.82 $4.74 2 weeks 

13. Pocket 
money and 35.3 31.9 29.2 42.7 48.1 39.8 
school lunch $2.74 $6.22 $2.82 $3.38 $5.14 $3.76 2 weeks 

14. Toys 20.1 19.2 31.9 36.5 34.6 32.6 
$7.68 $5.97 $4.72 $5.50 $5.95 $5.60 2 weeks 

15. Animal 47.5 49.5 60.4 58.3 52.7 56.20 
charges $3.66 $8.20 $4.37 $5.60 $6.26 $5.48 2 weeks 

Note: The top figures show the proportion of families recording some expenditure on each item. The lower figures show the average weekly recorded 
expenditure for those making some expenditure. 

Source: A8S Household Expenditure Survey 1984, unit record file 
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total household spending, nsmg from less than 7 per cent for 
pensioner/beneficiary couples to more than 12 per cent for high
income families. A more detailed analysis of these expenditures 
reveals that aspects of inequality in consumption are marked in this 
category. Table 2.3 provides details of expenditure on what we have 
classified as social participation and recreation. In each case, the 
first figure presented is the percentage of the group who made some 
expenditure of each sort in the reference period, and the second 
figure is the average weekly expenditure for these households alone. 

These items are not a complete listing of social participation costs, 
nor are they exclusive. On the one hand, participation in customary 
social activities requires spending on such items as transport, food 
and clothing as well as meals in restaurants and the like. Clearly, 
however, just as it is not possible to divide expenditure categories 
into necessities or luxuries, we cannot unambiguously infer what 
proportion of food expenditure is for participatory activities. On the 
other hand, it can be argued that spending on video equipment, for 
example, is not required for participation in social activities. Yet it 
is necessary to include items such as this because they may be 
substitutes for other categories of expenditure such as cinema, 
theatre or concert-going, or attendance at sports or purchase of 
newspapers, all of which may be considered appropriate compo
nents of social participation. 

It is important to emphasise that we are not attempting to 
establish deprivation in relation to social activities along the line of 
Townsend's Poverty in the United Kingdom, although some of our 
results have features in common with Townsend's approach. Because 
these results come from a survey not specifically conducted to 
analyse social deprivation, we cannot know the reasons why some 
households make expenditures of a specific type and others do not. 
At this stage, we have not attempted to establish whether particular 
individuals miss out on more than one item of expenditure or not. 
In addition, the reference periods for some expenditures may be 
regarded as inappropriate. There is also the possibility that a house
hold which had not spent any money on restaurant meals in the past 
fortnight, for example, may have made such expenditures in each 
prior week of the year. In that case, however, the errors introduced 
should be random and the comparison between groups should not 
be affected. 

Turning to specific items, there appear to be significant variations 
in spending on social participation .activities by family type and by 
income level. Well under 20 per cent of the government cash 
beneficiaries had a restaurant meal in the survey fortnight, which at 
least one person had in nearly two-thirds of the high-income cou
ples. A similar pattern can be found for spending on alcohol on 
licensed premises, where some 17 per cent of sole-parent benefici-
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. aries and pension/beneficiary couples had a drink out of the house 
in the two weeks covered by the survey compared to 30 per cent of 
the low-income wage and salary earners, nearly 50 per cent of the 
middle-income families and close to 60 per cent of the high-income 
households. . 

Spending on holidays (which also includes camping equipment) 
shows even more marked differences. Only 6 per cent of sole-parent 
pensioners had spent money on holidays in the previous three 
months,4 a proportion less than half that relevant to pensioner/ 
beneficiary couples, and less than one-quarter that of middle-income 
families. High-income families with children were eight times more 
likely than sole parents to have spent money on holidays in the 
three months prior to the interview, and those that did spent about 
four times as much on average on their holidays. In fact, the 
absolute expenditures of sole parents who took holidays, while 
much less than those of higher-income families, suggest that the 
average basic cost ofa holiday for such families was around $160 in 
a three-month period. This may be one reason why so few sole 
parents or pensioner/beneficiary couples spent any money at all on 
holidays. . 

Spending on gifts and donations shows less variation across in
come ranges, sole parents being far less likely to have given dona
tions or gifts, but the average gift being more expensive (possibly 
reflecting small sample size). Gambling is also a category of expen
diture with less variation by income level than the earlier partici
pation categories. Analysis of more detailed data suggests that 
recurrent gambling spending may be somewhat understated, since 
winnings from gamblings are treated as negative expenditur~s and 
consequently reduce the averages shown. It should be noted that the 
presentation in Table 2.3 may appear to understate the variation in 
average expenditures between the groups as a whole. For example, 
the high-income group is about 1.6 times more likely to have 
gambled than sole parents, and when they did, they spent about 1.8 
times as much. Translated into average expenditure for these groups 
as a whole this produces variations of around 3:1 for spending by the 
high-income group. 

Spending on sports, entertainment and other recreation shows 
very broadly similar patterns, with the proportion making expendi
tures increasing with income and family type by factors between 
i.5:1 and 2:1, and average expenditures for those households spend
ing approximately doubling across the income range. Spending on 
video equipment and hire shows greater inequality of spending 
across the groups. While only one-fifth and one-quarter of middle
and high-income families spent in this category, the average costs 
for those who did was fairly uniform across all groups except sole 
parents. The relative high average weekly video expenditure suggests 
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that this may be a category of spending similar to holidays, in that 
there is a high fixed cost, which has the effect of discouraging low
income families froin making any expenditure at all. 

Spending patterns on the categories of postal charges and of 
telephones and telegrams are of interest because they are the first 
categories in this table where the vast majority of all households 
made some expenditure. Expenditure on telephones is also of 
interest because it includes spending on telephone bills, where 
households were asked for details of their latest payment. Thus, 
households not making e~penditures must either have not paid their 
last bill, do not have a telephone, or have all charges paid for by 
someone outside the household. 

Where the vast majority of the population made expenditure, the 
more appropriate measure of inequality is the difference in the 
proportions not making the expenditure. For example, about 15 per 
cent of high-income households had not incurred postal charges in 
their relevant diary period while more than 30 per cent of pensioner/ 
beneficiary couples and nearly 40 per cent of sole-parent pensioners 
had not spent any money on postal charges. Rather surprisingly, 
nearly 9.0 per cent of the high-income families had not spent money 
on telephones or telegrams, and therefore presumably either did not 
have a telephone or had all their costs paid for from outside the 
household. The proportion of pensioner/beneficiary couples who 
had not spent on telephones was 18 per cent, or more than double 
that of the high-income group. For sole parents, the corresponding 
figure - at 22 per cent - was even higher. 

Spending on books, magazines and newspapers is of interest, 
because this is also an item where the great majority of the overall· 
sample (88.6 per cent) had made some expenditure in the diary 
period. Once again it is the variation in the proportion not making 
any expenditure which best captures the extent of inequality in 
consumption, rising from 7.5 to 8.0 per cent for middle- and high
income families with children to 21 per cent for pensioner/benefi
ciary couples and nearly 30 per cent fcir sole-parent pensioners. 
Dollar expenditures for those making some expenditure also increase 
significantly with income, by a factor of over 4:1. In combination, 
this means that the high-income group on average spends about 5.5 
times more than sole parents. 

Spending on pocket money and school lunches and on toys (which 
includes computer games) is of particular interest, because these are 
one of the few expenditure items that can be directly related to the 
presence of children. The proportion making expenditures on school 
lunches and pocket money increases by a factor of around 1.5: 1 
across the income range and the average expenditure also increases, 
but by a lesser factor. The average number of children per house
hold should also be borne in mind in considering these items of 
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expenditure. Spending on toys shows even less variation, with the 
proportion making some expenditure increasing by about 75 per 
cent, but the average expenditure decreasing by roughly a quarter. 

Finally, an area of equality. Having pets is one item of expen
diture, like smoking, that behaves like the conventional notion of a 
necessity, with approximately 50 to 60 per cent of the population of 
families with children making some expenditures on animal-related 
costs. Sole parents who have pets spend on average the least of all 
family types, but pensioner/beneficiary couples spend the most. 
Indeed, as a group, they spend more in dollar terms than the high
income households. Whether we are comparing households with 
goldfish, or with budgerigars, or with tabby cats or mongrels, or 
pedigree cats and dogs, we cannot tell. In summary, therefore, the 
results in Table 2.3 should be thought of as descriptive and indica
tive, and it is the differences between groups rather than the dollar 
expenditures that are of greatest interest. 

EXPENDITURES ON INSURANCE 

An important aspect of a family's standard of living is the security it 
enjoys in the face of contingencies such as ill-health, disability, fire 
or thefts. Insurance policies offer that security in that they support 
the maintenance of living standards should these contingencies 
occur. They may also contribute to a somewhat intangible degree to 
current welfare, since those without them may suffer from feelings 
of insecurity, knowing that their current living standards can only be 
maintained so long as they avoid misfortune. 

Table 2.4 provides details of household expenditures on a range 
of insurance items. The presentation is the same as that in Table 2.3 
where the first number is the proportion of the group having made 
the expenditure in the reference period, and the second number is 
the average weekly dollar expenditures for those who made the 
expenditure. Because the reference period refers to the last pay
ment made, in each case the proportions are likely to represent the 
percentage of the group who have insurance coverage . 
. The first category shown is medical insurance. Coverage increases 
with income, rising from around 15 per cent for sole-parent pen
sioners and pensioner/beneficiary couples to 70 per cent for low
income couples and 85 and 90 per cent for middle-and high-income 
families respectively. Average expenditure also increases significant
ly with income. As has already been noted when discussing overall 
health expenditure, this result reflects the effects of government 
policies to provide protection for low-income groups in relation to 
medical insurance. Because Medicare was introduced in the same 
year as the HES was undertaken, the medical insurance coverage of 



Table 2.4 Expenditures on insurance by families with children: proportion making expenditure (%) by mean expenditure (per week) 
by household type 

Category of Sole-parent Pensioner/bene-
insurance expenditure pensioners ficiary couples 

Medical 15.0 13.4 
insurance $1.94 $6.27 

Superannuation, 13.4 19.7 
life insurance $3.16 $6.72 

Insurance of 45.6 54.8 
assets/belongings $4.52 $4.21 

Source: ABS Household Expenditure Survey 1984. unit record file 

Family Type 

Low-income Medium-income 
couples couples 

69.6 84.7 
$9.45 $11.01 
64.6 84.6 

$12.31. $21.64 
84.3 94.5 
$5.88 $6.69 

High-income 
couples 

90.9 
$13.02 

86.9 
$34.81 

97.1 
$9.10 

Total 

71.1 
$10.91 

69.9 
. $22.16 

85.5 
$6.77 
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non-pensioner/beneficiary families may have since fallen as families 
have adjusted to the new system. 

Aspects of the superannuation and life insurance results have also 
been referred to previously when discussing overall expenditure 
patterns. Superannuation and life insurance coverage rises from less 
than 15 per cent for sole parents to 20 per cent for pensioner/benefi
ciary couples, to around two-thirds for the low-income families, and 
to nearly 90 per cent for the middle and high-income couples. 
Actual average expenditures-and presumably the degree of in
come protection they provide-also rise very significantly with 
income. As previously noted, age pensions and other government 
income-support provisions can be regarded as providing some form 
of analogous protection for low-income families, in the sense that 
individuals will know that a minimum income will be provided to 
them in retirement or to their families in case of their death. But as 
noted in the case of medical insurance, the element of quality of 
protection or security cannot be observed. 

The third category is that relating to insurance of assets and or 
personal belongings. Compulsory insurance of motor vehicles has 
been excluded, since this is an unavoidable cost.5 While the degree 
of inequality of coverage of personal belongings and related in
surance is less than that for the earlier insurance categories, in many 
respects it is still remarkable. For medium- and high-income families 
this form of protection is close to universal, in part reflecting the 
housing tenure of these groups. Yet only around one-half of all 
pensioner and beneficiary households have the security of protec
tion in the case of fire or other accidents that could destroy their 
furnishings and personal belongings. 

Overall, therefore, the picture of security-related expenditures 
that emerges is one of marked contrasts, with low-income families 
lacking personal protection in a range of areas of everyday life, 
while higher-income families are able to provide protection for 
themselves through private insurance arrangements. Publicly pro
vided government _ programs will go some way to providing that 

. security, but there may be significant differences between the qua
lity of protection provided. 

CREDIT AND INDEBTEDNESS 

In the first part of this c~apter, we concentrated our analysis on 
current expenditure, although in discussing insurance-related ex
-penditures we implicitly moved towards a longer-term perspective 
on living standards. It has previously been noted that the appropri
ate measure of living standards is probably long-term rather than 
short-term. Current consumption levels will be affected by the level 



Table 2.5 Interest payments made by families with children: proportion making expenditure (per cent) by mean expenditure (per 
week) 

Family Type 

Category of Sole-parent Pensioner/bene- Low-income Medium-income High-iocome 
expenditure pensioners ficiary couple couple couple couple Total 

I nterest on fixed- 19.1 33.1 43.3 48.6 39.1 42.1 
term loans $7.01 $8.80 $16.39 $18.21 $25.53 $17.95 

Interest on credit 17.5 21.6 38.9 46.8 36.7 38.5 
card purchases $2.09 $1.53 $2.16 $2.67 $3.60 $2.70 

Interest on credit 6.6 18.7 17.1 20.9 15.9 17.9 
card cash advances $0.94 $2.41 $0.91 $1.47 $2.13 $1.53 

Source: ABS Household Expenditure Survey 1984. unit record file 
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of assets of the household as well as by its access to credit and its 
ability to go into debt, with some households enjoying current 
consumption levels higher than those suggested by their current 
resources because they are running down savings or going into debt, 
and others baving lower current consumption because they are 
saving for the future or repaying debts. The level of assets held by 
households is particularly important, with the major form of per
sonal wealth in Australia being the family home. Table 2.1 showed 
that there were great differences between the proportions of each 
family income group who were owner-purchasers. 

The data in the HES on use of credit facilities or indebtedness are 
inherently ambivalent. On the one hand, those currently in debt 
have previously enjoyed consumption in excess of income. On the 
other hand, repayments of that debt constrain current consumption. 
A relatively short-term cross-section of households' expenditures 
and incomes cannot tell us about the long-term circumstances which 
are most relevant to judgments about the adequacy of living stan
dards. 

Table 2.5 provides details of the expenditures of households on 
the interest component of various forms of credit. (The actual goods 
bought on credit are allocated to the specific expenditure categories 
to which they belong). For each type of credit-fixed-term loans, 
credit card purchases, and credit card cash advances-the figures 
again show the percentage of each household type who made the 
expenditure and the average expenditures of those who were paying 
interest. Information was collected on a last-payment basis and so 
the percentages should be close to the total proportions using credit, 
with the proviso that one may have a credit card and not have 
incurred interest charges on any purchases. 

Around 40 per cent of all households had fixed-term loans, with 
the proportion being highest for the middle-income families (nearly 
50 per cent), followed by low-income families. Pensioners and 
beneficiaries, particularly sole parents, were less likely to have 
fixed-term loans and on average repaid less in inte~est. The same 
general patterns apply to the other forms of credit, with the middle
income group being the most likely in each case to be making 
expenditures and the government cash beneficiaries, specifically sole 
parents, least likely to be in debt. The main difference between the 
expenditure patterns on credit cards is that interest repayments in 
respect of purchases are significantly more common than in respect 
of cash advances, except for pensioner/beneficiary couples. 

These expenditure items are not a complete indicator of the 
possible level of indebtedness of households, since they do not 
include private loans from family, relatives or friends outside the 
household. What these data suggest is that the pensioner/beneficiary 
households are significantly less likely than middle-income families 
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to have these sorts of debts. Whether this is a result of choices by 
the households involved or barriers to access imposed by institutions 
cannot be determined. 

This paper has been primarily descriptive. Because we have simply 
attempted to describe expenditure patterns, it is possible to inter
pret the differences described in a variety of ways. They can be 
explained by such factors as differences in the prices of various 
goods in different areas, differences in relative prices for different 
households (including the opportunity cost of time involved in 
consuming some items), differences in the size and composition of 
households, variations in preferences, and the level of resources 
available to households. It is the level of resources available to 
households that is generally considered to be the main concern of 
government policies. 

In our judgment, the information we have given raises a number 
of concerns about the adequacy of resources available to low-income 
households. We have argued that all items of spending at the level 
of aggregation considered have a 'necessity' component. This im
plies that it is unjustifiable to label broad categories of expenditure 
as wasteful or unnecessary. The spending patterns of households are 
complex, and the goods consumed are similarly complex in their 
character. Spending on recreation, for example, encompasses diverse 
activities, which different individuals mayor may not undertake. 
However, if families and their children are to participate in the 
customary activities of society, they must make some expenditure on 
these commodities. 

It is in the area of social participation and recreation that some of 
the greatest inequalities are evident. Pensioner and beneficiary 
families are far less likely than middle- and high-income families to 
spend on items like restaurant meals or holidays. Far higher propor
tions are not spending on telephones or postal charges, or on books, 
newspapers of magazines. There are also significant differences 
between expenditure areas such as going to the cinema, theatres, 
concerts or sports events. 

Two broad conclusions emerge from our analysis. The first is that 
there is high level of reliance by government beneficiaries and low
income families on government programs in many areas other than 
income support, such as health care, transport and housing. The 
second is that there is a high overall level of insecurity of these 
families. Those households whose principal. source of income is 
government cash benefits are by definition mainly reliant on govern
ment for income support. But the role of the non-cash social wage 
services and policies in their lives is also pervasive. For example, 
many more sole parents and unemployed couples are renters than 
are other families, and a high proportion of these are in public 
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housing. A much higher proportion of sole parents than middle- and 
high-income families do not own a motor vehicle and thus presum
ably use public transport. Even the fact that a higher proportion of 
low-income groups lack their own telephones means that they must 
presumably rely· on public telephones. The vast majority of pen
sioners and beneficiaries overWhelmingly rely on Medicare and the 
relevant health care cards to provide for their health needs. 

Again, the great majority of pensioners and beneficiaries do not 
have private provisions for retirement, and if their current low 
income persists must presumably ex·pect that the age pension will be 
their only source of retirement income. In this regard, social expen
diture is of course serving its avowed function, but it should be 
apparent that its recipients may be particularly affected by govern
ment decisions and may therefore be extremely vulnerable to 
changes in public policy in many aspects of their lives. 

It is this element of general vulnerability that raises additional 
concerns. While current expenditures of low-income families differ 
less from those of middle- and higher-income families than do 
current incomes, the lowest-income families are notably lacking in 
assets and private savings. The lack of various forms of insurance 
suggests that unforeseen contingencies can potentially have a disas
trous impact, made worse by the fact that there is so little to fall 
back on. 

This chapter has made a. start in enumerating some broader 
aspects of inequality and deprivation among Australian families with 
children. The data used have not always been ideal for this purpose, 
and there is clearly a need for more detailed analysis to be done. 
What does emerge is a picture of large numbers of Australian 
families with children apparently being deprived of many of the 
expected benefits of social life in the midst of an otherwise wealthy 
community. 



3 
The everyday life of child~en in 

poverty 
Jenny Trethewey 

The other children always say that we're poor. I suppose it does 
affect my kids because they feel they're inferior. 

Christmas was a bad time. I used Barry's holiday pay to pay 
hospital and electricity bills. I did without meals and made bread 
and biscuits for the kids with the flour I had left. 

These comments were made by two women, one a single parent 
relying on social security for her income and the other the wife of a 
low-wage earner. Both women have responsibility for the care of 
two children and their families have incomes below the poverty line. 

Accounts of the everyday lives of low-income families and the 
subjective experiences of children in poverty can throw valuable 
light on quantitative research, such as that presented in chapters 2 
and 8 in this volume. In this chapter I tell the stories of children 
from three families and suggest the policies and programs which 
would improve the future well-being of each child and their family. 
The stories were selected from those of 116 children and represent 
different stages of childhood: early childhood, school age, and 
adolescence, because these stages have different needs, costs, and 
experiences. 

The children's parents took part in a study of the Social Policy 
and Research Centre, Brotherhood of St Laurence. The study, 
conducted between July 1985 and June 1986, was of 50 families who 
had come to have a low income via the major paths into poverty 
today: they were unemployed, a sole parent, a low-wage earner, or 
had a chronic illness or injury. 

Of the 50 families, 45 had dependent children; 23 of these were 
sole-parent families and 22 were couples with children. Five house-
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holds in the study did not have children. Four were single adults, 
who no longer had responsibility for dependent children, and one 
was a couple without children. The families lived in inner and outer 
Melbourne suburbs and a small Victorian country town. They were 
private and public tenants and home owners. The respondents kept 
a diary of their income and spending for a fortnight in each month 
and were interviewed monthly about their spending priorities and 
the effects on themselves and their children of having insufficient 
income to meet their needs. The study's diary keeper and interview 
respondent was a woman in 39 cases and a' man in twenty-two. 

As this was a small sample there is no attempt to argue its 
representativeness. But the accounts of the families provide infor
mation and insight into the struggle to bring up children on a social 
security income or a low wage. 

As Edgar notes in Chapter 1, some Australians refuse to see the 
existence of poverty and fail to see the harm it does to children and 
subsequently to the whole of society. What these case studies may 
help to do is jolt such people out of their complacent acceptance of 
inequality and child poverty. 

There is no detailed qualitative data available either from within 
our own study or from other Australian research on the living 
standards of the children of middle- to high-income earners. Yet we 
need to be able to make such a comparison in order to establish the 
relative position of children in lower-income families, like the four 
children in our study. In the absence of such data, we must rely on 
other indicators of a child's 'standard of living. This chapter will use 
the Henderson poverty line as such an indicator. 

The Henderson poverty line is a widely used measure of the 
amount of money a family requires to maintain it in austere circum
stances. Although subject to criticism (Bradbury 1987:9-10), there 
is, as Saunders and Whiteford (1987:36) point out, 'no widely 
accepted alternative poverty line available in Australia'. Further, it 
has been used by researchers to monitor the changing incidence of 
poverty among different groups since 1972/73. For my purposes, the 
Henderson poverty line provides a minimum-income and living
standard benchmark against which to measure the circumstances of 
the four children. 

A family's living standard is not only determined by its income; it 
is also very much affected by living costs and spending. The analysis 
of the Household Expenditure Survey in Chapter 2 offers a useful 
comparison of the spending patterns of low-income and better-off 
families with children. For example, when looking at the average 
weekly expenditure patterns of families with children in dollar terms 
(see Table 2.2), low-income families (that is, sole-parent pensioners, 
pensioner or beneficiary couples and low-wage earners) spend ap
proximately 40 per cent less on housing and fuel and power than 
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high-income families. They spend 45 per cent less on food, 46 per 
cent less on transport, 67 per cent less on clothing and 70 per cent 
less on recreation. These proportions need to be borne in mind as a 
basis for interpreting our case-study data. However our qualitative 
method can also augment the HES data by answering such questions 
as 'to what extent is the spending of low-income families con
strained?' and 'what effect do such spending patterns have on a 
child's living standard?'. 

DA VID AND KAREN WILLIAMS6 

David Williams is four years old and lives with his sister Karen, 
aged two, and mother and father, Susan and Barry. When we first 
visited David and Karen and their parents they were living in a 
privately rented three-bedroom house in an outer western area of 
Melbourne. Barry Williams worked full-time as an unskilled hand in 
a large kitchen in the centre of the city. On the wages he earned, 
plus Family Allowance, the Williams were living over $30 below the 
poverty line in late 1985. Susan and Barry had not heard of the 
Family Income Supplement scheme (FIS). 

Thirty-five' per cent of the William's income was absorbed by 
rent. Their approach to deciding which costs should be given pri
ority was, 'rent and bills before food because we don't want to owe'. 
Because rent and energy bills took up so much of their income, 
there was often very little money left to buy food. When they could 
not afford much food, Susan f~d the children filling foods: rice 
dishes, macaroni and soups. When there was no food left, Susan 
would have to ask an emergency relief agency for a food voucher. 

Clothes were another expense that had to be given low priority in 
the family budget. David and Karen had few clothes and the ones 
they did have were very thin. Susan worried that the children must 
feel very cold on winter days. 

For David and Karen the house their parents were renting was a 
difficult and uncomfortable place to live. It was infested with mice 
and cockroaches. The windows would not shut and the screens on 
many windows and doors were torn and broken. Poor ventilation 
meant the house was very hot during the summer months. In winter, 
the house's only heater could not be used as it blew black smoke 
whenever switched on. In the backyard, concrete pipes protruded 
from the ground, making the yard unsafe for David and Karen to 
play in without Susan's supervision. 

Susan felt certain that these poor conditions contributed to David's 
chronic asthma. Their doctor had recommended a ventilator but the 
Williams could afford neither to buy nor hire one. David therefore 
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often had to be rushed to the doctor or a hospital when his asthma 
became serious. 

Susan and the children led a very housebound and restricted life. 
Susan would have liked to have been able to afford childcare for 
David and Karen so that she could have a break from them and they 
could meet and play with other children. However, not only was 
such a cost beyond their means, but there were no childcare services 
in the outer suburb in which they lived. 

By the end of the year we visited them, things had improved a 
little for the Williams. Barry had found a second job as a part-time 
security officer, and this had increased the family's weekly income 
to $1.50 above the poverty line. They had also moved into a 
Ministry of Housing house, which was both more affordable and in 
better repair than the one they had been privately renting. It was 
located in an area with more community services and David was 
able to attend a local kindergarten. 

The Williams' family income was below the poverty line for much of 
the year we visited them. David and Karen's story tells of the effect 
of such a low income on a child's living standard. Their parents were 
not able to afford adequate food, clothing, or health care for them. 
The house they were renting was unsafe for small children. And 
developmental activities, such as going to a play group or a child
care service, were neither affordable nor available in the area in 
which they lived. 

David and Karen Williams are among the thousands of hidden 
children in poverty. We are able to measure the number of children 
in families relying on social security incomes accurately, but we do 
not know how many children live in low-wage-earning families or 
have parents who are self-employed and on low incomes. David and 
Karen were not counted as children requiring and receiving govern
ment assistance because their parents did not know of the Family 
Income Supplement Scheme for low-wage-earning families with 
children. 

In the short term, David and Karen's living standard will be much 
improved by the Government's Family Assistance Package. If the 
Package had existed while we visited the Williams, Sus an would 
have received a $40 per week Family Allowance Supplement pay
ment and $15 per week Rent Assistance. However, the Williams 
will not be able to receive these valuable income supplement pay
ments, like the FIS payments, unless they know they are available. 

In the long term, David and Karen's' security will depend on 
opportunities for Barry to gain new work skills and move on to a 
better-paying job. When the children are older, it would also help 
the family if Susan could work. Yet Susan was most uncertain about 
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her capacity to work: 'I haven't worked for five years ... hard to get 
back into. I'm frightened to-I'm used to being at home.' Susan's 
doubts about her job prospects had some grounds: she had left 
school at fifteen and worked as a shop assistant; by the time her 
children began school she would not have worked for some years, 
and she would continue to have responsibility for their care after 
school and during school holidays. Access to programs which would 
allow her to go back to education or the workforce in a gradual way 
would increase her confidence, work skills, and future choices. 

Secure and affordable housing will also be required for David and 
Karen's future well-being. Their story highlights the poverty faced 
by families renting private accommodation. There was very little 
money left to cover other basic living costs after the rent had been 
paid. There are two possible ways of tackling the housing problem 
for families like the Williams. First, the incomes of low-income 
families renting privately can be supplemented in recognition of 
their high housing costs; the current $15 per week Rent Assistance 
payment could be increased to a level which more realistically 
reflected the high cost of rent. Second, the cost of housing can be 
reduced, for example by providing more public housing. Certainly, 
for the WilIiams, moving into public housing made their housing 
costs much more manageable. 

Thus a combination of income support, employment, and housing 
policies would improve the living standards of David and Karen, 
and provide them with a more secure future. 

The themes of high housing costs and a subsistence living stan
dard are also very much present in the next story of Hadice Behar. 
However her family's poverty is even more critical because it is a 
large family. Hadice's story also describes the effects of poverty on a 
child of school age who is very conscious of her situation. 

HADICE BEHAR 

Hadice is fifteen years old. She lives with her five sisters and a 
brother and her parents, Omar and Fatima, in a house they are 
buying in an inner north-western Melbourne suburb. Hadice was 
five years old when the Behars came to Australia from Lebanon. 
She is now going to secondary school and speaks and writes English 
fluently. Her parents both had a primary school education in Le
banon and can still only speak a little English. 

On arriving in Australia Omar worked in a car assembly plant for 
three years. After this time he was laid off and he had been 
unemployed for five years when we visited the family. The Behars' 
weekly income was $118 below the poverty line in late 1985. 

The house the Behars could afford to buy was too small for their 
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large family's needs. Hadice shared a bedroom with two of her 
sisters. It was also in very poor repair. Water poured through the 
kitchen roof in heavy rain. This standard of accommodation still 
cost them dearly: home-loan repayments took 48 per cent of their 
income. 

On. an income so far below the poverty line and with such high 
housing costs, Fatima Behar had a daily struggle to feed and clothe 
her family. Hadice's only dress was her school uniform which she 
washed and pressed each night for school the next day. Her lack of 
clothing was a constant tension between Hadice and her mother. 
She wanted sandals for summer and fashionable clothes like her 
school friends. She often complained about having to wear the same 
clothes day in and day out. 

For Hadice's 8-year-old sister, Nawal, lack of appropriate foot
wear had more devastating effects. Nawal was born with a foot 
deformity and without specially made shoes she found it difficult to 
play with other children and join in the school activities. 

Hadice was often upset by having to miss out on all school 
excursions and activities. Fatima would keep her at home on these 
days. For Hadice, having to admit she was different from other 
children because her family had little money was humiliating, 'Mum 
came up to the school and I translated for her. She said we didn't 
have enough money for excursions and all the school uniform. 
When the other kids were going on about me, a teacher explained 
that my family didn't have the money.' 

Life at home was equally restrictive for Hadice. She spent the 
summer school holidays at home playing with her brother and sisters 
and watching television. An afternoon trip to a movie or swimming 
at the local pool were all too expensive. As a special treat the family 
took a tram to the beach one day. 

The Behars' income was critically below the poverty line and 
Hadice's living standard reflects this. The house she lives in is 
crowded and dilapidated. She does not have enough clothing. And 
because of her family's lack of money she cannot take part in 
important social and educational activities. 

In !he short term, three policy initiatives would. improve the living 
standard of Hadice and her sisters and brother. First, the Behars' 
income was very low after they paid for their housing. The chance 
to renegotiate and restructure their housing loan, in line with the 
low-cost loan schemes offered by some State housing ministries, 
would greatly reduce their housing costs. Second, children in large 
families are one of the groups of children still living well below the 
poverty line after the introduction of the Family Assistance Package. 
Further increases to government income-support payments would 
improve the position of children like Hadice. Third, Hadice's par-
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ticipation at school was restricted by her family's low income. The 
education allowance paid by the Victorian Ministry of Education to 
low-income families allowed the Behars to afford what school uni
form and books Hadice had. This allowance has recently been 
extended and increased in Victoria, and Hadice's sisters in primary 
school now receive assistance. However, many other States provide 
little or no assistance with the costs of schooling. Such assistance is 
essential if children from low-incom:e families are to be given an 
equal opportunity to participate fully at school and enabled to com
plete secondary school. 

In the long term, the future security of the Behar children lies in 
their father's getting a job. Omar will need help if he is to achieve 
this goal. He has few work skills and is barely literate in his own 
language, let alone English. After five years without work he lacks 
any confidence in himself as a worker. He will need access to labour 
market and training programs which allow him to regain confidence, 
acquire a basic literacy in English and develop new work skills. 
These work skills will need to be relevant to employment oppor
tunities in the area in which Omar lives. 

As in the case of David and Karen Williams, a combination of 
housing, income support, and employment policies and programs 
hold the key to giving the Behar children a life free of poverty. 

In Hadice's story education was also an important theme. The 
next story of Peter Cadman continues this theme but from the 
perspective of a young person in the final year of secondary school. 
His story also describes the gradual process of transition from a 
financially dependent child to a more independent young adult. 

PETER CADMAN 

Peter Cadman is seventeen years old. He lives with his mother, 
Janet, in a housing cooperative house in a western suburb of 
Melbourne. Peter's father died in 1971. Janet has brought Peter and 
his older sister up alone since then. When Peter began secondary 
school, Janet returned to work as a district nurse. In 1982 she was 
compulsorily retired after a stroke and she has been receiving a 
widow's pension since then. 

Peter was in the middle of his HSC year when we first visited the 
Cadmans. He received an education allowance but had agreed with 
Janet that this should be spent on educational expenses: transport to 
school, books, and school uniform. Peter's other living costs were 
paid by Janet. 

Even though as a member of a housing cooperative Janet paid a 
fixed 20 per cent of her income in rent, their budget was often very 
tight. In some weeks of high bills, there was little money left to buy 
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food. At these times Janet tried-to' feed Peter what she could and 
made do with a snack herself. During the school holidays it was 
particularly difficult to make ends meet, with Peter and his healthy 
appetite home all day. 

Janet saved all year for Peter's Christmas present-an outfit to 
allow him to look presentable in his search for a job. With school 
finished, Peter successfully found a job. He received $130 a fort
night net. At first he agreed to pay his mother $50 a fortnight board, 
to cover the costs of their rent increase now he was an independent 
wage earner and to contribute to their shared living costs. But this 
left him only $80 a fortnight to cover the other expenses which were 
now his responsibility-clothing, transport, and recreation. Peter 
and Janet agreed that he would not pay board but rather bank the 
money. Janet said, 'I want him to have a level of independence in 
the future, even though this makes him more dependent at the 
present time'. 

Peter's story would not normally be included in discussions of child 
poverty. As a young person's individual entitlement to Common
wealth social security assistance or an education allowance begins at 
sixteen, 16- and 17-year-olds are usually not defined as children. 
However, Peter's story raises some interesting questions. Education 
allowances are paid to help lower-income families with the costs of 
their children in the last years of secondary school, but it is assumed 
that the young person will also contribute to his or her family's 
living costs. Assistance to the parent-Family Allowance and addi
tional pension/benefit-is cut out with this in mind. How,ever, if, as 
Peter did, the young person uses their allowance to cover the costs 
of education - transport, uniform, books and excursions/activities 
- the parent is left with less income to cover basic living costs. Such 
findings suggest that we need to know more about transfers within 
low-income families between young people and their parents. 

Peter's story also highlights the artificial boundaries we draw 
around child and youth poverty. The same reasons Peter experi
enced poverty as a child - his mother had to rely on a social 
security income because of widowhood and ill-health-contributed 
to his low living standard as a young person. His mother could not 
provide the financial support to supplement his low junior wages. 
When she decided to waive board, this was at a considerable cost to 
her own living standard. 

Finally, Peter had grown up in a sole-parent family for the fifteen 
years since his father died. Much faith is being placed in the reform 
of child maintenance as a way of improving children's incomes in 
sole-parent families. But such reform will do nothing for children 
like Peter whose other parent is dead (or for children whose non
custodial parent cannot be traced or has a low income). A govern-
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ment maintenance guarantee would help such children and ensure 
that the reform improved the incomes of all children whose parents 
have separated or divorced. 

Although the stories of these four children present a picture of 
highly restricted, bleak lives, they are not without hope. In many 
ways these stories are portraits of families battling against the odds 
to bring up their children and provide them with the kinds of 
experiences and living standards of other Australian children. 

The families themselves had hopes for their children. One of the 
reasons they took part in our study was in the hope that it would 
help to make a difference to the futures of their children and other 
children like them. This is the challenge they present to us. If we are 
to meet this challenge we must move beyond convincing policy and 
decision-makers of the importance of child poverty issues. The 
wider community must be made aware that child poverty is, in the 
words of Don Edgar, 'a problem affecting everyone rather than a 
few, an injustice that harms us all'. 



4 
Ma(ile in Australia: youth policies 

and the creation of crime 
Mike Presdee 

They hang the man and flog the woman 
Who st.eals the goose from off the common; 
But let the greater criminal loose 
Who sleais the common from the goose. 

Suffolk rhyme 

During t',ne last five years, there has been an almost total preoccupa
tion with things economic, that has permeated all levels of govern
ment and the bureaucracy, covering all areas of administration from 
the stfUo.~ture of banking and methods of taxation, through to 
defence, education and childcare. Yet there has been little thought 
given to how these major changes in economic life have affected, 
and will,~ontinue to affect, the ordinary everyday lives of Australians 
and how they are 'making sense' of the policies that are changing 
both the material and cultural conditions of their existence. 

The Labor government, through the embracing of policies aimed 
at prodllcing a form of 'people's capitalism', has raised popular 
expectations that have contributed to the formation of a culture that 
is essentially 'individualistic, competitive, efficient and affluent', 
(see Sea brook, 1978). As the economy had collapsed, with falling 
world commodity prices, so there has been a cultural acceptance by 
the mor';: conservative forces of labour of a deregulated economy, 
partially privatised, and guided only by the 'hidden hand' of the 
market. Market forces are now seen as able to make more competi
tive both private and public enterprises, and able to force not only 
airlines but also the corridors of education into being efficient 
organisations. Coupled with this is a strongly held belief that we can 
'manage away' poverty, by pursuing the path of increased efficiency 
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and effectiveness within the major institutions of society which will 
in itself herald the beginnings of social justice. It appears that 
poverty is no longer a result of economic relationships but a by
product of bad management. 

The fact that these policies have created massive corporate success 
has given both confidence, and comfort, to those conservative 
workers made insecure in their traditional class positions by the 
sudden and deep recession. This has produced a split in Australian 
society that has forced large sections of the working classes into 
poverty, where they languish, unrepresented and overcontrolled, 
and has in many ways added to the creation of crime (see I. Taylor, 
1987). 

THE CULTURE OF AFFLUENCE 

We have all, in recent years, become more aware of what is going -' 
on in the courts of our corporate kings, as Australia enters a 
culturally imperialistic period heightened by the stock market crash 
of Black Monday 1987. Fed by all sections of the media with the 
complete and intricate details of the private lives of our own 
'Dynasties', we are informed of the twenty-first birthday parties of 
their offspring, their marriages, and their latest art acquisitions; and 
we have made a national sport out of watching them bob up and 
down in their expensive, high-tech yachts. The Labor Government, 
more than any other government, has brought to the centre stage 
their corporate masters, so that we might all gain spiritual susten
ance from both the size of their economic success, and the 'right
fullness' of their social behaviour. It now seems, as one newspaper 
editorial put it, that the Labor Government has made 'the interests 
of Mr Hawke's rich mates one of its chief interests'. 7 Whether the 
recent Conservative budget of 1987, brought down by the British 
Treasurer Nigel Lawson, is in reality anything like a Labor Govern
ment budget is neither here nor there. What is important is that the 
British Treasurer felt able to cite Australia's fiscal policies as a 
justification for his own policies that unabashedly benefited the . 
affluent at the expense of the poor. 

There is little doubt that the breathtaking speed with which our 
millionaires have created their wealth has entered the realms of 
popular culture, as more and more we are invited to marvel at the 
spectacular personal wealths that surround us and the lifestyle of the 
30 000 millionaires that gives evidence of all our, and the Govern
ment's, success. 

Thousands of tourists now take boat trips up the Swan River, not 
to marvel at the beauty of the natural surroundings but to take in 
the evidence of the wealth of their nation by wondering at the 
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conspicw)us consumption that clings to the side of the Swan. The 
commentary of one of the trips explains: 'The house of John 
Roberts, cost five and a half million dollars for the land and five 
million f6r the house, the air-conditioning alone cost $250000. The 
house tMt you can see there, with the limestone base is the home of 
Kevin P:\rry. We've been reliably informed that it has just been 
revalued' at six and a half million dollars.' 

Since the world stock market 'readjustment' or 'crash', (depend
ing on VI"hether you lost or gained), we have been fed even more 
detailed accounts of the lives of our entrepreneurs. Indeed there 
was, initj'ally, an almost touching consideration for the plight of the 
rich, with advice being offered by psychiatrists and counsellors as to 
how the:/ might all cope with the reality that they were down to 
their last few millions. The press ran stories about the rich at the 
races, af,ter the crash, explaining how they coped with the logistics 
of the ~.lelbourne Cup carnival. The Hyatt Hotel's best suite was 
booked 'out for the week at $1300 a night and Budget Chauffeur 
Services' fleet of 35 limousines was fully booked at $1100 a day, as 
was its fl'eet of 25 Mercedes, Jaguars and Ford LTDs, at only $550 a 
day. 8 Nick's Wine Merchant in Melbourne expected to shift a 
million d!ollars' worth of champagne in the week, with Dan Murphy 
Cellars r:eporting that it wasn't unusual for someone to buy $9000 
worth of bubbles for a single party.9 

South Australia boasted its own post 'crash' celebration with its 
'better than ever' four-day Grand Prix extravaganza that produced 
an orgasm of drinking and dying, as tens of thousands watched 
millions of dollars' worth of cars decrease in value at $3125 a 
minute, throughout the two-hour race.1O During the week, organis
ations and politicians watched over the struggle between large 
corporations and the tourist industry, as the corporations scrarribled 
to block-book in advance as many luxury rooms for next year as 
they cou\ld, until the Premier called for a more rational approach, 
and for :111 to share. After all this was the International Year for the 
Homele~,s. The Adelaide Hilton, eager to play its role in providing 
accommpdation for the homeless rich, opened this month its 'yellow 
ribbon' 1,100r, with the expressed purpose of allowing the extremely 
wealthy to retain their separateness and to keep them from being 
soiled b" the 'ordinariness' of others. 

And i·\1l Melbourne, Brent's Toyshop in Toorak Road sold at least 
two motorised toy Porsches in October-a snippet at only $5500 
each. 11 • 

In thi: last financial year we have read of the media musical 
monopoly game that has done little to change what we hear, read 
and see, but has somehow magically created vast wealth for indivi
.duals. I<:erry Packer made a profit of $79.5 million overnight by 
selling b'is stake in Hill Samuel (UK) to the TSB group, and since 
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the crash, there has been a flurry of activity with our new national 
heroes continuing to compete in their quest for further wealth. 
After the crash, John Spalvins moved into the British insurance 
industry at a cost of $158 million, Alan Bond moved into gold for 
$750 million and 'played' with Allied Lyons. Kevin Parry bought 
Television Satellite Services and Larry Adler was reported to be 'all 
cashed up' and wondering what to do with a billion dollars. 12 Chris 
Skase managed to keep the $2 billion Quintex leisure empire intact 
after divesting certain companies before Black Monday, and Bob 
Hawke reminded us that the businessmen who had built up success
ful export enterprises were 'national heroes' and described Alan 
Bond as· one of the 'most outstanding exports from Pommie land' 
because 'risk takers ... create emplolment and opportunities for 
tens of thousands of Australians'. 1 There was no mention of 
workers as heroes or of the thousands of United Kingdom migrants 
who had given their working lives to the steel works and car 
factories of Australia. 

Meanwhile, Australia's largest merchant bank, Tricontinental 
Holdings Ltd., announced a 230 per cent increase in pre-tax profits 
that heralded an orgy of record profit and good news that showed: 

• John Elliot's Elders IXL-132 per cent increase in profit 
• Pioneer Concrete-profit up by 28.1 per cent 
• Ron Brierly's Industrial Equity-profit up by 58 per cent 
• Goodman Fielder-record j'rofits 
• Westmex-record profits. l 

• Standard Chartered Bank-47 per cent increase in profit 
(arrowed within a week of the Crash)Y 

• Custom Credit-30.1 per cent increase in net profit 
• TNT three months to September-43.7 per cent increase in 

equity-accounted profit 

Daily, the real estate pages show us how the property boom is 
benefiting us all as we'll see how much we've all made from the 
homes we live in, as we all scramble at auctions to pick up a bargain 
at half a million or so. In Sydney, in one week alone, fifteen 
properties went for over $1 million and were all snapped up within 
one week of coming onto the market. 16 There was no mention of 
whether the purchasers were factory workers or QCs, although the 
fact that the ABC current affairs reporter Max Walsh was a half a 
million dollars lighter was thought to be newsworthy. Again, since 
the crash property prices have continued their high public profile, 
measured by both press coverage and in millions of dollars. The 
largest residential sale of 'crash week' took place in Sydney where 
63 residences were sold for more than $20 million and Jones Lang 
Wootton recorded a sales record of $400 million for the ten days 
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directly following the crash. 17 October was a record month for Gold 
Coast dl!!aler Max Christmas, who celebrated 'crash month' with a 
new high of $42.5 million in sales, and the Benton Corporation was 
congratulated publicly in a full-page advertisement in the Australian 
for payiiog a record price of $106.6 million for number 327-343 
Collins Street. 18 

The stiock market crash has made more visible the culture of our 
designated national heroes but has little altered the way in which 
they live, nor indeed the way in which they accumulate the wealth 
created by others. There has simply been a move from one market 
to another as cash looks for stable and growing markets. Since 
Black Monday, there has been a string of record prices paid for a 
motley collection of scrap metal, canvas, paper and rocks, that when 
presented as cultural commodities command millions of dollars on 
the open market: 

• October: 54.99 carat Rhodes diamond-record price US$3.85 
million 
64.83 carat stone-new record of US$6.38 million 
Gutenberg Bible-record price of $7 million 

• Novernber: Van Gogh's Irises-record price $A79 million 
Picasso etching - record price $A864 700 
Bugatti Royale car-record price for a car $A14.2 
million 

• March: Ashoka diamond-$A5.36 million 
• April: World's most valuable diamond expected to fetch over 

$All million 

• In Jamlary the whole country listened to and looked at the opening 
of Austr~llia's first complete housing estate for the extremely rich, as 
50 000 p(!ople attended the finale of the $15 million five-day opening 
of the Sanctuary Cove resort. The resort's brochure, adorned with 
the bottc,m half of a bikini-clad young woman and a large glass of 
champagne, informed us that 'Sanctuary Cove is unashamedly elitist 
... protected by its own Act of Parliament. In a world which seems 
to have ;gone mad, in a society in which crime and violence have 
become <;ommonplace, this kind of peace of mind is priceless.'-all 
for a starting price of $885 000 through to $1.5 million. 

As Chase AMP implores us in double-page spreads to line up for 
$20000 worth of credit with the heading 'FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT IT 

ALL NOW:, we need not wonder that welfare workers complain about 
the recipients of social security payments falling into the 'millionaire 
for a day' syndrome, as tliey spend all their money virtually as soon 
as they get it. The culture of affluence has permeated through 
Australia.n society and dominates the way in which we are all 
making sense of our new economic world. 19 
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CASUALITIES IN THE CULTURE OF AFFLUENCE 

The reality for many people is, of course, vastly different, as welfare 
agencies pick up the casualties of the new culture of efficiency and 
affluence. The latest report on bankruptcies has shown that, for the 
first time, the number of individual bankruptcies has overtaken the 
number of business bankruptcies, with household debts rising by 
over 500 per cent in a decade and bankcard debt rising by 42 per 
cent in a year. 20 

Young people have been just as vulnerable, with the South 
Australian Legal Aid service advising, in the last year, 135 young 
people aged between eighteen and twenty about their debts, with 
some young people being so in debt that they needed advice about 
personal bankruptcy proceedings. The budgeting advice service of 
the South Australian Department of Community Welfare has also 
found that the young people who came for advice averaged debts of 
about $1000:1 with one young person owing $5000 in credit card and 
bank loans. 1 And the '2nd storey' multiple youth services in the 
middle of Adelaide's Rundle Mall shopping centre bas been forced 
to introduce a breakfast program for young people, in a desperate 
attempt to divert them from prostituting themselves for subsistence 
money. A more modern version of the soup kitchens. 

At the same time that corporate wealth has created new indivi
dual expectations, so the Treasurer has proudly announced to New 
York entrepreneurs that business in Australia "has prospered since 
Australian workers have accepted a 7 per cent cut in real wages 
under four years of Labor administration. Such is the mystifying 
quality of language that the ensuing stress placed on the lives of 
Australian workers by their magnanimous constraint (and now, ~ 
seems, felt also by parliamentarians themselves) is simply called, by 
the Treasurer, a 'very sizable reining in' of labour costs, which has 
been matched, he says, by a full recovery in corporate profit.22 And 
of course a 20 per cent rise in executive earnings in the last 24-
month period (ABS figures). " 

The experience of young people 

As the rift widens between how the Government thinks people live 
and the everyday reality that many experience, so a cultural confu
sion confronts large numbers of youth. There has been a fundamen
tal misunderstanding by this Government about how young working
class people live: their expectations, hopes, fears; their happiness, 
their desperation. The present governing group of Parliament, peak 
unions and corporate capital presents itself to the country as a grey, 
sombre-suited wall of conservatism (the very picture of propriety), 
under the misapprehension that young people need to be coerced 
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into the new, sparkling, corporate economy. If the young resist the 
power of 'rationality' then they should suffer all the controls needed 
to render them both socially and politically impotent. It is only by 
enforcing control mechanisms that the unacceptable side effects of 
economi,c deregulation can be masked and portrayed as a moral, 
rather than an economic, question. In this way the regulation of 
young p;;!ople is separated out from the question of employment. 23 
From this society, which has as its spiritual driving force the legal, 
or illegal, acquisition of individual wealth, we can expect not only 
an unconstrained rise in so called legal economic activities but a 
corresponding rise in illegal activities. As the prospects of poverty 
begin to bear down on more and more young people, we can expect 
cultural responses that will be considered rational by the young, and 
illegal and irrational by our leaders. 

Youth pClverty 

Unemployment still remains the greatest threat to the social devel
opment of young people. In South Australia the rate of unemploy
ment for 15-19-year-olds still hovers between 25 per cent and 30 per 
cent. In the city of Elizabeth, local CES figures show a rate of 40 
per cent for the same age group.24 Since 15-year-olds rarely register 
at the employment office, a more realistic figure for Elizabeth is 
likely to be in the region of 50 per cent, a situation that has changed 
little in seven years. Surprisingly, while the 15-19-year-old labour 
force ha~; diminished significantly in South Australia, from 78 300 in 
1981 to 69500 in 1987, youth unemployment has become both 
higher a,nd more entrenched, and now stands 73 per cent higher 
than in Victoria. 

How young people have responded has been discussed else
where,25 showing how young people, faced with ever-increasing 
periods of poverty, are beginning to make sense of their economic 
situation by the resolving of social and economic tensions, from 
which they have created the fabric of their culture. We should not 
underest,imate the ability of subcultures to take even the most 
entrenched structural inequality and numb it into normality, creat
ing for those involved a much-needed sense of being part of the 
wider w()rld, of 'fitting in', of being 'normal'. Subcultures have the 
potential to capture the 'different' and 'routinise' it into the normal 
and nect$sary - for example, 'health food', 'punk' hairstyles. It is 
this alternative sense of normality tha~ confronts the dominant 
culture, disrupting its rhythm and order. In this way subcultures 
resist the' outer world, and protect the social world of their members 
as they create new senses of the same economic reality that is 
experienced by us all. Competing views of the world, containing as 
they do different politics, come into being and present a threat to 
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the existing dominant understandings and meanings made of society. 
It is just this process of 'meaning-making' that politicians and 
political economists find so hard to understand. It is their failure to 
do so that has led them to the belief that improvements in training 
opportunities and schooling will, on their own, persuade young 
unemployed people to give up their 'hedonistic' lives of leisure and 
suspend their involvement in the culture of affluence, while they are 
retrained and reschooled, ready for life on the dole at eighteen 
rather than sixteen. 

This offer of a reduction in income by the removal of the dole for 
16- and 17-year-olds is one that a great number of young people are 
likely to reject; forcing even more young people to attempt to 
survive a consumer society from the conditions of poverty. As Frank 
Maas (1987a) has suggested, the policy proposals introduced in the 
May economic statement 'seem destined to exacerbate rather than 
reduce problems such as family conflict and young homelessness' 
and, we might add, increase the incidence of crime. The present 
situation points to disaster when we consider that in January there 
were 60600 16- and 17-year-olds 'not at school, I\ot at a tertiary 
institution' and looking for work (ABS Catalogue No.62030.0, 
Table 11). But the Department of Social Services in Canberra had, 
by 29 January, given only 25 126 job-search allowances, which rose 
only slightly to 26 055 on 11 March, clearly at a time when young 
people had already re-enrolled at school. Even allowing for the 
vagaries of statistical sampling techniques and the new thirteen
week waiting period for dole eligibility, there is still a staggering 
30 OOO-plus young people without work, without a wage and without 
income. 

The trial of one young armed bank robber in Adelaide showed 
how the trial constructed the crime in a cultural way when the 
offender admitted committing his crimes because of a 'lust for 
money'. He had gone about satiating his lust in quite the wrong way 
and was sentenced to a period of 30 years' gaol. Had he gone about 
acquiring his wealth in the 'correct' way then he may now have been 
a 'national hero' and be languishing on the banks of the Swan, 
rather than behind bars. 

POVERTY AND CRIME 

There is a continuing confusion in the media about the current state 
of crime in Australia. When the South Australian Office of Crime 
Statistics released its 1986 crime analysis, the Adelaide evening 
News, on 15 September 1987, reported with the headlines: 'S.A. 
CRIME RATE soars' (emphasis added), while the next day the ever 
responsible Advertiser stated: 'S.A. 's crime statistics show positive 
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decline' (~':mphasis added), with the Sunday Mail on 20 September 
counterini~ this maverick view by informing us all: 'We should be 
under nomusions. There is a crime wave. It is tantamount to a crime 
war. And the criminals are winning (emphasis added). 

The Stlte Labor Government, sensitive to these issues, could 
only sit back and wonder how all this had happened, after all, as Dr 
Hopgood announced in Parliament, 'South Australia has the best 
police to population ratio in the country'! 

The press continued its law and order campaign, putting it into 
perspecti'{e with the evening News' spectacular full front-page head
line on 26 August: 'JAIL FOR S.A. DOLE CHEAT'. 

It then went on to explain that a man who 'ripped off' more than 
$18 000 in unemployment benefits was sentenced to two and a half 
years' gal,)l, with a non-parole period of eighteen months. Later the 
Sunday Mail ran a court story under the by-line 'Slim, sad and 
sorry', describing a young woman from Elizabeth as a 'dole cheat'. 
She was young, single, a mother, unemployed-and had duplicated 
two of her $162 dole cheques. The magistrate was reported as saying 
'the motivation was need rather than greed, but they are serious 
offences' and fined her $200, plus $80 costs and $22 court fees, a 
total of $:302, to be paid out of her pension of $140 per week. If, like 
2600 oth·er South Australians last year, she fails to pay her fine, then 
'need' ra.ther than 'greed' will have added another young person to 
the gaol statistics. 26 

The structured 'hidden injuries of class' buried deep in the legal 
. justice system are laid bare when we contrast the recent gaoling of 
another' Elizabeth young mother for falsely obtaining 'supporting 
parents' benefit. She was given two years' gaol for embezzling 
$25000, while in the same week, members of Parliament, their staff 
and jou~rnalists, embezzled $10 000 worth of food and drink from 
the bars and restaurants of Parliament and received a stern telling 
off from the acting president of the Senate. As one mother goes to 
the privations of prison, so members of Parliament look forward to 
inhabitiilg their new luxury $1000 million Parliamentary Palace, with 
its saunils, meditation rooms and squash courts. 

At tt}is time of great 'law and order' outrage (and in South 
Australi,a a re-examination of the juvenile justice system), a Trea
sury drMt paper estimates that in 1983 alone $3 billion was lost in 
tax fralld, while the Australian Medical Association (AMA) has 
concede:d that fraud and overservicing cost $100 million in 1981. The 
Augilstiedition of EYE has described how the law was circumvented 
by the wealthy, stating: 

Officials familiar with the process say some appallingly low. 
settlei'1'lents have been accepted by the Tax Office. One of 
Melbourne's wealthiest families has been given indemnity against 
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future prosecution after a settlement based on a payment some 
tens of millions below what tax investigators believe was owing 
and could have been recovered in court. 

It would appear that 'greed' rather than 'need' is more respected, 
and affluence, rather than poverty, considered a virtue. 

Youth responses: school absenteeism, unemployment and crime 

In an attempt to gain a greater understanding of the reactions of 
young people to the poverty of unemployment I have been inter
viewing a number of 15-year-old young people who have already 
faced a life of unemployment without the dole. During this time I 
have interviewed individually eight young people from a drop-in 
centre in Elizabeth, South Australia, a group of five young women 
undertaking a receptionist course run by Elizabeth Community 
Youth Support Scheme (CYSS), and a group of young women 
working in a brothel in Adelaide. Their responses have illuminated 
the way that they have struggled with the economic and. political 
realities facing many young people today. 

The official extent of juvenile crime in South Australia and the 
connection with unemployment has been well documented by the 
Office of Crime Statistics. The figures for the period 1 January to 30 
June 1986 reveal a 3.4 per cent increase compared with the previous 
six months. Of 4856 appearances the great majority were for 
relatively minor property crimes, such as shop theft (57.9 per cent), 
breaking and entering (11.6 per cent) and offences against order 
(9.2 per cent). Under 1 per cent of all juvenile appearances involved 
an offence defined by the Department of Community Welfare 
researchers as a crime of violence.27 Whereas 72.3 per cent of young 
people in front of aid panels were in the student/apprentice cate
gory, 46.1 per cent appearing before courts were unemployed. 

The situation for young women 'offenders' is worse than that of 
young men, with 55 per cent of young women offenders being 
unemployed, compared to 45 per cent of young men. The figure for 
15- and 16-year-old 'young women unemployed offenders' was dra
matically high, being 68 per cent and 70 per cent, with the corres
ponding figure for young men being 48 per cent and 54 per cent. 

The stress on young unemployed women is quite clear, as those 
without dole payments figure highly in the 'offenders' figures
precisely the conditions that the present government has created for 
thousands more Australian youth. 

Of all Children's Court appearances, the high unemployment 
areas of the outer western, southern and northern suburbs of 
Adelaide account for almost 70 per cent of all offences, with the 
regional area of Elizabeth making up 36.6 per cent of the total. 
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This, coupled with a 'court and panel appearances' rate of 42.7 per 
1000 in Elizabeth and 51 per 1000 in Port Adelaide (against 4.6 for 
the middle-class eastern suburbs area of St Peters) shows clearly the 
class nature of crime. (It is not my intention here to discuss the 
added problem of race that faces, for example, the city of Elizabeth, 
but we should be aware of the overrepresentation of Aborigines in 
all the figures, especially young Aboriginal women). 

The fact that most panel appearances are made by young people 
still at school is little comfort when we consider the state of 
absenteeism in schools, and the connection between absenteeism 
and crime. The increasing number of truants shows the extent of the 
failure of present educational policies (especially for working-class 
young people), as 15-year-olds choose unemployment, without the 
dole, over the exciting learning environments of school and TAFE! 

Without exception, all the young unemployed people that I inter
viewed had truanted from school at some time, so beginning an 
early pattern of 'offending'. Truanting was a response to problems 
faced within the school, with young people rarely truanting to do 
specific things, but simply to steal both time and space for them
selves in which they could be autonomous, be free, and be them
selves, thus escaping, even for a short time, the rules, regulations 
and regimentation of schooling. 

I hated science, every science lesson I went down the school 
creek and sit in the tunnel- they got a tun11:el there, or we go up 
the shops-we used to go down the shops and pinch smokes. 
(Wendy 15) 

The first time [I truantedJ I went into Adelaide with a couple of 
friends. It was really funny because they found out we were 

. wagging an that so the police in Elizabeth sent out, it was so 
funny, sent out a message to police in Adelaide, and we were 
walking along. There was three of us and this guy had a really 
short haircut and there was two policemen were standing there 
and we walked right past them, and they said, and one of the 
police said 'Ha, ha, look at his hair', like we was messing 
around, and they were looking for us, and they never realised it 
was us. It was so funny and we mucked around in Adelaide all 
day-it was nothing exciting-we went down the Torrens. (Sue 
17, left school 15) 

Another time I sat in a tree all day - I was not going to 
school-I did not want to go to school-that's where I stayed
in a tree. (Ann 16, left school 15) 

Already Chris, thirteen and a half and still at primary school, is 
'wagging' regularly and spending her time 'scoring for my brother', 
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and Deb, fourteen and a half, last went to school one and a half 
years ago. 

There is little doubt that the rates of absenteeism are increasing in 
South Australia, with attendance officers reporting an increasing 
problem. The pattern and reasons are complex, but there are 
significant differences in rates between working-class schools, such 
as Port Adelaide at 6.9 per cent, and middle-class schools, such as 
Marryatville with just 1.7 per cent. The latest study undertaken by 
the Adelaide regional office estimates that 8500 students are absent 
for more than one term a year and that on anyone day 18 000 
children may be absent for a variety of reasons. It is clear that a 
great majority' of these would be absent with parental knowledge, 
although not necessarily under the direct supervision and care of 
parents. 

Young women are more often absent than young men, a pattern 
that starts in the late primary school and becomes exceptionally 
marked by Year 10 (Elburn, 1987). 

It is when young 15-year-olds, especially young women, finally 
leave school that the battle for an income, for survival, begins in 
earnest. It appears that no matter how hard they try, in the end the 
way in which an income is achieved matters less and less. In each of 
my interviews the young person had broken some legal regulation in 
their fight for survival. Although most had never been caught, they 
had, between them, been guilty of: . 

• non-attendance at school 
• vandalism 
• drug use 
• under-age carnal knowledge 
• drinking 
• smoking 
~ breaking and entering 
• shoplifting 
• prostitution 
• driving offences 
• non-declaration of taxable income 

I'd left school and I wasn't on the dole and wasn't getting any 
money whatsoever. So I had to get money somehow-from 
friends, borrowed from friends, hassle kids at the shops-not 
bash them, just say give us your money or we're going to get you 
into so much trouble. (Sue) 

I used to steal out of Mum's purse all the time-if I went to a 
friend's place I'd steal out of their mum's purse. I just needed the 
money. I wasn't getting any money. Mum would buy me a 
packet of smokes. I just had to have money. (Ann) 
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I've been to court just for pinching . .. flogging stuff. It was cause 
I liked them, it was for my bike, a pair of pedals. I was with my 
two mates but they never knew I done it. (Rod 14 i, left school) 

At times the 'event' of breaking and entering served both the 
purpose of providing an income and of structuring the day. Like a 
cricket innings the descriptions of breaking-in were vivid and pre
cise. 

One time I was with one of my girlfriends. We went over to this 
meeting at the shops and no-one had any money whatsoever and 
this girl who was there, she was really trying to get into the 
group, sort of thing, and she was saying we could all trust her, 
and she said she'd left the window open- There was a guard 
dog there but because it was her house she went and got the dog, 
and that, and there was about five guys and two of us girls - I 
stood at the letterbox and was watching, and that, pretending I 
was waiting for someone, and she went and opened the window 
and they cut the wire and they just forced it open, and I 
remember hearing this scream go bang! crash! and she goes 'Oh, 
there goes my ornament, gone' - or something like that - Um, 
no lights were turned on and she led them through to where there 
was this, like a jewellery box or something-some sort of box 
where this money was kept - They were going away on holiday 
and they'd saved it all up. 

We only took 50-we only took 50 cause we were scared that if 
we did get caught it would be worse. (Sue 17) 

In all cases they came to regard stealing as a disease: something 
they had to be cured of, something they were battling against in a 
brave effort to accept their poverty, to accept the bottom of the 
pile, as they began the painful process of learning to be poor. 

I, I don't do it no more-I can handle being without money-I 
can handle it now. If I'm broke I just come here-I don't steal 
no more. (Sue) 

I got done for smashing windows at school-four months ago it 
was, it was over at the North Primary school I was looking for 
my lighter cause I dropped it-night time-the cops came over 
and my friend smiles a bit and the copper says 'Smack!' knocks 
him to the ground and he goes 'Don't laugh at me'. 

I'm alright now, my soccer coach is a policeman. If I've got no 
money I just stays at home. (David 17, left school 16) 
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Never, in six weeks, did any of these young people suggest that 
they might return to school. Several had tried to go back, and failed 
once more. Several had finished CYSS schemes and TAFE courses, 
and they had all got skills that, although unremarkable, they clung 
to as examples of their individuality, their creativity, their humanity. 

I've got a thing about Egyptology-I've written masses about it 
and I'm always reading about it. I've got no maths though. I 
need an education, so I'd like to go back, but then I couldn't 
keep up with it unless I did my Year 8 and Year 9 all over again, 
but I don't think I could do it-I could do Egyptology-I went 
for a job in the Museum in the Egyptology department but I 
didn't get it. (Ann) 

I was thinking of about doing industrial sewing cause I'm a good 
sewer-I make skirts an that for me sister. (Wendy 15) 

My sister designs clothes-she's got a whole book that thick of 
clothes designs-she's going to do a fashion parade and I'm 
going to be a model. They say I've got the risht face for it. 
(Chris) 

I've got no talent, an that. I've just got skills and sports, but no 
talent. My mum's got no talent either, she's 40 years old and still 
plays netball. (David 17, played soccer for South Australia) 

I put my name down at the CES and I done a CYSS course
Retail sales-I went for an interview at John Martins but I didn't 
do too good cause it was my first interview. She said I got good 
eye contact-next time just try a bit harder and don't be so 
nervous, cause I was stumbling over my words, an that. (Sally 
15) 

As their high expectations for their new independence and their 
hopes for a life of work and social activities receded into the poverty 
of unemployment, so new ways of filling the day with normal 
activities becomes important. The power of the social rhythms of 
the day, inextricably bound up in the workplace, becomes a force 
that drives most unemployed people to extremes in the quest for an 
income, or what an income might buy. 

I went for a couple of jobs as a waitress. Fake name, fake age. 
Then I thought ... the peekaboo girls an that, and I thought 
should I, shouldn't I? It'll be extra money, anybody can do that 
sort of thing-but I didn't end up doing it-I got an interview 
and said I was 25-1 got to Adelaide but I chickened out. (Ann) 

This guy I was seeing had an older brother who was 35 and was 
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setting up an escort agency and he was going to get me a car and . 
that-I would have done that cause I knew he would treat me 
right. At that time I was really desperate-I would only have 
had to do it two or three times a day. (Sue) 

When I was on the run I slept with guys but I wasn't getting paid. 
The guys were protecting me a lot-you know-they really 
protected me heaps. (Ann) 

YOUNG WOMEN AND THE CASH ECONOMY 

There is little doubt that young unemployed women are more 
susceptible to working in the cash economy than young men, driving 
young women to accept both illegal conditions and illegal work. 
Even the most respectable businesses were found to have account
ing practices that dealt frequently with only cash transactions. One 
young woman, after completing a TAFE beauticians' course, got 
work at a nail-sculpting salon, only to find that she was paid in cash, 
no pay slip, no tax-no questions asked. When she and her friend 
asked for a proper pay slip they quickly found themselves on the 
dole and again back into training in a CYSS course. Another young 
woman worked for six months at a baker's shop and only demanded 
a pay slip when the family realised something was wrong. She found 
herself quickly joining the unemployment statistics! 

During this study I have encountered a range of jobs which were 
part of the cash economy, including waitressing, swimming lessons, 
nursing, tennis coaching, telephone selling, and childcare centre 
work, and I found that marketplaces were used often for cash 
earnings, but the most institutionalised method of all. was the 'vice' 
industry. The extent to which young women work in the general 
area of 'vice', i.e., in photographic studios, stripping, peekaboo or 
prostitution, is difficult to ascertain, but there is a generalised 
feeling from the police bureaucrats, street-workers, and young 
women themselves, that this is an area of work that has increased in 
the last two years and is still expanding. 

In a recent report in South Australia, the head of the Children's 
Interest Bureau stated: 'Young prostitutes often have ... petty cri
minal records for offences other than prostitution, usually commit
ted in order to survive. They are runaways and have low educational 
achievement and are often unemployed'. She went on to report that 
'Federal government's decision to cease dole payments to 16 and 17 
year olds will further disadvantage an already alienated group'. 

In the Victorian 'Inquiry into Prostitution', it was estimated by 
the police that there were 180 young people involved in prostitution 
in that State, while Hancock's research for the same inquiry showed 
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67 per cent of a sample of 63 young women had left school and 85 
per cent of those were unemployed, and the Fitzgerald inquiry in 
Queensland has been told of a 16-year-old who worked at 'Fantasy 
Photogr~phic' agency during her school holidays earning up to 
$1800 a week.28 

The recent debate in South Australia has been about whether 
organised under-age prostitution exists. With the exception of re
ports of two such establishments, one in Port Adelaide and one at 
Dry Creek, there is little evidence of any organised approach. 
However, there is no doubt that young women, rather than under
age women, are more desired by 'businesses'; their services cost 
more, and they are in greater demand by clients, with some estab
lishments specialising in young women, as against under-age women. 
It is doubtful whether the niceties of a legally defined age bracket 
has any effect on young women's responses. Because they reach the 
age of eighteen doesn't mean they feel less exploited, less helpless; 
less vulnerable, or for that matter any more able, all of a sudden, to 
cope. By only concentrating on the legally under-aged a great deal 
remains unrecognised and invisible. 

The 1986 'prostitutes of South Australia' phone-in of 108 calls 
showed that 54 per cent were under 21 when they started working, 
while the Victorian report showed only 34 per cent under twenty, 
from a sample of ninety. However, workers were now working 
longer, with 54 per cent working two years or more, while in 1979 
only 22 per cent worked longer than two years. 

In the last year there has been an explosion of escort agencies in 
Adelaide, with 112 agencies and 22 brothels now in existence. The 
South Australian vice squad estimates that about 100 18-20-year
olds are working in the business and there seems little doubt that 
entrants are ~~tting younger, and harder to detect, and that pros
titution, like war, is something experienced by the young- both 
young men and young women. 

My wage was only 40 odd dollars. I didn't know anybody, 
having just run away to Melbourne. I started to go out. I started 
meeting people and I think it was in a pub in Coburg, and some 
old guy came over and offered me some money, and I said no. 
The next night there was this young guy, so I took it and that's 
how I started-it wasn't organised or anything. I wish I'd done it 
properly. It was the company I liked. 

I didn't care about the morals of it, I think I was too young-I 
was only fifteen. It was $20 then-now I think they got a 
bargain-a I5-year-old for $20! I was drinking and that-it just 
seemed to happen. (Jane) 
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By the age of fifteen Jane had run away to Melbourne. She was 
married at sixteen, became pregnant, lost her child and went to 
Perth. She then started to work as a stripper before being tempted 
by the money available in escort agencies. 

The other young women Jane worked with had the following 
histories that connected them, inevitably, with the young women I 
had interviewed in Elizabeth. 

1 Left school 2nd year High. Almost illiterate. 

2 Worked Hindley Street at 14-1ittle schooling (described as no 
schooling) . 

3 Just started working. Left school at fifteen, worked in a super
market six days a week for $180-lived in a flat and started to 
shoplift. 

4 Left school at fifteen. Ran away from home at fourteen - slept 
around in exchange for housing. Became pregnant-stayed in 
single mothers' home. State housing emergency list-slept in 
park with baby. Now working to buy a home. 

For these young women there is a sense of 'belonging', bringing 
to them the normality of a working life that they have never had 
before. 

Even now some of the girls don't like the work but they like 
being part of something. The girls who work together get quite 
friendly-they like to belong. (Jane) 

And Sue, in Elizabeth, who had flirted with the idea of joining an 
escort agency herself, got the same feeling of 'belonging' from the 
drop-in centre that now held her life together. 

Do you ever watch 'Cheers'?-the song in that is magic. It goes: 
'Sometimes you need to go where everybody knows your name'. 
I walk into this place and I feel welcome- we all know each 
other and we all care about each other, we muck around and 
we - you know - have a laugh and do really weird things . .. we 
all belong. 

We can see, from the present struggle of young 15-, 16- and 17-
year-olds, how the lack of income, and the lack of the dole, has had 
little· effect on persuading them to return to the realms of education 
and training. They have, after all, failed there already; hated the 
institutions; hated being treated as powerless children. In Victoria 
the much-publicised figures of 6185 suspensions in 1986 point to 
similar nationwide responses. 29 
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The present Commonwealth Government's policy of starving 
young people back into education is likely to drive as many young 
people into the vagaries of the cash economy and crime as it is into 
the experience of traineeships. We can assume that the withdrawal 
of the dole will create a bigger pool of 'at risk' young people 
virtually overnight, creating a nightmare new year for the social 
services throughout the country. 

From young people themselves has come both the warning, and 
the evidence, if we care to look and listen. While politicians and 
administrators peddle the politics and economics of 'competition, 
efficiency and affluence', they should look more deeply at the 
struggle for survival, the struggle for creativity, and the struggle for 
humanity that many young Australians are engaged in now. There 
will be little thanks for youth policies that neglect the creation of 
work for the unintentional creation of crime. 

From young people several blithe suggestions were offered con
cerning the ease of solutions. These were generally in the vein of 
increased break and enters and if necessary prostitution. It must 
be stated that the majority of younger people considered that the 
lack of income support would be problematic for them. (McNeil, 
1987) 



5 
Child poverty and housing 

Joan Vipond30 

The fundamental importance of adequate housing for everyone, and 
particularly for families with children, is clear. Children have special 
needs for space and stability in their physical environment. Two 
factors, a steady income and an adequate dwelling, are important 
resources if families are to avoid poverty and to provide for their 
children. Child poverty is inextricably linked to the costs of housing, 
and in ways which demonstrate that poverty for families with 
children is not just a matter of income. Shelter must be able to be 
found at costs which are not excessive: the overwork of parents, 
family tensions, the social and physical isolation that result from 
inadequate housing, are too great a price to pay. 

Often families live in poverty because housing takes up a dispro
portionate amount of their income. So much so, that poverty is now 
measured in two ways: before and after housing costs have been 
paid by individuals and families, since much depends on what is left 
after this basic expense has been met. Together with recent research 
on the distributional impact of housing policies, and on analysis of 
house prices, such measurement, by encompassing various housing 
issues, allows us to broaden the approach to ameliorating family and 
hence child poverty. Since the wealth that Australians own in 
housing exceeds the aggregate of incomes earned in a year, it may 
seem that housing redistribution offers great scope for improving 
the living standards of those with low incomes. But housing is a 
special case, and though there are ways in which the incidence of 
after-housing poverty can be reduced, it will be argued that the 
scope for change here is not very great in the near future. 

The nature of current housing problems and recent research on 
this issue have been very ably described by Kendig and Paris (1987) 
in their report to the International Year of Shelter for the Home
less, National Committee of Non-government Organisations (IYSH 

77 
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Report). In his foreword to this report, the Right Reverend Peter 
Hollingworth emphasises that there are two current housing prob
lems. One is the level of poverty among children that is caused by 
high housing costs. The other is the special demands placed on the 
housing system by the need for shelter of people who in the past 
were supported by their families or who lived in institutions, but 
who must now compete for special accommodation. Although I am 
concerned more with the former problem here, the two issues are 
not entirely separate. Some children are in poverty because of 
difficulties other than low family' incomes. Some policies which 
benefit low-income families with children also help homeless youth 
and other minority groups. Other policies, however, involve conflict 
between more than one needy group. . 

POVERTY AND THE COSTS OF HOUSING 

The link between housing costs and poverty in Australia is empha
sised by the way we measure poverty twice: by its incidence before 
and after people have paid for their housing. Tlie before-housing 
poverty line calculates the adequacy of income to meet all costs, 
including housing; the after-housing poverty line measures adequacy 
of income to cover costs once those for housing have been paid. 

Housing costs are different from other essential items of expen
diture such as food and transport. For one thing, housing expen
diture varies through the life cycle, particularly in Australia where 
the level of home ownership is high. This is particularly relevant to 
the iss~e of child poverty. Families with young children tend to pay 
very high housing costs at a time when their income is low relative 
to family need. Many, though not all, middle-aged and elderly 
people have accumulated some equity in their own homes and have 
low housing outlays. 

Second, while wage rates are relatively uniform across Australia, 
housing costs (both rents and house prices) display considerable 
regional variation: the income that is needed to avoid poverty and 
afford adequate housing differs from one area to another. Measure
ments of poverty made after housing costs have been paid take this 
variability into account. 

Third, because there are unavoidable legal costs associated with 
housing, movement between dwellings is expensive. 

Half of Australian wealth is in the form of resi.dential property, 
with 70 per cent of dwellings owner-occupied. One difference 
between owner-occupied dwellings and other forms of wealth is that 
the latter produce cash income. This is relevant here because 
poverty measurements are based on money incomes and housing 
costs. The measurement of after-housing poverty is not a precise 
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method of incorporating wealth into calculations of the total re
sources available to each household, but it is better than measure
ments of poverty based solely on income levels. 

Not all people in Australia begin their adult lives in owner
occupied housing and not all eventually become owner-occupiers. 
Those who rent tend to face high housing costs, usually higher than 
those of owners and often higher than those of owner-purchasers. 
Often, though not always, people who rent have low incomes which 
prevent them saving for deposits on dwellings. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the highest incidence of poverty tends to be found 
among private-sector tenants. . 

The rise in poverty after paying for housing 

It is now well known that the main findings from recent research on 
poverty have pointed to a rapid rise, from the early 1970s, both in 
poverty among children and in poverty measured after housing costs 
have been paid. In contrast, for much of this time, the national 
incidence of before-housing poverty has been fairly constant (Social 
Welfare Policy Secretariat 1981; Bradbury, Rossiter and Vipond, 
1986; Gallagher and Foster, 1986). 

The explanation of these three trends is that a shift in the 
composition of the population living below the poverty line occurred 
during the 1970s. Real pensions increased, improving the living 
standards of the elderly. The deterioration of the economy plus 
increased numbers of sole parents meant that more younger people 
had inadequate incomes. Thus, while the proportion of the popu
lation living on incomes below the poverty line stayed the same, the 
change in the composition of those who were poor meant an 
increase in after-housing poverty, because the. young, especially 
those with children, tend to have higher housing costs than the 
elderly. 

Policy 

I do not think that we can interpret the promise that child poverty 
will be ended by 1990 to mean that all families with children will 
have incomes above both the poverty line and the after-housing
costs poverty line. To raise incomes above the poverty line is a 
matter of setting pensions, benefits and the Family Allowance 
Supplement at appropriate levels. This task is expensive rather than 
difficult. To protect people from poverty measured after they have 
met housing costs seems more complex. It does not seem possible to 

. envisage a system that could, by 1990, protect each individual family 
from excessive housing costs, a view which will be elaborated below. 

Some action can be taken, however. More assistance for renters is 
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particularly- urgent because of- the very high incidence- of-poverty·· 
among people living in private rental accommodation (Cass, 1986b; 
Vipond, 1987). Some progress has been made recently in extending 
eligibility for rental assistance in the FAS package, but the level of 
assistance remains Iow. Suggestions for increased levels of rent 
assistance have been made, but the demands have been modest, at 
the level of $5 per week per child. 

In contrast to the problems of renters, Saunders and Whiteford 
(1987) point to the heavy housing costs of owner-purchasers who are 
pensioners and beneficiaries. They predict that though the intro
duction of F AS will benefi~ all Iow-income families with children, it 
will leave owner-purchasers who are dependent on pensions and 
benefits well below the after-housing poverty line. Owner-purchasers 
are likely to be worse off than families in other forms of tenure. 

To solve the general problem of child poverty, Saunders and 
Whiteford emphasise the need to improve the employment oppor
tunities of parents. For the specific problems of owner-purchasers 
they suggested that 'more thought could be given to ways of 
allowing them to defer mortgage repayments, while simultaneously 
seeking to return them to the job market as quickly as possible' 
(1987:55). This suggestion illustrates a widespread unwillingness 
to pay direct grants to owner-purchasers. To help future owner
occupiers accumulate wealth is thought to require later recompense 
of the Government. The IYSH Report, for example, recommends 
the introduction of policies to 'provide generous government support 
when. necessary in the early years of buying and then to recoup the 
subsidy (plus interest) over subsequent years' (Kendig and Paris, 
1987:118). 

Emerging problems 

The work of Saunders and Whiteford is based on the assumption 
that the distribution of housing costs in 1987 was similar to the 
1981182 pattern. There has also been a tendency to argue that the 
1980s are the same as the second half of the 1970s, that is, there are 
simply more unemployed people and more sole parents. There are, 
however, some statistics which suggest poverty that may be arising 
for new groups. 

Poverty may have emerged among people in full-time work. If so, 
this would be a new trend. In 1981182, among the population of full
time workers who had not been unemployed during the year, only 
0.7 per cent had incomes below the poverty line. In recent years, 
real award rates have fallen much more rapidly than real average 
weekly earnings (Table 5.1). 

The distribution of income has become more unequal (Table 5.2). 
The lowest three deciles in the income range contain mainly pen-
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Table 5.1 Trends in real award rates of pay and in average weekly earnings. 
1981/82 to 1986/87 

Year % change on previous period in: 

Real award rates of pay: Real average weekly earnings· 

1981/82 
1982/83 
1983/84 
1984/85 
1985/86 
1986/87 

Note: a survey basis 

adult wage and salary of full-time adults. 
earners ordinary-time earnings 

2.5 
-0.3 
-2.3 
-1.0 
-3.7 
-4.6 

3.6 
2.6 

-0.1 
1.1 

-2.3 
-2.3 

Source: Australian Government. Treasurer Budget Statements 1987-88 Statement No. 2p.26 

sioners and beneficiaries. It is in the middle ranges (fourth to 
seventh deciles) that we expect to find wage-earning families, and it 
is these who have been the losers. Moreover, in some low-paid 
occupations, earnings have not kept pace even with these average 
trends (Table 5.3 contains some impressionistic data). 

There seems to be ground for concern that the living standards of 
those in full employment may now be falling. Much of the discussion 
ofthe social wage points in this direction. Increasingly, we have come 
to expect that the government will have to provide assistance because 
the wage system fails to meet basic needs. The F AS is a recognition 
of this trend in terms of support for children as it includes assistance 
to the children of employed parents who have low wages. 

Table 5.2 Income shares of all income units by decile class 

Gross annual Incorne share (%) 
income decile 

1978/79 1981/82 1985/86 
Lowest 1.7 1.7 1.8 
2 2.9 2.9 2.9 
3 4.2 4.2 4.1 
4 5.8 5.6 5.4 
5 7.6 7.4 7.0 
6 9.3 9.2 B.9 
7 11.3 11.2 11.0 
8 13.8 13.6 13.6 
9 17.0 17.2 17.0 
Highest 26.4 27.0 28.4 

Total 100 100 100.1 
Gini Coefficient 0.39 0.40 0.41 

Sources: ABS 1986 Income Distribution Survey Australia; Preliminary results Cat. No. 6545.0. 
p.6. 
ABS Income and Housing Survey; Income of Income Units. Australia. 1981-82 Cat. No. 
6223.0. p.6. 
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Table 5.3 Changes in earnings in Selected, low-paid occupations, 1983 to 1986 

Ordinary-time earnings as percentage of 
ordinary-time earnings of full-time 
non-managerial employees in all 
occupations 

1983 1984 1985 
% % % 

Males" 
1 Drivers. road transport 87.7 na 87.7 
2 Labourers 85.0 na 83.4 
3 Carpenters. wood-working 

machinists. cabinet-makers 90.0 na 88.4 
4 Metal and electrical production 

process workers 88.3 na 82.2 
FemaleS> 
1 Retail workers 82.1 na 82.5 
2 Tailors. cutters. furriers and 

related workers 77.4 na 76.0 

Notes: a Coverage of selected occupations = 20% of all in ASS sample 
b Coverage of selected occupations = 8% of all in ASS sample 

1986 
% 

85.1 
82.9 

84.2 

81.4 

81.9 

73.9 

Source: ASS Distribution and Composition of Employee Earnings and Hours -Australia. Cat. no. 
6306.0. various issues 

As more and more people require supplements to wages, the 
housing problems of owner-purchasers may have to be addressed, 
simply because so many families live in their own homes. It may be 
preferable to direct the assistance to children through higher F AS 
payments, rather than attempt to make complicated forms of tem
porary grants for people whose house purchases might bring capital 
gains in the long term but who might equally struggle for many 
years simply to maintain their housing. In this way, all low-income 
parents, whether renters or owner-purchasers, could be assisted to 
meet their housing outlays without distorting tenure choice or 
standards of housing. Rather than devising complex· schemes to 
subsidise housing outlays, directing assistance to children could be a 
simple way of helping owner-purchasers with housing costs over the 
life cycle and private-sector tenants with their rents. However, such 
assistance would also benefit other groups, such as outright owners 
and public-sector tenants with children, whose housing costs tend to 
be lower. The simplicity of this approach commends it, as most of 
the targeted group do need assistance. 

Another problem for housing policy may emerge from directing 
assistance to families with children. Systems of rent assistance 
provide some compensation to people who miss out on home 
ownership. It is notable that the Social Security Review recommends 
that rent assistance be paid to unemployed youth of sixteen to 
seventeen years who have left their parental homes (Cass, 1988:291), 
one of the minority groups now recognised as having serious hous-
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ing problems. If more transfers are made to families with children 
who rent, however, it will be harder to assist other tenants. Higher 
F AS payments would meet the problem of child poverty, but not 
the needs of renters without children. 

HOUSING POLICIES 

In addressing the issue of child poverty, the incapacity of the· 
Government to collect revenue from the wealth embedded in owner
occupied housing needs to be considered. Some research has docu
mented how current housing policies have benefited people living in 
some forms of housing tenure more than others. In their compre
hensive review of these issues, Flood and Yates (1987) have made 
three contributions to the analysis of housing and taxation. First, 
they have argued that housing policies should not be analysed by 
considering government outlays only; taxation and tax expenditures 
should be taken into account. Second, they have measured the 
effect of all types of housing policy on households with different 
income levels. Third, they have calculated this impact according to 
housing tenure. Taxation expenditures are defined officially as 'those 
provisions of the Australian taxation law which provide preferential 
treatment to certain classes of taxpayers or to particular types of 
activity' (Australian Government Treasury, 1987: 1). 

One form of tax expenditure reflects the ways in which owner
occupiers are favoured as compared with landlords and tenants. 
This is referred to as 'imputed rent', that is, the tax that would 
normally be paid by a landlord who obtained rent from a house of 
similar value. Owner-occupiers are not taxed on the value of their 
homes as rental property, whereas landlords are. 

Considering all age groups, Flood and Yates calculated that in 
1984/85 the non-taxation of imputed rentals was worth $4.6 billion 
to owners and owner~purchasers, while the non-allowance of mort
gage interest payments of owner-purchasers meant a $1.4 billion 
increase in government revenues. Thus, the owner-occupied sector 
paid a net $3.2 billion less in taxes than it would have paid had all its 
dwellings been rented through private landlords. The authors make 
two important qualifications. First, the estimates are sensitive to 
data revisions in the national accounts; second, they are those of 
revenue forgone by Treasury. These are likely to be higher than the 
revenue gains from taxing imputed rentals, since people would 
adjust to the change. For instance, many would increase their 
mortgage debts. . 

During 1984/85 about $3 billion was spent by governments direct
lyon housing: for the construction of public-sector rental housing, 
for assistance with rents and home purchase, and for special housing 
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programs in the community. In their analysis of the distribution of 
benefits, Flood and Yates showed that the direct housing subsidies 
did target low-income groups but that tax expenditures mainly 
benefited the rich. It is obvious that low-income households would 
be penalised if iinputed rents were taxed. The average public-sector 
tenant received assistance worth $1795 in 1984/85, while the average 
value of imputed rent for owner-occupiers would have been the 
equivalent of $1250~ Private-sector tenants who were eligible for few 
direct subsidies and no tax concessions obtained benefits worth less 
than $300 per household. 

Tax discrimination in favour of owner-occupiers further increased 
in 1985 with the introduction of the capital gains tax on real, 
r.ealised capital gains on all types of assets except their own homes. 
Flood and Yates calculated that had the capital gains tax existed in 
1984/85, this exemption would have been worth approximately 
$1500 million. In summary, Flood and Yates claim that taxation 
policy favours home owners and higher-income groups. They re
commend a restructuring that would change housing costs between 
tenures and over the life cycle so that greater equity would be 
achieved: 'The preferred policy is a tax on net imputed rentals and a 
tax on realized capital gains received by owner-occupiers, to be used 
to fund increased levels of social security payments, especially to 
families with children.' (1987:ix). 

Elderly people whose homes make them asset-rich and income
poor would be particularly adversely affected by such a strategy. 
Recognising this, Flood and Yates have an alternative scheme which 
would limit the imputed rent on housing to no more than 25. per 
cent of incomes in individual households. The funding would be 
obtained by a levy on owner-occupied housing.· 

REDISTRIBUTION THROUGH REFORM OF HOUSING POLICY 

Flood and Yates have urged the need to consider tax exemptions as 
well as outlays in restructuring housing policy, but budget difficult
ies of Commonwealth and State governments have forced concen
tration on the immediate problem of financing direct housing ex
penditures. The increasing proportion of public-sector tenants, who 
receive pensions and benefits and are eligible for rent rebates 
funded by State housing authorities, is a matter of contention. The 
States suggest that the payment of these rent rebates is a form of 
income support and should therefore be a Commonwealth rather 
than a State responsibility. There is little surprise that the Common
wealth is unwilling to accept this costly role. As Harmer puts it, 'On 
equity grounds it is most unlikely that the Federal Government 
would be prepared to provide a higher level of assistance to pen-
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sioners and beneficiaries in public rental ... than it is prepared to 
provide to pensioners and beneficiaries in private rental' (1986:287-
89). 

Schemes which would provide more equal direct housing benefits 
to all people on low incomes have been examined by Black (1986) 
and the National Working Party on Private and Community Rental 
Housing (1986). In a recent paper, Walsh (1988) has developed one 
such proposal and argued that it should be accompanied by the 
Commonwealth withdrawing support for the construction of dwell
ings owned by the State housing authorities and from most other 
forms of direct assistance for housing. Moreover, Walsh appears 
willing to provide similar levels of housing assistance for both 
renters and owner-purchasers. 

Some proposals to change housing policies involve quantitatively 
more redistribution than is envisaged in proposals described earlier. 
The difference seems to arise from two sources. One is the fact that 
public-sector housing subsidies per tenant are much higher than the 
rental assistance provided by the Department of Social Security, 
though fewer people are assisted. The second is that government 
subsidies to housing, in both direct form and in the form of tax 
concessions, are very large. Housing appears to provide a means of 
considerable redistribution. 

In the proposal of Flood and Yates, the redistribution would be 
from owners to both renters and owner-purchasers. Consequently, 
those who are older would lose to those who are younger. The 
proposal would be redistributive from the asset-wealthy to the less 
wealthy. Redistribution according to income groups would be com
plex. Although in general those on high incomes would have to pay 
more taxes, some with low incomes, particularly the elderly, would 
also have to pay more. The scheme is linked with compensatory 
payments in the form of housing benefits for those on low incomes, 
and these would be financed by the revenue raised from the im
puted rental tax. 

Walsh's proposal would not alter the size of the Commonwealth's 
housing outlays. These would be taken from their current uses in 
order to provide assistance to all low;income tenants, including 
those in the private rental market (and possibly to owner-purcha
sers). Since public-sector tenants generally have low incomes and 
they are the main beneficiaries of the current system, Walsh's 
proposal basically argues for redistribution among all households 
who have very low incomes, leaving richer people unaffected. 

Problems and conflicts 

Before returning to the issue of imputed rental taxation, two aspects 
of the proposals discussed above must be addressed. First, can they 
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be integrated with the eXlstmg income-support and tax systems? 
Second, what do they imply about the problems of housing for 
minority groups? 

Walsh proposes converting about $2 billion of government expen
diture on direct housing outlays, and that portion of family allow
ances which at present goes to families with incomes between 
$40000 and $50000 p.a. into cash assistance to people 'with low 
incomes. That would create a weekly supplement that might be 
worth $30 to $50 per week, depending on individual housing costs. 
This change could create serious problems for minority groups who 
are dependent on public-sector housing, because appropriate hous
ing cannot be purchased in the market. In addition, it would have 
considerable impact on the relationship between pension and benefit 
rates according to housing tenure. 

Taxation of imputed rentals creates difficulties because taxation is 
not usually imposed when there is no corresponding stream of cash 
payments. (Local government rates on owner-occupied dwellings 
are an exception.) Moreover, it is not clear whether the social 
security system would also have to recognise imputed rental incomes 
and what this would do to the payment of age pensions. Valuation 
of imputed rentals in individual cases would be a further difficulty. 
Although these problems might not be insurmountable and although 
imputed rentals seem to present a fruitful source of tax revenues, 
these practical issues mean that implementation of such a change is 
not feasible. 

In contrast, expanding the capital gains tax to owner-occupied 
dwellings would provide a money source which can be taxed. Both 
the taxation of imputed rentals and a capital gains tax on owner
occupied dwellings would raise revenue and reduce house prices. 
They present no conflicts with policies aimed at addressing the 
housing needs of minorities. 

THE COST OF HOUSING 

The housing-cost difficulties that are at the centre of the child 
poverty issue depend not only on income distribution and on the 
ways in which housing policies assist, or fail to assist, people: they 
are also dependent on market interactions. House prices are a 
crucial issue, one which has recently been neglected. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s discussions about housi~g 
problems were dominated by the question of how to restrain in
creases in house prices. Attention was paid to the rising price of 
urban land, and also to the possibility of financing urban expansion 
by taxing the unearned increment in land values occurring when 
land was rezoned from rural to urban use. Less is now heard about 
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these issues, population growth has slowed, there is no longer much 
unearned increment, and the costs of servicing land appear to ha\;'e 
been partly transferred to owners of unsubdivided land. 

A new problem has supplanted the land price issue: high nominal 
interest rates (in the 1970s and 1980s) and high real rates of interest 
(in the 1980s). High interest is associated with macroeconomic 
developments outside the scope of this chapter. Nevertheless it is 
relevant to note that while real house prices have not increased in 
the last decade, neither have they fallen. However, nominal house 
prices have increased because of the effects of inflation. Given the 
trend in interest rates, the question is, 'Why have house prices not 
fallen in real terms?' 

Kendig and Paris partly answer this when they state: 'Because 
these (i.e. non-taxation of capital gains of owner-occupied houses) 
and other tax concessions lower the cost of home ownership for 
many wealthy people; they serve to drive up the overall price of 
housing thus further disadvantaging those who do not benefit from 
the subsidies' (1987:53). 

Their view is that the current price of housing incorporates a 
capitalisation of the discrimination of the tax system in favour of 
owner-occupiers. In the 1970s and 1980s as income taxation in
creased, the value of the concessions became greater. This conclu
sion of Kendig and Paris as to the determinants of current house 
prices is compatible with their argument that today's housing pro
blems do not reflect any shortage of dwellings but rather relate to 
the poor distribution of existing housing. 

Kendig and Paris do not argue that people have deliberately 
sought to take advantage of the system. As they note, 

the young and middle-aged purchasers of the 1950s have become 
the older outright owners in the 1980s. Once these people had 
met the high initial costs of buying, they had little financial 
incentive to move even if their incomes had fallen. Many of these 
purchasers stay in their first family home for virtually the re
mainder of their lives. Some of the most significant changes in 
the use of housing ironically occur as owners stay put in the same 
dwelling while their children leave and housing needs (if not 
preferences) change. This kind of 'change in place' goes a long 
way in explaining the less intensive use made of the existing 
housing stock over recent decades., even though access costs for 
entrants to the market have been rising. (Ken dig and Paris, 
1987:33) 

This argument can be applied not only to households that were 
formed in the 1950s. It can be extended to all whose mortgages are 
low relative to their incomes and to the values of their property. An 
increase in interest rates puts no pressure on them to reduce their 
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housing demands. So, even when the cost of housing increases, only 
some people are affected - those who have recently purchased or 
are about to buy a house. For the former, relocation is usually 
uneconomic because of the costs of selling a house. Total demand 
for housing is not therefore much reduced by an interest increase. 
,House prices therefore remain high in real terms despite the high 
costs of initial access to housing. 

Redistributing housing via lower house prices 

The quotation from the IYSH report above highlights a social aspect 
of the distribution of housing resources: that these reflect lifetime 
choices. It also makes clear that any redistribution will be difficult 
because it involves creating circumstances in which people will 
remake their housing choices. If we wish to redistribute housing 
resources, and the IYSH Report strongly urges that we do so, we 
must present many middle-aged and elderly households with the 
true costs ,to society of their housing consumption. The taxation of 
imputed rentals would do this; the taxation of capital gains on 
owner-occupied houses would do so partially. One result would be 
that some people would move who had not intended to do 
so - selling large houses and buying smaller ones to avoid the 
imputed rentals tax. Another result would be that other people 
would move less frequently, being deterred by the capital gains tax 
from upgrading their housing. Although some people might be 
deterred from downgrading their housing by the capital gains tax, 
the net effect would be that house prices would be lower than they 
otherwise would have been. The younger generation could then 
afford housing more easily and a redistribution of real resources 
would have been effected from the older to the younger generation. 

There is an implicit difficulty in such a policy. In seeking both to 
assist young home-buyers and to redistribute from older home
owners, house prices would be reduced, thus making owner-occu
pation less attractive. This explains why few interest groups would 
see this as a viable way of ameliorating the housing problems of the 
younger generation. 

A more popular solution is found in current policies which appear 
to help everyone by giving grants to the first-home buyer. There are 
many schemes: low-start loans, interest-rate subsidies, the First 
Home Owners Scheme and so on. The costs of these schemes are 
borne by the community generally, not by the community as home
owners. These schemes are not about the redistribution of housing; 
their effect is to expand housing demand and the housing sector. As 
they maintain or increase house prices, their real beneficiaries may 
be the long-term owners of dwellings rather than the young. 

In summary, although house prices have not created much debate 
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in recent years, their importance should not be overlooked. If we . 
follow the IYSH Report and seek to redistribute housing resources, 
house prices are likely to be reduced. Two possible methods are a 
tax on imputed rentals and a capital gains tax on owner-occupied 
dwellings. Both would be capitalised in a reduction in house prices, 
though the scale of the change would be much smaller with the 
second tax. 

Should these policies be unacceptable but we still wish to help 
young people to buy houses, house prices would still be an impor
tant issue. Assistance to the young would increase housing demand. 
If there were any shortage of supply, house prices would rise, 
benefiting existing owners rather than new entrants. To avoid this it 
would be necessary to provide new dwellings· which replicate the 
advantages of those owned by the older generation. As a starting 
point, this requires effective planning and transport policies to avoid 
the problems of building in inaccessible locations or at undesirable 
densities. Building more houses may not be a solution unless atten
tion is paid to these issues. 

The approaches to change which would ameliorate housing-related 
child poverty can be summarised as involving four types of policy: 

. 1 changes to the income-support system so that it recognises the 
importance of variations in housing cost between families with 
children and those without; 

2 redistribution of those Commonwealth outlays which are current
ly spent directly on housing so that their benefits are more equally 
distributed within the population who have low incomes; . 

3 taxation of the imputed rentals from owner-occupiers and use of 
the revenue to assist families on pensions and benefits; 

4 taxation of the realised capital gains on owner-occupied housing. 

Each policy has advantages and disadvantages which have been 
assessed here in broad rather than detailed terms. It is impossible to 
rank these options objectively because they have so many complex 
effects. Rankings will reft~ct, among other things, subjective views 
on the priorities of policy and the need for change. My personal 
evaluation is that at present we pay too much attention to the 
second and third options because we look for solutions to housing 
problems within the housing sector. A broader approach, perhaps, 
would be more effective. 

The second approach has many variations. Its common theme is 
that it aims to provide families and/or individuals who live in 
accommodation of standard quality with cash allowances large 
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enough to make their after-housing incomes sufficient to meet the 
rest of their needs. In other words, it is an aim to provide everyone 
with incomes above the poverty line after housing costs have been 
met. As the cash assistance would have to vary with people's 
housing outlays, it is referred to as a housing allowance. Several 
housing-allowance schemes have been discussed. Variations relate 
mainly to how the schemes could be funded and how to minimise 
their effects on work incentives and their impact on house prices 
and rents. 

These schemes could improve equity among people on low in
comes. Although Commonwealth outlays on housing are appro
priately directed to low-income groups, they help relatively few 
families within these groups. It is argued that the benefits should be 
spread more widely. While this is hard to dispute, it is notable that 
the approach adopted by these schemes is itself very narrow. The 
schemes do nothing about the broader inequities of housing policy, 
particularly the large benefits which owner-occupiers enjoy through 
tax concessions. 

A further problem is that the level of housing allowances would 
have to be very high in expensive areas (for example, Sydney) and 
in expensive forms of tenure (private rental and owner-purchaser). 
The means of integrating housing allowances with the current 
income-support system has not been worked out. For example, the 
pension or benefit rate per adult is about $100 per week. The 
housing allowance required in Sydney could easily be of the same 
amount or greater. It is not easy to see how this could be paid. For 
instance, would it be acceptable to pay a person of 21 years an 
unemployment benefit of $200 per week while an elderly person 
received $100 per week? While their housing-cost differences could 
justify such payments, other more general considerations suggest 
that such a policy would be unpopular. Possibly, if housing allow
ances were directed only to families with children, they would be 
more acceptable, but the problem of integration with the current 
system remains. Thus, although housing allowances seem to have 
the potential to make a major reduction in after-housing poverty, 
the exact nature and structure of a scheme has not yet been 
sufficiently developed that it can be implemented within the current 
income-support system. For this reason I think that the promise to 
end child poverty cannot realistically be taken to imply that no child 
will live in poverty after housing has been paid. 

The third approach to reducing housing problems, the taxation of 
imputed rentals, is attractive in its logic but it too seems not to be 
feasible. It involves a form of taxation that is rarely used. To impose 
taxes, we generally require a stream of money income. This ap
proach, too, could be difficult to implement with current methods of 
paying pensions and benefits. 
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The first and fourth approaches to policy seem to me to be often 
underrated. 

The taxation of capital gains on owner-occupied housing is a 
promising option. Seen in the context of the income-tax system, it is 
a means of closing loopholes. Should the superannuation loophole 
be closed, owner-occupied housing will be the only important way 
·for most people to reduce their taxation. Even now, housing demand 
is boosted and house prices are higher than they otherwise would be 
because people take advantage of the tax concessions in housing. 

An extension of the capital gains tax to all realised gains would 
redistribute some housing resources without the traumatic effects of 
taxing imputed rentals. People would not be forced to move from 
their homes. Indeed, if this tax were to be implemented, it would 
have to be designed so as not to deter household mobility. For 
instance, houses below a threshold value could be exempted. While 
such a tax might not produce much revenue, it could usefully 
redistribute some housing resources through its impact on the hous
ing demands of the rich and its consequent effect on house prices. It 
is unfortunate that the contribution of the general level of house 
prices to housing problems is a much-neglected issue. 

Finally, there is the option of changing the income-support sys
tem. It is designed to provide a safety net which prevents poverty. 
But the net can be pierced by housing costs. 

Two improvements are feasible. One is to provide more rent 
assistance. The advantage here is that one can target groups with 

. the worst after-housing poverty; the disadvantage is that one neglects 
the large number of owner-purchasers who are in poverty because 
of the costs of their mortgage repayments. The second improvement 
is for the system to recognise that there is a life-cycle pattern to 
housing costs in most Australian families. The Commission of In
quiry into Poverty established such a recognition by measuring 
poverty both before and after housing costs have been paid. I have 
argued that the Government is not in a position to promise to 
eliminate after-housing poverty. An alternative is for the level of 
F AS to be set so as to provide a margin above the standard poverty 
line. In this way it would be recognised that families generally have 
higher housing costs than singles and the elderly, even though all 
individual variations in housing costs could not be accommodated. 
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Child poverty and 
children's health 
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Evidence from Britain and America, as well as from Australia, 
shows a relationship between low socioeconomic status and the 
poor health of children, and also a link between such low status and 
inferior health care. In the Australian evidence, the association 
between poverty and poor health in children shows up clearly in 
children under one year of age and in the incidence of stillbirths. 
The association is less clear in preschool and school-age children, 
although the tendency of the accumulated evidence suggests that it 
prevails there too. The problem is that broad comparative studies of 
chil4 health beyond infancy have been neglected in Australia. 

The evidence of a link between low socioeconomic status and 
poor health may be elusive, and the significance of childhood illness 
for health risks in adulthood equivocal, but that may be because 
either the data about health or the data about socioeconomic status 
are inadequate. Conventional approaches to the collection of health 
data tend to take an individualist or clinical approach, when the 
problem may be one of public health, rather than individual disease 
events. Even within the clinical perspective, data are more likely to 
be collected from hospitals than from office practitioners, and the 
data about older children are likely to be from more diffuse sources 
than that about infants. A broader focus of inquiry and broader 
policies may be needed to deal with such potential problems. 

The Black Report of 1980, more formally the Report of the 
Working Group on Inequalities in Health, is the natural starting 
point for discussing the relationship between economic status and 
health status. The report itself was only produced in 250 copies and 
a more accessible version is in Townsend and Davidson's Penguin 
reproduction (1982). The Black Committee's picture of health in
equalities among children in England was stark enough: 

92 
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At birth and during the first month of life the risk of death in 
families of unskilled workers is double that of professional 
families . .. For the next eleven months of a child's life this ratio 
widens still further. For the death of everyone male infant of 
professional parents, we can expect almost two among children 
of skilled manual workers and three among children of unskilled 
manual workers. Among females the ratios are even greater 
... Between the ages of 1-14 relative class death rates narrow, 
but are still clearly visible. 

The increase in the death rates of children of unskilled manual 
workers was most marked for deaths from accidents and respiratory 
disease, two causes which the committee believed were closely 
related to the socioeconomic environment. These had been pro
blems of long standing. Overall mortality declined between 1930 
and 1970, but relative inequalities in mortality of infants between 
the classes did not diminish. Among children above one year of age 
there were small and variable movements in the inequalities by age 
groups and by sex (Townsend and Davidson, 1982:70 ff.). 

Attempts were made in Britain to discredit the Black Report 
immediately it appeared (Townsend and Davidson, 1982:16-23). 
Since 1980,.however, there has been substantial endorsement of its 
conclusions (see Townsend et aI., 1988; Wilkinson, 1986). The 
general argument about the relation between material disadvantage 
and poor health in England has been reinforced recently, with 
Blaxter's exhaustive review of studies of child health leading to the 
conclusion that there is a marked social differential in infant mor
tality in Britain: 'there is no longer much argument that,in general, 
those groups of low [socioeconomic status], poor urban environ
ment, unskilled occupation and under-resourced area are likely to 
suffer earlier mortality or greater morbidity' (Blaxter, 1981). Table 
6.1 sustained Blaxter's point. 

Table 6.1: Ratios of social class 5 (unskilled) to social class 1 (professional) 
mortality 

Deaths under 1 week 
Deaths 1-3 weeks 
Deaths 1 month - 1 year 

Source: Blaxter (1981 :37. Table 4.6) 

Male Female 

1.5 
2.5 
4.2 

2.0 
2.4 
5.0 

Blaxter agreed with the Black Committee that 

children in lower social classes suffer more from illness in 
general than those in more advantageous circumstances. Respir-
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atory illness is an important component of child illness and 
atmospheric pollution, to which it is related, has its most evident 
disadvantageous effect in children who are already in the poorest 
circumstances. 

The British evidence is mirrored in America, where 'the health 
status of the poor is far below that of other income groups' (Kane et 
aI., 1976). Even at the end of the 1970s, the poor continued to have 
worse health than the non-poor and were much less likely to have 
prenatal examinations or childhood immunisation (Davis et aI., 
1981; Stevenson and Siegel, 1984). McCormick's (1986) major re
view of American evidence pointed out that the changes in infant 
mortality now depend on reductions in the neonatal mortality rate, 
which is substantially influenced by congenital anomalies and by low 
birth weight in babies (McCormick, 1986). The risk factors for low 
birth weight include race (black), young maternal age and low 
maternal educational attainment. The sequels to low birth weight 
include an increased risk of neurological disorder, school failure, 
protracted illness and frequent visits to doctors, and poor bonding 
and family dysfunction. Clearly the risks are related to socioeco
nomic factors, and the sequels to low birth weight are likely to 
require social intervention. Similarly, the prevention of low birth 
weight, given the risk factors identified, will depend on changes in 
the social factors which are associated with the low status of ethnic 
minorities, the tendency to early pregnancy and low educational 
attainment in women. 

For males of working age, Australian gradients mirror the English 
ones. The picture for children in Australia is less stark, although the 
differentials are still clear for the first year of life. There is no 
comparable Australian information for 1-14-year-olds because fa
ther's occupation is not recorded on Australian birth certificates. 
Among preschool and school-going children, such studies as are 
available of visual and hearing defects, developmental delay and 
reported behavioural problems show mixed results. Nonetheless, an 
association with poverty is found more often than not in the studies 
which we have located. The real weakness is that there has not been 
a large-scale, comparative study among the major relevant groups. 
Even though the overall Australian rate of perinatal mortality is 
historically at its lowest, and among the lowest in the world, it 
remains the case in the 1980s that perinatal mortality is worse for 
single mothers (who are generally poorer) and for households low 
on the socioeconomic status scales. The Adelaide data suggest that 
'the risk of perinatal death is greatest in areas where residents have 
had less formal education, family incomes are lower, unemployment 
is higher, and a smaller proportion of the workforce occupy senior 
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professional, administrative or executive positions' (Stanley and 
Williams, 1986; see also South Australian Health Commission). 

Studies of ill-health among Aboriginal" children are not discussed 
in this chapter, but there is no doubt that their health is among the 
worst of any group of children in Australia and is explicitly related 
to the impoverished situation of Aboriginal people within the Aus
tralian population (see Thompson, 1984:705-718). 

Siskind and colleagues (1987) used a socioeconomic status score 
derived from the 1976 and 1981 censuses to rank the suburbs of 
Brisbane into three groups roughly equal in population size. They 
found that babies from the least affluent third of the population 
were at higher risk of death at all times from the onset of the third 
trimester of pregnancy to the end of the first year of life. Essentially 
similar results have been found for each of the other major Aus
tralian cities, and social factors have been implicated (Dyer, 1979:1< 
-16; Taylor, 1979:22-28; Dasvarma, 1980:151-64). Other studies 
have shown low birth weight to be more common amongst the 
lower-income groups (Stevens, 1975; Lumley et aI., 1985:13-14). 
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), which is now the major 
cause of post-perinatal mortality, is significantly more common 
among the disadvantaged (Beal, 1986:93-98, 190-91). 

Nowotny and Stretton (1979) conducted a standardised medical 
examination of preschool children in Melbourne which showed that 
34 per cent of children from disadvantaged suburbs had problems 
warranting further intervention, but previously unrecognised, as 
against 18 per cent in a more advantaged group. The more common 
problems were untreated dental caries, incomplete immunisation, 
hearing loss, vision defects (but equally common in the two groups) 
and speech disorders (Nowotny and Stretton, 1979:289-91). In 
1979, Najman reported that children who lived in Brisbane house
holds where the head had either a tertiary education, was employed 
in a clerical or sales job, or had high status or high income, reported 
symptoms of illness less consistently than children who came from 
households where the head had none of those measures of social 
standing (Najman, 1979:55-63). In another study of preschoolers, 
in Adelaide, Johnson found that obesity, developmental delay and 
related behaviour problems were more common in those of low 
socioeconomic status (Johnson, 1980:248-54). 

In a longitudinal study of the infant population in a disadvantaged 
inner Melbourne suburb containing a high proportion of recent 
immigrants, Carmichael and Williams found physical growth rates 
apparently unimpaired despite quality of diet often less than ideal, 
and considered the high prevalence of episodic illness to be causing 
little serious morbidity. However, 22 per cent of infants were 
reported by their mothers to have moderate behavioural disturb-
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ances (in feeding, crying and sleeping), with 13 per cent severely 
affected. These disturbances concerned the mothers more than 
organic illness did and were significantly associated with reported 
psychological symptoms in the mother herself (Carmichael and 
Williams, 1983a:61-67; 1983b:68-72; Williams et aI., 1984:250-51). 

Re-survey at four years of age confirmed the common prevalence 
of behavioural problems and the association with mental distress in 
the mothers. The problems in this one suburb have been character
ised graphically, but it is a pity that no comparison is available with 
a representative sample across the whole of metropolitan Melbourne. 
However, it is noteworthy that Mawdsley (1980:559-71) in another 
Melbourne suburb found children from public housing estates to be 
more likely to have behavioural problems than children from middle
class neighbourhoods. 

The interest in behaviour disturbance probably has wider rel
evance. Perspectives on the significance of children and on what 
constitutes good child health have been changing for two genera
tions (Ochiltree and Edgar, 1981; Edgar and Ochiltree, 1982). The 
pattern of social class differences can change over time, and this 
should be recognised in modifications to health service objectives. 
Both Bourne in 1911 and Patrick (1951: 324-31) showed that 
children of professional fathers were t.aller and heavier than children 
whose fathers were labourers. Using similar methods and in a 
comparable location, May and. colleagues in 1976 found the previous 
association no longer to apply (May et aI., 1979:610-14). The focus 
on the health manifestations of child poverty has widened, in the 
same period, from infant mortality and height and weight patterns 
to encompass morbidity, developI1).ental delay and behavioural pro
blems. There is greater interest in the personal development of the 
child and concern over pressures to adopt lifestyle patterns inimical 
to health in adulthood, with less emphasis on respiratory or gastro
intestinal infection and undernutrition. 

INVERSE CARE: COMPOUNDING INVERSE HEALTH 

The most effective statement of the general link between low socio
economic status and poor health care was in Julian Tudor-Hart's 
articulation of the Inverse Care Law: ' ... the availability of good 
medical care tends to vary inversely with the need for it in the 
popUlation served ... ' (Hart, 1971). If 'Black's Law' was that low 
status and poor health went together, 'Hart's Law' was that low 
status and poor health care also went together. 

The Black Report provided ample evidence that Hart's law 
applied in Britain. For the population as a whole, the Black 
Committee found, the ratio of use of health services so the need for 
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them was unfavourable to lower-class people. Even where needed 
consultations with doctors did occur, the length of consultation was 
shorter for lower-class than for middle-class patients. 'For cultural 
reasons, ... and also because there is a tendency for the "better" 
doctors to work in middle-class areas ... ' middle-cla~s patients 
appear to receive a better service when they do present themselves 
than their working-class contemporaries receive. In addition, the 
Black Committee reported that 'those social groups in greatest 
need' make least use of family planning, antenatal care, immunis
ation and vitamin supplement services (Townsend, 1982:81 ff.). A 
study in Britain in the mid-1970s also showed that 'regional provi
sion of GPs and health visitors is negatively correlated with a 
number of indicators of need (including stillbirth rate, level of infant 
mortality and birth rate to teenage mothers)' (Townsend et al., 
1988:86). 

Similarly, in the United States, it remains the case that, while 
access to physician services by the poor has improved since the 
Head Start programs of the 1960s, those services are likely to 
remain irregular, time-consuming to reach and hospital-based and, 
therefore, episodic and disease-oriented (Davis, 1981:163-70). In 
the case of public health, little seems to have changed since Simmons 
observed in 1958 that 

to the extent that public health may be characterised as a social 
movement, it has inevitably incorporated the dominant middle
class values of our society. This raises the question of how 
relevant for 'the effective function of public health services' might 
be any status-and value-differences between officials and the 
lower status recipients of their attention: e.g., over-cleanliness, 
long-run goals, rationality, individual responsibility, etc. Health 
workers and their patients meet for the most part across class 
barriers; but American society provides few mechanisms to 
communicate across these barriers, largely because status differ
ences are not explicitly 'recognised' (Simmons, 1958). 

Such patchy information as is available suggests that socially 
disadvantaged people in Australia also have less accessible, poorer
quality medical care and use health services less than the better-off, 
especially in relation to their need for service (Murrell and Moss, 
1977:69-88). For example, immunisation status of children still 
varies with the occupation and social status of their family in the 
mid-1980s (Roder, 1982:19-24; Radford, 1982:228-38). Similarly, 
dental examinations were taken up (and accessible!) in inverse 
proportion to need in the early 1970s: after a decade and a half of 
dental public health, which reduced the general level of dental 
disease, a lower-status, inner suburb such as Brunswick in Melbourne 
still showed a higher rate of dental caries in 1986 among children of 
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lower occupational status household (Bright Committee, 1973; Hicks 
and Newcomb, 1981:117-25; Spencer and Lewis, 1986:16-30). The 
inaccessibility of primary medical care to poorer groups, which was 
notorious in the early 1970s, probably continues to a reduced 
extent, possibly to a lesser degree than previously. Certainly there is 
a significant negative correlation between GP: population ratios and 
the proportion of the population under five, when both are con
sidered on Federal electorate boundaries. 

Another more general problem needs to be noticed. Le Grand 
(1982) has argued that access should be construed in terms of 
opportunity costs, to include not only the cost of the actual service 
but also associated costs like transport, loss of work time and child
care. Under the Medicare legislation, much health care is now 
available free (or nearly so) at the point of delivery. However, gap 
payments and associated costs may still loom large in a tight family 
budget and the associated costs are not covered. Little information 
is available on this in Australia - and virtually none on quality of 
care for the socially disadvantaged. 

NO PROBLEM OR NO DATA? 

The British studies have all concluded that the evidence of the link 
between. social status and health status is clouded by the inadequacy 
of the mea~ures employed. Carstairs (1982:51-62), for example, 
argues that direct class-health status analysis of individuals can be 
augmented by research on social deprivation and by development of 
area studies of the socioeconomic environment. The difficulty is to 
define the 'area' pertinently and to decide on appropriate indicators 
of deprivation. Problems include selection of indicators relevant to 
the policy under examination (for example, income might be an 
appropriate indicator if all local hospital services were private but 
not a sufficient indicator if they were public) and the need, as a rule, 
to use statistics collected for other purposes (it will be difficult to 
analyse 'health' by 'class' if the health data are collected to justify 
hospital budgets or if the census collection categories are framed 
without any theory of class in mind). There is also the problem that 
data for areas small enough to be socially significant are often 
dismissed as 'statistically insignificant' and the related problem that 
'a high proportion of deprived households are to be found outside 
deprived areas'. In addition, socioeconomic data fails, at times, to 
reveal environmental factors relevant to health care, such as air 
pollution patterns. 

In general the debate is hampered by the concentration upon 
clinical manifestations of individual illness, chiefly those manifes
tations reported to medical. institutions such as hospitals. The re-
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search interests of those institutions reflect their orientation to 
illness, and Luft's observation about research policy in respect of 
the older population in America could be applied equally. well to 
research about children: 

it appears to many that reducing incidence of health problems is 
primarily a medical problem. However, by far the major em
phasis of medical research is on the treatment of disease, not its 
prevention. Those studies that are concerned with the causes of 
disease usually focus on a single factor, not multiple, interactive 
causes. Thus one major policy question is how to begin to shift 
the research interests of the medical community. (Luft, 1978:9). 

In Australia, measures of social status are generally reported for 
large areas, such as census or electoral divisions or local government 
areas, within which the results are homogenised. Material organised 
by local government areas (a singularly impertinent classification for 
any social engineering purpose), for example, simply obscures the 
differentiation between groups within the area. Until recently, it has 
required a major effort to put together census denominator and 
research numerator information for an area as small as an Australian 
census collector's district. Even if denominator measures can now 
be rolled up in more discriminating categories,32 there remains the 
problem of interpreting the data which are collected. The census 
measures of socioeconomic status in Australia are of notoriously 
limited use: it is difficult to make a matrix of, say, education, 
income and occupation measures, and the occupational classifi
cations which are generally employed are unsatisfactory (Kelley and 
McAllister, 1983a:93; 1983b; Daniel, 1983). At present even the 
existing census collections are threatened by the cost-cutting pro
posed for the 1991 census. 

Broad social indicators are needed to illuminate the relationship 
between poverty and health. Even if income is known, that knowl
edge may be of little significance unless other facts about economic 
circumstances are known - or unless the quality of health goods 
purchased is known. For example, the priority accorded to health 
will vary with income but, in addition, when income is uncertain and 
inadequate for food and rent, health is likely to be defined as the 
ability to keep workirig and treatment is postponed until disability is 
imminent (see Kane et aI., 1976:intro.). The opportunity for a more 
informative statistical approach is suggested in Townsend, Simpson 
and Tibbs' (1985) report of their study of inequalities in health in 
the city of Bristol. As indicators of material and social condition 
they used measures such as 'households with fewer rooms than 
persons: households lacking a car: economically active persons 
seeking work; children receiving free school meals; households 
having electricity cut off'. 
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RESEARCH AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

All that has been said so far suggests that a more comprehensive 
approach to the problem of poverty in child health and more 
specifically directed responses are essential. The Black Committee 
also argued that the broad material resources of parents are the key 
to infant health. Among the most obvious factors which would 
increase parental capacity to provide adequate care for children, 
Black suggested: 'sufficient household income, a safe, uncrowded 
and unpolluted home, warmth and hygiene, a means of rapid 
communication with the outside world, for example, a telephone or 
car' and an adequate parental workforce - two well-prepared adults 
in the house! 

The Black Committee went on to recommend improved parental 
welfare as one of the three priorities for better health and personal 
social services in England. They argued that the planning of health 
services had to be based on an understanding of needs and on action 
at a much more local level than the regional units employed in 
Britain up to now. In particular they selected ten priority areas 
where an attempt should be made to overcome the sources of social 
inequalities producing inequalities of health status. 

Blume (1982) argues that the social medicine outlook of the 
nineteenth century has disintegrated into three streams, of social 
administration, epidemiology and sociology. It is necessary to re
create a model which concentrates on groups of diseases and can 
accommodate both structural and vulnerability factors, as well as 
biomedical factors. Such a reintegrated model would allow for 
various approaches to causality, would account for social and per
sonal history, and would allow for a theory of causes and a bio
medical theory of vulnerability. Similarly, Syme (1986:953-70) has 
suggested that the understanding of illnesses related to social en
vironment can only have meaning by taking an environmental 
perspective, as distinct from the narrower perspective of the bio
medical model-or, one could add, from any of Blume's three 
streams informed by the others. 

The broader perspective Blume and Syme seek for public health 
studies generally has implications for research and policy-making on 
child health and poverty in Australia. The former poverty of widow
hood, sickness and age has become overshadowed in Australia by 
the present poverty of unemployment and sole parenthood, where 
low family income is strained by supporting dependent children and 
meeting the high cost of private rental accommodation. While the 
composition of households where children live in poverty has taken 
on a new pattern, most attempts at incorporating measures of 
disadvantage into health statistics apply them either to local govern
ment areas or to stratification based on male occupational categories. 
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Hence, representative numbers of the most deprived children may 
not have been located in the studies reviewed. 

The association between the occupational or residential status of 
parents and the health of their children after infancy has been 
described only sporadically in the Australian literature. Presumably 
for reasons of convenience and "economy, most of this information 
has been derived as a byproduct of routine surveillance at preschools 
and schools, rather than from defined probability samples. Unfor
tunately, children in the more disadvantaged households are less 
likely to attend a preschool and more likely to leave school early. 
Once again, their particular problems may be masked where a 
school population, rather than a deliberate sample, is the unit of 
analysis. The 'byproduct' method also means that we have only a 
series of still photos, not an integrated moving picture, of child 
health problems and their causes. 

Socially disadvantaged neighbourhoods feature not only family 
poverty but also underinvestment in social and physical infrastruc
ture which has accumulated over many years. While income main
tenance seeks to restore and/or maintain levels of family consump
tion, increased family income can only flow over into infrastructure 
with the passage of many years. Neighbourhood poverty has an 
effect independent of family poverty. For example, childhood mor
tality rates seem to vary more by area than by social class and are 
worst in areas of poor housing density, amenity and uncertain 
tenure (Blaxter, 1981: ch. 6). Prevention of low-health status in such 
areas requires attention to housing policy as much as to medical 
services, as one small experiment in Adelaide demonstrated recently 
(Hicks, 1984). Another lesson that Australia could learn from 
Blaxter lies in her observation that 'children in lower social classes 
suffer more from illness in general than those in more advantageous 
circumstances. Respiratory illness is an important component of 
child illness and atmospheric pollution, to which it is related, has its 
most evident disadvantageous effect in the children who are already 
in the poorest circumstances (Blaxter, 1981:99ff.). 

It follows that providing additional resources or services to 'poor 
families' living in the worst pollution zones of Sydney, for example, 
will do little for the health of their children unless the Department 
of the Environment maintains pollution monitoring and control. 

One response to the problems of poor child health is to mount the 
attack at an individual level. 'We', the cosmopolitans and bureau
crats, will supply via the 'caretaker' services ranging from food 
supplements to paediatricians; 'they', 'the poor', will seek treatment 
and take up the service (see Bryson & Thompson, 1972). There are a 
number of substantial critiques of the individualist approach to pro
blems of child health. Robert Chamberlin, reflecting on experience 
with the Indian Health Service in Montana, notes that the major 
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preventable problems in maternal and child health are most likely to 
occur in socially and economically marginal families. The 'high risk', 
individualist approach to prevention in these circumstances has 
serious deficiencies of sensitivity and specificity. Hence, Chamberlin 
prefers 'intervention strategies ... which attempt to improve the 
community resources that can strengthen the functioning of all famil
ies and children' in specific communities (Chamberlin, 1984:185-97). 

Susan Baker, the American expert on childhood injuries, points 
out that the key factors in preventing accidents to children are the 
frequency of action required and the amount of effort needed to 
achieve a safe environment (Baker, 1981:235-46). She points out 
the irony that keeping a watch over children's use of taps requires 
more effort for less effect than lowering the thermostat in individual 
houses which, in turn, requires more effort for less effect than fixing 
all thermostats at less than 130 F. Similarly, locking medicine chests 
after use requires more effort for less protection than child-proof 
bottle tops or sub-toxic doses in medicine bottles. Similarly, house
hold pasteurisation of milk is less effective than routine pasteuris
ation of the milk supply. 

Some of the 'engineering' health promotion that Baker favours 
could be done by legislation affecting the whole community. The 

. targeting of small areas which Chamberlin proposes is more difficult. 
An interest in locally sensitive data also seems likely to run counter 
to the epidemiological emphasis on large data bases and the concen
tration of research resources, which have been the subject of recent 
discussions among public health researchers.33 Further, the experi
ence of the Community Health Program suggests that efforts to 
apply resources to small, selected areas may be difficult. For exam
ple, there were occasions during the implementation of the Com
munity Health Program inthe 1970s when well-resourced parts of 
some metropolitan areas complained that 'all the resources were 
going to the poor parts of town'. 

There is another, more general problem lurking as well. There 
are quite enough doctors in Australia to provide adequate private 
general practitioner cover, if general practitioners were willing to 
distribute themselves to places of need. However, the history of the 
Adelaide Hills Child Health Project in the late 1940s should be a 
reminder that having GPs alone is not enough if the texture of 
supporting services is poor (Hicks, 1897:333-35). We need not GPs 
alone but GPs who are closely associated with home economists, 
community nurses, speech therapists and other necessary health 
workers. 

The essence of our argument is this:' consistent patterns of health 
inequality and an inverse care law linking limited social and econ
omic resources to poor health and inferior health care have been 
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demonstrated overseas. Many elements of the demonstration apply 
in Australia, although not always to the same extent here. Different 
research techniques will be needed to discover precisely what the 
problems are in Australia and to set them in a social, rather than an 
individual context. The latter point is crucial; putting a $20 bill in 
the pocket of a poor family might help, but it will not help much if 
the family supplements which are given with one hand are taken 
away by the other from the range of housing, education and 
transport activities which can break the iron grip of poor social and 
economic environments on child health. 



7 
Child poverty and 
educational action· 

R. w. Connell and V. White 

'Poverty and education' is an issue no-one likes to own. It is 
complicated, it is frustrating, and it does not lend itself to grand 
gestures. No-one can promise to abolish the educational effects of 
poverty in three years. It is easy for people in the education trades 
to say that poverty is welfare business and the schools' job is just to 
teach. We have known an education official describe anti-poverty 
funds as the 'icing on the cake' of his school system's business. It is 
even easier for people in the welfare trades to think that 'schools 
have nothing to do with us'. We have seen the eyes of welfare 
officials begin to glaze as income support went off an agenda and 
education came on. In fact the issue is both welfare business and 
schools business. And, as we shall suggest later, it is bigger again, 
connected with several key issues of public policy.34 

FRAMING THE QUESTION 

The question of poverty and education has been around as long as 
there has been a school system, though it has taken a different 
shape in different periods of history. In the later nineteenth century 
the issue was framed mainly as one of social discipline. The colonial 
bourgeoisie feared the pot,ential for disorder among the property less 
masses, and especially feared the dangerous minority living in what 
were increasingly seen as urban slums. Bourgeois reformers at
tempted to bring the children of the poor under control through 
schooling. Even a progressive member of Parliament, debating the 
South Australian Education Bill of 1875, explained that compulsion 
was needed to bring in to schools 'those children prowling about the 
streets, drifting into crime and training for the destitute asylums and 
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prisons, because of the absence of responsibility on the part of 
parents' (Grundy, 1983:176). 

The rigid curricula and the emphasis on uniformity and obedience 
which long were (and in some cases still are) a feature of Australian 
schools are in part a legacy of this effect. 

The schooling that resulted was not particularly welcomed by the 
poor. The expansion of school systems under compulsory education 
laws interfered with the domestic economy of working-class and 
farming households, and shattered the small, cheap private schools 
which had grown up as a form of educational self-help in working
class communities. A long struggle with reluctant parents followed 
before 'compulsion' worked. It did work in the end because the 
resistance was always half-hearted. In colonial education the counter
point to the theme of social control was an ideal, widely held in the 
labour movement, of working-class improvement through education. 
Mechanics' Institutes, night classes, libraries and reading rooms, 
trade union and progressive publications were mainly forms of adult 
education, but the impulse could and did transfer to the issue of 
schooling for the workers' children. So there was a working-class 
push for the expansion of public education at the same time as 
working-class resistance to it. 

In the half-century ushered in by the depression of the 1890s, as 
labour became a leading force in politics and the economy floundered 
between its wool-and-gold history and a nascent industrialisation, it 
was the radical framing of the issue that became dominant. Working
class politics and first-wave feminism claimed education as a citizen 
right. Compulsion could be taken for granted. But free education 
now had to be defended against cost-cutting conservatives. At times 
such as the 1930s depression the pressure to cut education costs 
could be severe, as illustrated by the Adelaide businessman who 
argued that all 'frills' should be 'rapped on the head', with state 
secondary schools being closed since 'free education should stop 
short at a thorough grounding in rudimentary subjects' (quoted in 
Miller, 1985:189). 

The issue of poverty and education was thus framed as debate 
about providing a universal educational service. In this understand
ing of the issue, 'the poor' were not distinguished from the working 
class at large. In effect 'the poor' were seen as the majority of the 
society, whose educational rights had to be asserted against a 
privileged minority. Here the labour movement had common ground 
with those employers who had an interest in a literate and skilled 
workforce, principally manufacturers. An important consequence of 
this alliance was the growth of a system of technical schools and 
colleges servicing the apprenticeship system, which became the 
dominant form of post-compulsory working-class education for, 
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boys- but not for girls. Girls' educational participation declined, 
relative to boys', in the first few decades of the century. 

The majority of both sexes became unskilled or semi-skilled 
workers after a primary education only. In this period too there was 
a counterpoint to the dominant framing of the issue provided by 
alterations in the social significance of education. With the growth 
of twentieth-century production technologies, organised knowledge 
was becoming more important as a productive force. Professions 
(from medicine to engineering) were becoming more politically and 
socially powerful. Labour markets were reorganised and the search 
for credentials intensified. The education system was inextricably 
involved in all this: it was in effect becoming much more important 
as an arbiter of social privilege as well as a transmitter of knowl
edge. By the mid-century these changes had transformed the ideo
logical context in which the issue of poverty and education was seen. 

In the period of industrialisation and economic growth from the 
late 1930s to the 1970s, the Australian education system expanded 
massively. Between 1947 and 1981 secondary enrolments grew 
fivefold, tertiary enrolments tenfold. In effect a secondary and then 
a tertiary tier were added to mass education. The number of 
credentials on offer multiplied in spectacular fashion, and their 
importance in selection for jobs and in organising the workforce 
increased in proportion. The workforce was reconstituted with mass 
labour immigration from Mediterranean countries and increasing 
numbers of married women in paid jobs. A gradual decline in 
political class consciousness (symbolised by the Australian Labor 
Party's retreat from the socialisation objective) undermined the 
commitment to ideas of equal provision in education and to the 
image of education as a citizen right. 

For twenty years from the end of World War 11 the main issue 
perceived by education policy-makers was how to keep afloat in the 
flood of numbers. New schools, colleges and universities were 
founded while old ones bulged, and a desperate search for staff was 
conducted. The issue of social inequality in education was sidelined; 
to the extent that 'equity' was an issue, it was thought of in terms of 
meeting the demand for places. 

Yet the issue was in fact intensifying, as well as changing its 
shape. With the addition of a mass secondary and a tertiary tier to 
the system, education now came to be perceived not as a universal 
standard service, but as a long ladder which students climbed as 
individuals-or fell off as individuals. How far you climbed reflected 
your educational merit (e.g. your IQ, which was thought of as a 
fixed and even inherited attribute, like blue eyes). In such a frame
work, the issue of social equity could only be seen as an issue of 
equal access to the ladder, equality of opportunity for individuals to 
reach the top rungs. 
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When poverty was 'rediscovered' as a political issue in the late 
1960s, mainly through the efforts of welfare researchers like Hen
derson and welfare agencies like the Brotherhood of St Laurence, it 
was also rediscovered in education. Many inner-city schools had 
deteriorated' badly while the system expanded elsewhere: classes 
were overcrowded, buildings run down, equipment derisory, books 
scarce, provision for non-English-speaking students unheard of. But 
because of the larger framework, this was seen as a minority issue, 
as a contrast between a severely disadvantaged few and an 'affluent' 
majority. The poor were seen as lacking either the will or the means 
to get their children onto the long ladder. Educational theories of 
the day stressed 'cultural deficit' such as restricted language codes or 
anti-educational values among the poor. Teacher activists placed 
more emphasis on the material lack, such as run-down schools and 
no books in the home. 

In either case the policy response was to remedy these defi
ciencies though special provision for the children of the poor, rather 
than to address the way the system as a whole was working. The 
Karmel Committee report of 1973, which has set the terms of 
debate on this issue for the last two decades, boldly argued that 
inequalities of family income should not affect the standard of 
schooling any child received in practice (Interim Committee for the 
Australian Schools Commission, 1973:11). 

The Karmel Committee proposed that the remedial effort should 
be concentrated upon 15 per cent of urban children and 10 per cent 
of non-urban, and should amount to a one-twelfth increase in the 
recurrent funding of their schools, plus one-off capital grants to fix 
the buildings. They constructed the issue as one about an edu
cational ghetto, inhabited by a distinctive minority group, who have 
to be helped to break out of the ghetto and enter the mainstream. 
As with the Henderson 'poverty line' (and in ironic parallel to 
Henderson's failure to convince politicians that his approach to 
welfare was inadequate), the result was that policy-makers could be 
complacent about the 85 per cent of children above the educational 
disadvantage line, and could forget about the links between the 
situations of those above and below. A message that the issue is 
outside the mainstream is contained even in the technical terms: the 
money is called 'Supplementary Grants'. The Disadvantaged Schools 
Program has struggled with its name since the beginning. Today 
several State systems do not call it by this name but use another 
term such as 'Priority Projects'. 

This construction of the issue is not supported by the research 
evidence. There is a substantial body of research on poverty, class 
and education in Australia - more perhaps that is generally realised. 
Over 60 research reports on these issues have been published in the 
last ten years, not counting school and program case studies which 
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would more than double the number. Recent reviews of these 
studies are available (Keeves, 1987:346-77; N. P. Williams, forth
coming). Two conclusions leap out from this body of research. 

First, class inequalities in education (measured by a range of 
outcomes from school progression to test results to secondary 
retention to tertiary entry) persist on a massive scale in contempor
ary Australian education. They are not an issue of the past. Here 
are some illustrative results. A study of primary school children in 
Sydney, using conventional tests of performance, compares children 
from a poor outer suburb with children from· more affluent areas, 
and finds the former moving through levels of performance about 
one to one and a half years behind their more privileged compat
riots. A national sample survey of school retention reports that 
children with fathers in professional or managerial jobs have about 
twice the Year 12 completion rates of children with fathers in 
unskilled or semi-skilled jobs. Another national study, using Higher 
School Certificate records, finds comparable differences between 
upper- and lower-status areas, defined by a census-based measure of 
socioeconomic status (see O'Brien, 1987; T. Williams, 1987; Creagh 
et aI., 1987). Institutional contrasts between the elite private schools 
(with virtually 100 per cent retention rate) and working-class sec
ondary schools are even more extreme. 

There is much debate about exactly how to analyse and interpret 
such findings, which we cannot enter here. At this point we are 
simply registering the massive scale and importance of class in
equalities. They are a major determinant of the shape and function
ing of the Australian education system, with strong effects on 
curriculum and assessment, on the teaching profession, and on the 
dynamics of educational reform. 

The second unambiguous conclusion from the research is that 
these inequalities are not a minority problem to do with pockets of 
poverty in a landscape of affluence. Study after study shows a 
gradient of inequality that stretches right across the class structure. 
The poorest are certainly the worse off. But the next-to-poorest are 
also disadvantaged in education, and the middling groups are worse 
off educationally than the most privileged. There are indeed some 
findings that suggest the distinctive minority in education are not the 
poor but the privileged (e.g. the gradient of completion rate of 
socioeconpmic status becomes sharper towards the top of the distri
bution of class advantage, in both the national studies mentioned 
above). This is of course consistent with the existence of distinct 
institutional arrangements for the education of the rich, particularly 
the high-fee private schools. 

We emphasise this point because, with the best will in the world, 
it is difficult to prevent a discussion of 'child poverty' assuming the 
problem is about, or even in, 'the poor'. We therefore stress that on 
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the research evidence there is nothing qualitatively distinct about the 
educational problems of the poorest 14 per cent of children. There 
is no reason to think that the strong link between poverty and 

. educational disadvantage is the result of a 'culture of poverty' or 
anything of that sort. On the contrary, the evidence points to the 
conclusion that the problem is about the interplay of class relations 
and the education system as a whole. 

Poor people suffer most from this interplay; their educational 
problems are indeed the worst. They generally have little power to 
change educational institutions set up by others, or to make them 
function in their own interests. For equity reasons, if there are 
'limited dollars or limited political will, it is right to focus action on 
the education of the poorest groups. But it should never be thought 
that this will work very well as an isolated enterprise. Many of the 
educational problems of children in poverty arise from systemic 
effects which cannot be remedied by action at school or even 
regional level. Accordingly, we argue for a change in the framing of 
policy. The need is not for a separate policy about poverty and 
education. It is for policies which will generate action about poverty 
within a wider program of action about social inequalities working 
through the education system. 

The argument of the chapter from here on will attempt to keep 
this double focus: the practicalities of education for children in most 
severe poverty; and the links to the broad social and educational 
processes that produce their problems. 

THE COMPLEXITY OF THE POVERTY-EDUCATION 
CONNECTION 

Teachers' experience, as well as close-up ethnographic and life
history research, shows that the links between poverty and edu
cational processes are far from simple. Low income has material 
effects, such as lack of books and equipment, and difficulty in 
supporting older children in full-time study. But there is much more 
to it than direct effects of income. There is a complex of environ
mental and psychological pressures involved with poverty, ranging 
from damaged self-esteem (sharpened by media prejudice against 
welfare dependants and the unemployed) to racism (given the ethnic 
composition of families in poverty). There is also a complex cultural 
dynamic around education and educational selection itself, which 
leads to families in poverty being excluded from educational deci
sion-making, their skills undervalued, and their children often seen 
as innately less intelligent. 

To map all this would take a volume. Short of that, it may be 
useful to have at least a thumbnail sketch. The following diagram is 
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Table 7.1 Dimensions of the relation between poverty and education 

Aspects of poverty 

A Inadequate income 
(family or community) 

B Labour market vulnerability and 
economic dependence 

C Lack of organisational power; 
exclusion from collective 
resources 

Examples of effects in education 

Schools short of equipment and voluntary 
labour 

2 Families cannot afford educational support 
expenses 

1 Children focus on immediate employment 
2 Parents' unemployment disrupts children's 

schooling and educational plans 
1 Subjection to testing and streaming 
2 Remoteness from resources such as 

D Damaging environments (physical 1 
libraries, pools, public transport 

Physical effects of pollution 
and social) 2 

E Cultural marginalisation 1 
Racial tension in' classrooms and playgrounds 
Social distance between parents and 

teachers 
2 Inappropriate content and teaching methods 

Note: Definitions of these dimensions are given in a Task Force working paper, A Framework for 
Thinking about Poverty and Education, 1986 available from the authors. (We emphasise 
that 'effects' listed are examples only; many more items could be included here.) 

based on the work of a task force on the DSP set up by the Schools 
Commission in 1986. At one stage in its work this group tried to sort 
out the different dimeQsions of poverty which experience has shown 
to have effects on schooling. Five dimensions were distinguished, 
and examples of their effects are shown in Table 7.1. 

In one important respect this summary could be misleading. It. 
suggests that 'poverty' is always cause and 'education' only registers 
effects. This is certainly not the experience of poor people them
selves. When they walk into schools, or deal with education auth
orities, they encounter powerful and highly structured institutions 
which mayor may not be sympathetic to them. Schooling is, after 
all, one of the largest industries in the country; education depart
ments are among the largest units of the state; the education system 
as a whole (counting the universities) is the major cultural force in 
the country, rivalled only by the mass media. As we have noted 
already, the school system selects and allocates for the labour 
market, and is part of what determines access to income and social 
goods in the next generation. Poor people know that: it is why 
(contrary to the myth about the 'culture of poverty') they very much 
want a better education for their children than they got themselves. 

Yet the odds are stacked against them. The mainstream education 
system's academic curriculum, its system of competitive assessment, 
and the way schools and colleges stream, select and narrow their 
offerings, all work to produce social inequalities and disadvantage the 
children of the poor. This point deeply ,impressed R. T. Fitzgerald, 
the education commissioner in the Henderson poverty inquiry, 
whose volume of the commission's report is still the most compre-
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hensive Australian review of poverty and education. He wrote: 
'People who are poor and disadvantaged are victims of a societal 
confidence trick. They have been encouraged to believe that a 
major goal of schooling is to increase equality while, in reality, 
schools reflect society's intention to maintain the present unequal 
distribution of status and power' (Fitzgerald, 1976:231). 

Stern stuff-and undeniably correct. The education system is 
actively involved in the dynamic of social inequality that produces 
poverty as an effect. Schools are part of the problem as well as part 
of the solution. Accordingly we must add to the picture in Table 7.1 
a feedback loop. This is schematised in Figure 7.1, where 'social 
disempowerment' stands for the negative payoff of educational 
disadvantage-in political, economic, cultural and environmental 
terms-in the next generation. 

I 

Figure 7.1 Feedback of education on poverty 

Poverty 
(multiple dimensions) 

) Effects in education 

~ Social disempowerment 

We emphasise that this is schematic, because a complete account 
would factor in the ways schools reduce disadvantage as well as 
produce it; would show that these are historically evolving relation
ships, not a static cycle; and would add to this feedback loop the 
opposite feedback loop of social advantage through education for 
privileged groups. Nevertheless the process outlined in Figure 7.1 is 
real enough and this simplified diagram is useful in indicating the 
several points at which anti-poverty policy might try to break into 
the dynamic of disadvantage. 

THE SHAPE OF PUBLIC POLICY 

The Australian education system does not have a coherent policy on 
socioeconomic disadvantage. Rather it has a number of separate 
programs, at both State and Commonwealth level, intended to 
relieve various effects of poverty on education. They sometimes 
mesh and sometimes do not. 

One type of program takes the form of grants to families on 
behalf of children, as bursaries and textbook allowances. These are 
available in most States but have very stringent means tests applied 
to them. In Victoria, for instance, current health-card holders 
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receive $120 per year for a child in primary, $240 for a child in 
secondary school. In New South Wales a fixed number of bursaries 
are available for families with an adjusted income less than $6000 
(adjusted for children and spouse); the rates rise from $202 at Year 
7 to $468 at Year 10, and the total spent in anyone year is $8 
million. The Northern Territory has an assistance scheme at Junior 
Secondary level, up to $280 per year; Tasmania has a School 
Certificate allowance of $100 a year. Such allowances are separate 
from benefits of a more general nature such as Austudy and the 
recent Family Allowance Supplement which has as part of its 
rationale the costs of educating children. 35 

A second type of program takes the form of staffing allocations to 
schools. For instance, the New South Wales Department of Edu
cation allocates 500 extra teachers to declared disadvantaged schools, 
at an annual cost of approximately $12.5 million. Victoria allocates 
about 2000 teachers to schools that can demonstrate a particular 
need for additional staffing; some proportion of this, though we are 
not clear exactly how much, goes to schools whose 'need' is related 
to poverty. South Australia appoints special-category principals to 
selected secondary schools which may be chosen as a result of 
socioeconomic disadvantage; these 'appointments offer a five-year 
contract to principals selected on merit and have an additional 
income of $5000 per annum. The 'tapering' of Commonwealth 
recurrent grants to private schools, which gives lower funding to 
more affluent schools, may also be seen as having an anti-poverty 
component since the policy favours Catholic systemic schools with 
disadvantaged clientele. 

The third type is Commonwealth 'special purpose programs'. 
Several of these, including Basic Learning in Primary Schools and 
the Participation and Equity Program, have had some anti-poverty 
component in their thinking without this being their main rationale. 
(They have now been phased out.) The key anti-poverty program is 
the Disadvantaged Schools Program. This is the centrepiece of 
Australian policy on poverty and education, and warrants special 
attention. 

The DSP began in 1974, 'following recommendations by the 
Karmel Committee, and has been supported by all Commonwealth 
governments since. It has claims to be one of the most experienced 
and innovative anti-poverty programs in the OECD countries. In 
1988 it is funded at $41 million and reaches a little over 1400 schools 
and 420 000 children. There are no exact figures on the point but we 
would estimate there are about 24 000 teachers working in these 
schools who are in one way or another reached by the program. 

The site of action of the DSP is the school not the individual 
child. The Commonwealth allocates money to the States and to the 
Catholic school systems on the basis of an Index of Disadvantage 
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compiled from national census data, which identifies areas with 
concentrations of people with low socioeconomic status. The sys
tems allocate money to 'declared' schools on the basis of submissions 
describing programs which the schools wish to undertake. These 
may be of any kind, but the distribution is influenced by priorities 
being pursued by the Commonwealth or the systems. Most of the 

. money is distributed to schools by elected committees consisting of 
parents, teachers and administrators, which provide advice and 
consultancy support to the schools in the different administrative 
structures, but most declared schools have a DSP committee which 
is responsible for developing submissions and administering pro
grams for the children in its schools. 

The DSP began within the logic of 'compensation' suggested by 
the 'deficit' theories current in the early 1970s, as well as by the dire 
state of inner-city schools. The bulk of the work funded through it, 
up to the present, has been compensatory: catch-up purchases of 
equipment, and remedial programs on literacy and numeracy. How
ever there were other ideas in the program from the start. Over 
time, activists in the program and the Schools Commission in 
Canberra developed a rather different emphasis, often referred to as 
the 'DSP philosophy'. This takes on board Fitzgerald's point that 'a 
lot of disadvantage suffered by poor people is embedded in the 
structure and processes of the education system itself' and therefore 
focuses on. changing the schools to make them more suited to the 
needs of the poor. 'Whole-school change' rather than isolated 
remedial programs is the declared aim of the DSP. 

One of the commonest criticisms of schools is the strength of the 
barriers around them. The DSP has accordingly placed great em
phasis on community participation, especially by parents. Actual 
participation has, of course, been uneven. But overall we would 
judge that the DSP has achieved higher levels of 'client control' over 
service delivery than most poverty programs, and has achieved a 
unique degree of 'client' participation in program administration. 
The committee structure and the emphasis on democratic decision
making through which this occurred have also been important to 
teachers. Within disadvantaged schools the program has provided 
alternatives to the hierarchical structure and bureaucratic control all 
too familiar in Australian education and has thus tapped a rich vein 
of creativity among teachers. Much of this has gone into modifying 
curricula to make them more relevant to the actual circumstances of 
the children, and into locally produced teaching materials. Thus an 
attempt at democratic process has combined with an emphasis on 
curriculum development as a means of empowerment for the chil
dren. 

There are severe limits to what a school can accomplish without 
change in the education system around it. Locally based curriculum 
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reform, for instance, may be sharply constrained by an assessment 
structure like the HSC. (This point has dramatically increased 
significance in New South Wales, where the new State Government's 
policy is to reintroduce a School Certificate and introduce external 
testing at other levels.) Accordingly we need to consider what there 
is by way of wider policy that bears on class inequality in schooling. 
The answer is, at present, not very much beyond rhetoric and 
promise. 

Some school systems have generalised statements of purposes and 
goals which include declarations in favour of equity. It is not very 
clear what such statements mean in practice by way of reforms to 
advantage the poor. A sharper focus is found in the Tasmanian 
policy statement on secondary education, which includes an analysis 
of changing economic structures and the effects of unemployment 
on the life chances of the children in schools. This level of realism is 
refreshing (and reflects the Tasmanian system's good record in anti
poverty work), and suggests it is possible to develop a hard-edged 
equity policy on the larger scale (see Education Department, Tas
mania (1987». 

This is the promise, though not yet the achievement, of the 
newest development in the area: the emergence of 'social justice' 
policies in education. The Commonwealth Government has recently 
established a Social Justice Secretariat which is part of the Depart
ment of Prime Minister and Cabinet. In addition, the Common
wealth has just released a report, 'Towards a Fairer Australia', 
which details the Government's social justice achievements, reviews 
current Commonwealth equity programs in education, and signifi
cantly mentions 'more equal outcomes' as a goal. 36 Two State 
governments, Victoria and South Australia, are in the process of 
refining a social justice policy for education. Other States have set 
up 'Equity' teams which have the brief of developing policies on 
Aborigines, girls, people of non-English-speaking backgrounds and 
the disabled. (It appears that in some cases poverty is not seen as an 
area for 'equity' policy.) . 

The political logic behind this development has little to do with 
education per se. The push for social justice policies arose from the 
perception by Labor governments that their economic policies might 
cost them working-class support and needed to be matched by some 
proposals for redistribution. Their staying power has yet to be 
tested, especially when they come into conflict with the priorities of 
the 'economic rationalists' in the same governments. 

Nevert4eless social justice policies in principle have great signifi
cance for education. They provide for the first time in this gener
ation a formal policy framework in which the issue of poverty and 
education can be treated as part of a system-wide problem of 
inequality, not as an isolated 'minority' problem. In principle social 
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justice policy in education might look at the inequalities resulting 
from the whole structure of resourcing, curriculum, assessment and 
selection, and might determine to do something about them. 

ACTION AT THE LEVEL OF THE SCHOOL 

In mass education, central policy is only part of the equation; a 
great deal depends on what happens at the level of the school. 
Schools themselves are surprisingly complex and varied institutions, 
so there is scope for considerable diversity in the delivery of even a 
standard policy. And the DSP is designed to make sure action is 
adapted to specific local circumstances. 

The result is a wide range of school-level initiatives funded 
through the DSP or supported by other staffing allocations. Of 
course the schools continue to teach mainstream subjects like read
ing, writing, maths, science, the arts. Program funding for the most 
part goes into a search for new and better ways of teaching and 
learning them. Some funding goes into work on the organisations of 
th~ schools, with a view to creating an improved environment for 
learning. To get a perspective on action at the school level it is 
useful to think of these initiatives as responses to the five dirnen
sions of poverty identified in Table 7.1. This is to some extent 
arbitrary, as many initiatives deal with two or three dimensions at 
the same time, and some projects have been funded that do not fit 
this classification at all. Nevertheless it gives some purchase on 
school-level programs. Examples of work funded through the DSP 
are shown in Table 7.2. 

It may be useful to describe a few projects in more detail. The 
DSP has had a considerable emphasis in practice on literacy and 
numeracy. Over the years the program has provided substantial 
numbers of library books and reading schemes. But provision of raw 
materials to fill a gap has been increasingly seen as inadequate; 
collective action is needed around them. A case in point is the 
Doveton Share Reading Project in Victoria, a home reading pro
gram which operates as an integral part of the schools' language 
program. Four schools share a project officer who has the responsi
bility for organising, at times accompanying teachers on home visits, 
monitoring the progress of the project and in-servicing teachers and 
parents on the most appropriate strategies. The project emphasises 
the partnership between parents and teachers in the learning pro
cess. The class teacher makes home visits at least twice a year. With 
the support of a parents' manual and extensive in-service back-up, 
the parents read and listen to their children daily and help them to 
monitor their progress. The project demonstrates to the children in 
a practical way that their parents' experiences, perceptions, knowl-
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Table 7.2 School-level responses 

Aspect of poverty 

A Inadequate income 
(family or community) 

B Labour market vulnerability and 
economic dependence 

C Lack of organisational power; 
exclusion from collective 
resources 

D Damaging environments 
(physical and social) 

E Cultural marginalisation 

School-level project (examples) 

Toy libraries. camping programs and kits. 
excursions. nutrition programs; cooking and 
provision of meals. school enterprises/ 
producing goods for sale. programs to teach 
money management. redesigned reading 
courses. 
Employment initiatives. survival living skills 
courses. cooperative enterprises. work 
experience. job counselling. making c.v. 
'portfolios' for job applications. computer 
education. study of rights. legal studies 
programs. 
Creating collective resources (such as rock 
bands. art shows. radio stations. film centres. 
farms). newsletters. 'How to' books. 
community resource centres. mobile 
information units. media programs dealing with 
commercial culture. purchase of more 
appropriate teaching and learning materials. 
Collective action to change bad environments. 
health education. medical screening. anti-racist 
programs. multi-cultural and Aboriginal projects. 
classroom organisational innovations (cross-age 
tutoring. family groups). curriculum and 
assessment innovations (negotiated. 
goal-based). 
In-service education for teachers. parents' 
participation in school management and 
curriculum design. appointment of Aboriginal 
curriculum officers and ethnic aides. translation 
services. social literacy projects. language and 
maths experience programs. bilingual 
publications. 

A Framework for Thinking about Poverty and Education, Task Force working paper, 1986 

edge and skills are valued by the school and that reading has a high 
priority at home. Evidence from the project suggests significantly 
improved performance in language development. 

The DSP has pioneered the publication of students' work. Exam
ples abound of 'talking books', locally produced reading schemes 
and school newsletters which are written, managed and distrib~ted 
by children. Amateur radio stations and video production teams 
which have encouraged students to do script-writing, production and 
presentation, are further examples of the sophistication that has 
emerged in the teaching of literacy. The fact that these resources are 
developed by the children provides them with opportunities to 
control the process and outcome, in ways not possible with commer
cially produced material. This process is potentially very empower-
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ing and gives children a chance to learn organisational and techno
logical skills in the local context. 

Some groups ofschools share local resource production units. An 
example is the unit based at Erskineville in Sydney which produces 
the 'Koorie Kit'. Made in response to calls by teachers in DSP 
schools, the production team worked with local Aboriginal com
munities to produce a kit containing videos, wall charts, sample bags 
and teaching strategies.37 One of the videos, 'A Weekend with 
Glen', centres on a ten-year-old Aboriginal boy living in La Perouse, 
and takes the viewer through his weekend including visits to rela
tives, where you join him on his adventures. 'Anita', the video for 
younger children, looks at the activities and lifestyle of an 8-year-old 
girl at Redfern Public School. This video emphasises the role of oral 
traditions in Aboriginal culture through the eyes of fast-moving 
'pop' style interviews to raise issues of importance to urban Koories: 
housing, health, welfare, media, land rights, art, design and dance. 
The recognition that Aboriginal communities have a major part to 
play in schools goes some way in developing a politically and 
socially critical curriculum for the Aboriginal as well as the non
Aboriginal child. 

Fitzroy Secondary College in Melbourne began a Community 
Studies Program in 1982 which involves all Year 10 students one day 
a week in activities intended to make links with people beyond the 
school. The students choose between options such as mural painting, 
producing radio programs, publishing and farm management. This 
might suggest the students are doing hobby courses when they 
should be doing 'hard stuff'. In fact the programs are carefully 
planned by students and teachers to develop literacy, numeracy, 
communications and organisational skills in the context of the 'real 
world'. The projects are monitored and assessed in the form of 
diaries, essays and reports, and give the students a chance to 
produce a useful resource for their community. For example, the 
students may research, write, illustrate and publish a leaflet on 
services for the aged or a radio program on legal rights for kids. 

Although our study of the documentation is far from complete, it 
seems a reasonable conclusion that a great deal of the work funded 
through the DSP or supported by other programs has been essen
tially compensatory. There is a policy crux here. Compensatory 
provision is politically easy to justify, as a charitable response to 
poverty. But it defines the recipients of compensation as essentially 
passive in the process. And it gives no handle on the socioeconomic 
processes that continue to produce poverty, requiring further com
pensation in due course. In short, though easy to justify, it is a weak 
policy response to the issue. 

The reflection has led some bsp thinking towards a stress on 
'empowerment', replacing compensation with collective self-help. 
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This means an emphasis on pwviding educational resources to help 
families and communities in poverty gain greater leverage on the 
processes that produce their disadvantage. A key part of this is 
knowledge about the socioeconomic process itself. The Schools 
Commission, in its 1988 'Guidelines' for the program, directed 
attention to this curriculum area. Some DSP administrators are 
currently providing forums· to explore this area. It was, for instance, 
the theme of the 1988 State conference of the DSP in the New 
South Wales public system. In Victoria, a series of papers is being 
developed for teachers in Catholic DSP schools, providing advice on 
develofing a socially critical curriculum in the context of the pro
gram.3 

As this suggests, there is a level of action intermediate between 
central funding authorities and the school, which should also be 
noticed in a review of policy. Some important initiatives which could 
not be included in Table 7.2 are at this level. They include curri
culum consultants for groups of schools, regional resource centres, 
mobile libraries, conferences and other forums for exchanging ex
perience, action by teacher unions to highlight poverty issues, and 
action by systems providing incentives for continuity of staffing in 
disadvantaged schools. 

REFLECTIONS 

The Karmel Committee" and the Fitzgerald report justified anti
poverty action in schooling on simple equity grounds. Both thought 
it outrageous that poor children's life chances through education 
should be damaged by circumstances outside their control. These 
views went on record about the beginning of the recession. With the 
growth of long-term unemployment and child poverty since, they 
have wider relevance now than when they were written. 

A case for action can also be made on grounds of social costs and 
economic efficiency. If a better-educated and more flexible work
force is important for' recovery and growth, then the effective 
exclusion of a large section of youth from advanced education is a 
major drag on recovery. It lowers both the average productivity of 
labour and its flexibility in response to market and technological 
changes. If teaching and learning in schools are not proceeding as 
well as they might, then part of the large investment in buildings, 
equipment and wages that goes into them at present is wasted. 
(There are no exact figures, but we can estimate the salaries bill of 
DSP schools alone to be of the order of $700 million annually.) The 
public sector also incurs costs for remedial work (e.g. TAFE literacy 
programs), and the familiar costs associated with social alienation 
and long-term exclusion from employment. 
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We would add another, less familiar, argument. The structure of 
inequality in education has damaging consequences for the advan
taged as well as for the disadvantaged. Inequality, exclusion and 
exploitation are ethically ugly and make Australia a worse place to 
live in for everyone. They make schools for the advantaged morally 
compromised places-and education is a moral trade. There is 
damage to the curriculum too. Competition for socioeconomic 
advantage through education focuses attention on the competition 
rather than on the substance of education. It pushes teaching and . 
learning away from knowledge and skills which are intrinsically 
useful and socially beneficial but which are not tools of competition 
(for instance, the skills of cooperative work). 

The policies and local initiatives discussed earlier can claim some 
successes. Bursaries and allowances have made a difference to the 
immediate costs of schooling for the families concerned. The DSP 
and the State-level needs-based staffing schemes have given a 
minority of schools more resources. Given the character of Austra
lian education systems, it is difficult for schools to change drama
tically without concomitant change in the system as a whole, but 
many have tried to change practice locally. On the whole their 
classrooms have become brighter, more cooperative, less alienating 
places. There has been a great deal of work on developing locally 
appropriate ways to teach literacy and numeracy, which should 
please the 'back to basics' lobby. The anti-poverty funds have 
allowed disadvantaged schools to maintain some support services
notably consultants on curriculum and community liaison, and in
service training for teachers-at a time when these have been 
disappearing from school systems generally as a result of the funding 
squeeze. In consequence, general system initiatives in areas like 
music or reading may now have a rather better chance of being 
implemented in disadvantaged schools than in many others. 

In some respects also the anti-poverty programs have done pion
eering work for the whole system. The curriculum initiatives and 
locally produced resources are of wide potential relevance. Some 
have in fact been taken up for wider distribution, among them the 
computing resource Hands On ... The Computer Kit. 39 More gene
rally the existence of a program like the DSP has helped to validate 
efforts at school-level change, and to validate innovation and risk
taking by teachers. The DSP has developed practices of community 
participation, democratic decision-making in schools, and support 
systems for teachers, which have had a wider influence. For example, 
this experience has fed into the Participation and Equity Program, 
into community participation in school management in Victoria, and 
into the Western Australian 'Better Schools' policy document and 
staff development program. 

Yet there are problems about the current Australian effort in the 
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poverty and education field. The first is its scale. In the light of both 
research evidence and practical experience, it is absurd to regard 
socioeconomic disadvantage as confined to about 14 per cent of the 
school population. This is too small by a factor of 4 or 5. 

Even for the minority whom 'disadvantaged' funds currently 
target, the actual concentration of funds is not great. Total DSP 
expenditure adds only about 6 per cent to the funds which we 
estimate go to DSP schools as routine salary expenditure. At 
present the program allocates an average of $96 per child per year. 
As people in the program remark, that will buy you four pairs of 
shoes. It cannot be expected that strong educational effects will 
result from this level of funding. 

It is interesting to compare this with the Advantaged Schools 
Program. Governments fund the-private schools of the rich as well 
as the systemic schools of the poor. The structure of funding is 
different, and the details of private school finances are not pub
lished, so it is difficult to make exact comparisons. But it is a 
striking fact that while adding to the basic annual funding (through 
state or Catholic systems) of disadvantaged schools its average grant 
of $96 per pupil, the Commonwealth adds to the basic annual 
funding (through fees) of schools like Geelong Grammar, Ascham 
and Scotch College some $504 per secondary student ($318 per 
primary pupil) in general recurrent grants. State governments add 
substantially to this through various direct and indirect subsidies.4o 

However the sums are done, it is clear there is a formidable system of 
public subsidy for the private schools of the privileged. It is mistaken 
to think that no funds could be found to increase the scale of equity 
programs. What has been in short supply is the political will. 

The combination of limited total funds and the submission basis 
of funding (designed to ensure quality and participation) leads to 
operational and philosophical difficulties for the DSP. Schools are 
expected to stay on the program for at least three years, but many 
may not be funded after that. It is politically necessary to appear to 
have achieved goals in this time, but three years is a short time in 
the development of educational institutions and the funds are fairly 
small. As with the drawing of a 'poverty line', the cut-off point on 
the Index of Disadvantage is arbitrary. Some schools off the pro
gram are not very different from some schools on it. Awkward 
situations arise, such as neighbouring high schools, drawing on 
overlapping feeder areas, being on and off the program in alternate 
cycles. 

The program emphasises local initiative and pushes almost all of 
its limited funds down to regions and schools. This has left it 
without much in the way of a national focus and without machinery 
for sharing materials and experience between systems. (There was 
some provision for this at earlier periods of the program's history.) 
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At present there is discussion of ending the DSP as a specific
purpose program and absorbing its funds into general resource 
agreements. This would definitely end its capacity to act as a 
national network. 

THE PRESENT MOMENT 

Stepping back from the details, we would argue that the issue of 
poverty and education is in a transition phase comparable to the 
historical turning points sketched at the beginning of this chapter. 
The framework of 'unequal access' and 'compensation' has broken 
down and must be replaced. It is still an open question what will 
replace it. Australian education could turn down the Thatcher track 
of renewed authoritarianism in schooling combined with commodifi
cation, the redefinition of education as a commodity traded in the 
market. The emphasis will undoubtedly be on 'discipline' and 
'basics' for the poor and 'user-pays' technological training for the 
affluent. In such a scenario the poor, competing inefficiently, will be 
seen to deserve what they get. 

Alternatively, the framework might move in the direction fore
shadowed by the 'empowerment' philosophy of the DSP and by the 
new 'social justice' policies. In this case improving the education of 
poor children will be pursued not just as compensation but because 
it is a means for a better education system, a more just society, and 
a more efficient production system, as a whole. The emphasis will 
be on the democratic potentials of education rather than its divisive 
potentials. 

In taking that track it makes sense to build on what currently 
exists. The present anti-poverty effort in education represents a 
substantial human resource of dedication, skill and knowledge
greater than the limited scale of funding would suggest. Over the 
lifetime of the DSP, for instance, tens of thousands of teachers have 
had experience of developing or working in programs specifically 
designed for children in poverty. Within systems there are networks 
exchanging information about what works and what doesn't, circu
lating materials, and arguing out principles. Our interviews with 
people in the DSP have convinced us of the extent and significance 
of this resource. At present it seems under-used when considered as 
an asset for the whole education system. (One illustration serves to 
highlight the issue: even something as useful as the Koorie Kit 
mentioned earlier cannot be easily used outside the DSP as there 
are limited resources to reproduce the kit for wider dissemination.) 
This public resource could even be dispersed and lost if some 
currently canvassed policies are introduced. The development of a 
national focus would be a useful step towards making it more visible 
and effective. 
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The Commonwealth Government's initiative on child poverty 
could have a multiplier effect beyond the specific benefits proposed, 
if it stimulates a rethinking of all programs related to these children. 
To people in the welfare sector we wish to signal the scale and 
diversity of educational work currently going on in this area, and the 
potential it has for a long-term impact on poverty. There is a divide 
between teachers and welfare workers, and perhaps even more of a 
divide between educational and welfare policy-makers. It will be 
important for each to learn more about the other's work, and begin 
more systematically to link them together. 

People on the education side of the divide also need to rethink, to 
be aware of both the possibilities and dangers of the situation we 
have reached. Given that the scale of child poverty has greatly 
increased over the lifetime of the school-based anti-poverty pro
grams, the evidence suggests that those programs have conducted an 
impressive holding operation but have not been on a large enough 
scale to change basic educational relationships and turn the trend 
around. 

This is the moment to move decisively beyond the 'educational 
ghetto' conception of the issue, which treats pove'rty as the problem 
of an isolated minority. As we have argued above, socioeconomic 
inequality in education IS a problem about the system as a whole. 
The poorest groups are simply those on whom the injustices of the 
system fall most heavily. The accumulated experience of anti-poverty 
work gives essential guidance for the larger issues but is not a 
substitute for a general policy. 

For a number of reasons political strategy in the public sector is at 
a moment of crisis. A creative policy approach could develop 
existing programs such as the DSP into something larger, better 
resourced and harder edged. This would build on the assets we now 
have, connect with the social justice initiatives, and connect with the 
economic reforms that require a better-educated workforce. An 
effort of that kind should make fundamental changes in the edu
cation circumstances of children in poverty. 
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The estimated impact of the 

Family Package on child poverty 
Helen Brownlee and Anthony King 

A commitment that, by 1990, no Australian child would need to be 
living in poverty was made by the Priine Minister in his policy 
speech before the 1987 Federal election. The Family Package, which 
was subsequently introduced in the 1987/88 budget, was viewed by 
the government as a crucial component in pursuit of this commit
ment (Howe, 1987). It is appropriate to examine the extent to which 
the measures in the Family Package will contribute to the elimin
ation of child poverty in Australia. 

Measures in the Package came into effect from December 1987 
and included, the Family Allowance Supplement (FAS) , Uniform 
Rent Assistance, and the Child Disability Allowance. F AS replaced 
the existing additional pension/benefit and Family Income Supple
ment (FIS) payments for children with more generous payments 
which included recognition of the greater costs of older children. 
F AS also extended the coverage of FIS by raising the income level 
at which the payment would be withdrawn. Uniform Rent Assis
tance provided standardised rent assistance entitlements for all F AS 
recipients, thus extending this payment to low-income working 
families. The Child Disability Allowance replaced the Handicapped 
Child's Allowance with a more generous non-income-tested pay
ment. 

Announcement of the Family Package was greeted with broad 
support. The dramatic increase since the Henderson Poverty Inquiry 
in the number of families with children living in poverty had been 
well documented (Cass, 1986b; Gallagher, 1985; King, 1987a; 
Saunders and Wh~teford, 1987). The estimated number of children 
in poverty had risen from 6 per cent of all children in 1972173 to 21 
per cent of all children by 1985/86 (Saunders and Whiteford, 1987:3). 
Three factors have been associated with this dramatic rise in child 
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poverty since the early 1970s: increases in the number of unemploy
ed families with children; increases in single-parent pensioner famil
ies; and decreases in the real value of social security payments for 
children. 

The subject of this chapter is the extent to which the Family 
Package will alleviate financial poverty; that is, the extent to which 
it will raise the incomes of families with children above the 'poverty 
line'. As such, the assessment has two important characteristics. 
First, it measures poverty in terms of incomes and, second, it 
evaluates the Package in terms of its impact on poverty alleviation· 
rather than its impact on the causes of poverty. It is recognised that 
income is not always an adequate measure of well-being and that 
alleviating poverty is not the same as addressing the causes of 
poverty. Nevertheless, the justification for tackling the question in 
this way is a belief in the importance of income as one element of 
poverty and, particularly, in the importance of providing immediate 
relief to those on low incomes. At the same time, there is a concern 
that this focus on alleviation of financial poverty should not be 
allowed to draw attention from broader measures of poverty and 
from the need also to address the issue of poverty through other 
policies. 

An important contribution to assessing the impact of the Family 
Package on levels of child poverty has already been made by 
Saunders and Whiteford (1987), who used Department of Social 
Security data to estimate the impact of the Family Package on child 
poverty among the families of pensioners and beneficiaries. The 
analysis reported here partly repeats their work, though using a 
different data base and slight differences in method, and it extends 
the previous work by also looking at the impact on the non-pen
sioneribeneficiary population. 

ISSUES IN ASSESSING THE IMPACT ON POVERTY 

Assessing the impact of the measures in the Family' Package on the 
incidence of poverty is not a straightforward exercise. A number of 
issues need to be resolved and the way in' which they are resolved 
may well have a bearing on the results of the assessment. 

The key elements in the following analysis or assessment are 
described below. They concern: the way in which the measures in 
the Family Package were modelled; the choice of poverty line; the 
data base used; the use of current or annual income data; problems 
in identifying the population eligible for FAS; and the choice of 
descriptive measures of poverty incidence. 

More detail on the method and assumptions employed in the 
analysis is provided in an associated technical paper (King, 1988), 
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and for further discussion of the issues the reader is referred to 
Saunders and Whiteford (1987) or King (1987b). 

ModeUing the family package 

At the time of this assessment there was no substantial data yet 
available on the characteristics of families receiving payments in
cluded in the Family Package, so assessment of the impact of the 
measures required that an estimate be made using modelling. Essen
tially this means that a simulation of likely effects on a range of 
family types has to be done, using data that are as close to reality as 
possible. The effects are calculated for 'model' or 'simulated' famil
ies, applying a formula which includes income, benefits and taxes at 
various levels. The analysis here covers the two major components 
of the Package, FAS and Uniform Rent Assistance, but does not 
consider the third element, Child Disability Allowance. The reason 
for this is the absence in the data base used of any information 
which would allow the identification of disabled children. 

The rates of F AS upon its introduction were $22 per week for 
each child under thirteen and $28 per week for each child thirteen 
and over. The announcement of the Family Package, however, 
foreshadowed increases in these payments. When the Package is 
fully implemented, the basic rate of F AS plus Family Allowance for 
the first child will equal 15 per cent of the married rate of pension, 
and the teenage rate of F AS plus Family Allowance for the first 
child will equal 20 per cent of the married rate of pension (Howe, 
1987). The first stage of the Family Package was implemented in 
December 1987 and the Government intends that the child rei at iv
ities of 15 and 20 per cent will be in place by 1990 (Department of 
Social Security, 1987a). 

F AS was modelled here using the rates which would prevail with 
full implementation of the Package. Since the analysis is undertaken 
in terms of the income distribution at July 1987 (see below), the 
rates of FAS have been calculated according to the July 1987 rates 
of pension and Family Allowance payments. Such calculation, which 
assumes the situation of full implementation of the Package in July 
1987, gives FAS rates of $22.75 per week for children under thirteen 
.and $32.10 per week for children thirteen and over. 

It was assumed that there would be 100 per cent take-up of F AS 
among non-pensioner/beneficiary families. While the Government 
clearly hoped to achieve a higher take-up rate for F AS than was 
experienced with FIS, the Minister for Social Security stated in 
February 1988 that only half the estimated number of eligible 
families had applied for the new payment (Hansard, 15 February 
1988), although the department subsequently embarked on a cam
paign to boost the F AS application rate. Concerns have been 
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expressed about the accessibility of information on F AS to non
English-speaking migrants (NOW Centre Report, 1987). An Aus
tralian Market Research study of low-income families in June 1986 
found that only 11 per cent of immigrant families, compared to an 
average of 29 per cent of families, had heard of FIS (Australian 
Market Research, 1986). 

The assumption of a 100 per cent FAS take-up rate may thus 
seem optimistic. Nevertheless, all that can be said with any degree 
of certainty at present is that F AS take-up is likely to be substantial
ly higher than that experienced with FIS. The reason for this is the 
greater publicity given to FAS, together with the rapid increase in 
the number of FIS recipients in the second half of 1987. This 
increase in the number of FIS recipients followed the inclusion of 
information on FIS in letters sent to all Family Allowance recipients 
upon the introduction of income-testing for that payment. 

The poverty line 

The assessment used the detailed Henderson poverty line (Com
mission of Inquiry into Poverty, 1975:354) as the measure to define 
incomes which place families in or out of poverty. A key feature of 
any poverty line is its equivalence scale which accounts for the needs 
of different types of family to attain a similar sta'ndard of living. 
Since two of the main points upon which equivalence scales vary are 
the costs they allow for children and the costs for children of 
different ages, the choice of poverty line is clearly crucial to this 
assessment of child poverty. 

Given the use of the detailed Henderson poverty line, two further 
issues remained: whether to look at poverty with or without con
sideration of housing costs, and whether to consider the unemployed 
to be in or out of the workforce. 

A 'before-housing' poverty line, as explained in Chapter 5, mea
sures the adequacy of income to meet all costs, whereas an 'after
housing' poverty line measures adequacy of income to meet other 
costs, after having paid the costs of housing. The distinction is useful 
because it allows account to be taken of the substantial variation in 
the housing costs that people face, notably the different costs 
associated with the various forms of housing tenure. For example, 
consider two identical families with identical income, but one with 
the higher housing costs of private rental and the other with the 
lower costs of owner occupation. The former family is clearly worse 
off though this would not be shown with a before-housing measure 
of poverty, only with an after-housing measure. 

Both before-housing and after-housing measures of poverty were 
used here. In an absolute sense, the after-housing measure is 
considered more useful. The role of housing costs in the circum-
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stances of low-income families was recognised by the Family Pack
age in its extension of rent assistance. 

An implication of the consideration of housing costs was the 
exclusion from analysis of those income units (an income unit is a 
more restricted definition of a family) for whom no housing-cost 
data were available. These accounted for 14 per cent of single
parent income units and 1 per cent of married couples with children 
and were primarily cases where the income unit was living with a 
parent. The impact of this exclusion on the assessment is indicated 
in the Appendix (Table A1), where the main effect of the exclusion 
is shown to be a lower estimate of the numbers of sole parents 
below the poverty line. 

The Henderson poverty line is higher for people in the labour 
force than for people out of the labour force, in recognition of the 
costs of labour force participation, such as transport and clothing 
expenses. Many researchers, including Henderson (Commission of 
Inquiry into Poverty, 1975:355), have applied the higher 'in the 
labour force' poverty line to unemployed people to take account of 
the costs involved in looking for work. Others argue that this 
exaggerates the costs for the unemployed and apply the 'out of the 
labour force' poverty line to the unemployed. Neither alternative is 
really satisfactory; it is unlikely that the unemployed would have 
similar costs to those in work, but also likely that they would have 
higher costs than those neither working nor looking for work. Here, 
the 'in the labour force' poverty line has been applied to the 
unemployed. The effect of this approach on the assessment is shown 
in the Appendix (Tables A2 and A3). If 'out of the labour force' 
poverty lines had been applied to the unemployed, the estimated 
incidence of child poverty would have been around 3 per cent lower. 

The data base 

The basis for the assessment was an estimation of the Australian 
income distribution at July 1987. Complete results from the 1986 
ABS Income Distribution Survey (IDS) only became available in 
late March 1988, and at the time this work was undertaken the most 
recent suitable income distribution data available was that from the 
1981182 ABS Income and Housing Survey (IHS). Other more recent 
data sources (such as Social Security data, 1988 Census data and the 
1984 Household Expenditure Survey) all had shortcomings for the 
purposes here. This assessment required detailed income distribu
tion data on an income-unit basis in a form which would allow 
assessment of the impact of program changes on individual income 
units. 

There were two approaches available. The first would have been 
to use the 1981182 IHS as representative of the current situation, 
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probably with the population multiplied by a factor to reflect 
population growth since 1981182. If this approach were undertaken, 
modelling the impact of the Family Package would then require 
either deflation of the rates under the Package to 1981182 levels or 
inflation of the 1981182 IHS incomes to current levels. 

The problem with this approach, which may be termed an extrapo
lation of the 1981/82 IHS, is that it would take no account of changes 
since 1981182 in the demographic and labour market structure of the 
population, in the growth rates of incomes from different sources, or 
in the systems of social security and income tax over the period. 

The second approach is to attempt to take account of these 
changes by applying systematic and detailed adjustments· to update 
the 198118t IHS data and provide an estimate of the current income 
distribution. This was the approach adopted here. The method used 
to derive the detailed estimate of the current income distribution is 
described in King (1987b; 1988). King (1988) also includes a com
parison of the distributions obtained from the detailed updating and 
extrapolation approaches, as measured against the published results 
available at the time of writing from the 1986 IDS. 

Weekly or annual incomes 

Poverty assessed on the basis of weekly or annual income data 
yields different results because of the variation in many people's 
incomes throughout the year. The extent of this variation between 
weekly and annual income is indicated by AIFS figures which show, 
for example, that of those income units with the lowest 10 per cent 
of incomes on a weekly basis in late 1982, 35 per cent of them were 
not in the lowest 10 per cent of the population on an annual income 
basis in 1981182. 

The variation between weekly and annual incomes demands 
qualification for both weekly and annual measures of poverty. A 
weekly income basis will show to be in poverty those families who 
have temporary low incomes but who have incomes well above 
poverty levels for the rest of the year. On the other hand, an annual 
income measure will exclude from poverty those whose total annual 
incomes are sufficient to raise them just above the poverty line but 
who may spend substantial parts of the year with incomes below the 
poverty line. 

Neither basis is ideal and the choice was made here to use weekly 
income solely on the technical ground of the greater ease of 
estimating an up-to-date weekly income distribution than an annual 
income distribution from the 1981182 IHS (King, 1987b:3). It should 
be noted that estimates of poverty on the basis of weekly income 
tend to be somewhat higher than those made on the basis of annual 
income (Henderson, 1975:14, Saunders and Whiteford, 1987:4). 
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Identifying the population eligible for F AS 

The potential recipients of FAS can be divided into four groups: 

1 pensioneribeneficiary families with children; 

2 FIS recipients; 

3 families who, though eligible for FIS, did not 'take up' the 
payment; and 

4 families who were not eligible -for FIS, but became eligible for 
F AS as a result of the combination of higher payments and a 
more generous income test. . 

Identifying families in the first group was straightforward. However, 
families in the other three groups could not be directly identified in 
the data base and the method used here to identify them is crucial to 
particular areas of the assessment. 

The problems with identifying potential FAS recipients among the 
'working poor' stem from the particular nature of F AS income
testing and the volatility of many low incomes. In recognition of this 
volatility, FAS eligibility, like that which applied for FIS, is deter
mined on the basis of average income over the four weeks preceding 
application and only reviewed every six months. Weekly income 
data thus do not provide an adequate indicator of F AS eligibility 
here, but nor would annual income data if that had been the basis 
used. 

The difficulties involved in identifying F AS recipients are further 
illustrated by two points. First, there are the uncertainties which 
have persisted over the take-up of the earlier FIS since its introduc
tion in 1983. The number of families receiving the payment was of 
course known but the number of eligible families was not. Estimates 
of the take-up rates have tended to range between 25 and 50 per 
cent. Cass (1986b:73) concluded from the evidence that the FIS 
take-up rate was conceivably less than one-half of potentially eli
gible families and possibly less than one-third. Second, there is the 
uncertainty attached to the Government's own. estimates of the 
number of working families who would be eligible for FAS. At one 
stage, 115 000 working families were estimated as eligible for the 
new payment (Howe, 1987), while a· few months later the estimate 
had risen to 200 000 working families (Department of Social Secur
ity, 1987a). 

Being unable to impute F AS eligibility directly from the income 
• distribution data, the identification of FAS eligibility among the 

working poor was made using a number of key assumptions. First, 
those families who had been receiving FIS were all assumed to 
transfer to F AS. Identification of this group therefore depended on 
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the way in which FIS recipients were identified in the data base. 
Having only been introduced in 1983, income from FIS was not 
covered in the 1981182 IHS and needed to be imputed. A direct 
imputation of FIS payments was not possible because of the pro
blems noted above concerning uncertainties about the take-up rate 
and the particular nature of income-testing for FIS. Instead, FIS was 
imputed indirectly with reference to social-security data. Among 
those income units which appeared from the data base to be eligible 
for FIS, the payment was randomly assigned to only a proportion of 
them to give a total which accorded with social security data. This 
random assignment was stratified by private income to give an 
income distribution of FIS recipients which matched that shown by 
social security data. In this way, FIS was assigned to only around 
30 000 of the 300 000 or so income units which appeared to be 
eligible. 

Another group of potential F AS recipients (those who had been 
eligible for FIS but had not taken up the payment) was drawn from 
among the 270 000 income units in the data base which appeared 
eligible for FIS but had not been assigned FIS. The size of this 
group was defined through an assumption about the take-up rate of 
FIS and the income distribution of the group was defined through 
an assumption about variation in the take-up rate with level of FIS 
entitlement. 

First, in recognition of the uncertainty surrounding the FIS take
up rate, two different assumptions were used here to define the 
overall size of this third group: a 25 per cent and a 50 per cent FIS 
take-up rate. The assumption of a 25 per cent take-up rate means 
that three times as many income units as are already FIS recipients 
are eligible for FIS but are not receiving it. There would thus be a 
further 90 000 income units eligible for FIS. The assumption of a 50 
per cent take-up rate means that only half of the eligible group is 
receiving FIS, so that a further 30000 income units would be 
eligible. . 

The private-income distribution of this third group was related to 
that of FIS recipients but with the additional important assumption 
that the FIS take-up rate increased with increasing levels of FIS 
entitlement; for example, it was assumed that an income unit 
eligible for full-rate FIS would be more likely to have taken up the 
payment than one eligible for only part-rate FIS. The basis for this 
assumption was largely intuitive, though its adoption was also sup
ported by some analysis undertaken by the Department of Social 
Security. Further support for the assumption has since emerged with 
the release of data on the incomes of FAS recipients (see concluding 0 

comments). On the basis of these assumptions about the magnitude 
and nature of the FIS take-up rate, this third group was thus 
identified. One effect of the assumption about variation in the FIS 
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take-up rate with level of entitlement was that this group had a 
higher average private income than the group of FIS recipients. 

The fourth group of FAS recipients (those with incomes too high 
for FIS eligibility but low enough for FAS eligibility) was identified 
directly from the data base. All those income units which met the 
conditions were assigned to this group. Whereas identification of the 
second and third groups had seen a number of income units appar
ently eligible for FIS assigned to neither group, no such exclusion 
was made in definition of this fourth group. The reason ·for this was 
that the proportion of income units excluded from the second and 
third groups decreased with increasing levels of private income. At 
levels of private income corresponding to the cut-off for FIS eli
gibility, the proportions excluded were negligible (see King, 1988). 

At this point, the question inevitably arises as to the nature of 
those income units who, while apparently eligible for FIS, were 
assigned to neither the group of FIS recipients nor the group of 
those who had not taken up their FIS entitlements. They are 
defined here as a residual group and termed those who, while 
apparently eligible for FIS, were not in fact eligible. The existence 
of this group illustrates the limitations of even the best available 
data at the time for assessing the impact of FAS. Essentially, it was 
assumed that their reported incomes were poor indicators of their 
actual circumstances and, as such, this residual group was complete
ly excluded from the analysis. 

Descriptive measures of poverty incidence 

The analysis used two measures to assess the impact of the Family 
Package on financial poverty among families with children: first, 
changes in the numbers and types of families with incomes below 
the 'poverty line', and second, changes in the 'poverty gap'. The 
poverty gap is defined as the difference between income and the 
poverty line for those income units below the poverty line. Supple
menting the figures on numbers below the poverty line with the 
poverty-gap analysis provides a more sensitive measure of the effect 
of the Family Package, since it enables assessment of the extent to 
which families whose incomes remain below the poverty line have, 
however, been moved closer to the poverty line. Aggregating the 
poverty gap for each family gives the total amount necessary to 
bring the cash incomes of families of different types up to the 
poverty line. 

Summary of key points in the method 

• The analysis covered the impact of the F AS and Rent Assistance 
components of the Family Package. 

• 
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• The impact of the Package was assessed on the basis that it was 
fully implemented in July 1987. 

• The take-up rate of F AS was assumed to be 100 per cent. 
• Poverty was measured using the detailed Henderson poverty line. 
• Incomes of the unemployed were compared with 'in the labour 

force' poverty lines. 
• Poverty was measured on both a before-housing and after-hous

ing basis. 
• The data base for the assessment was a detailed estimation of the 

Australian income distribution at July 1987. 
• The analysis was in terms of weekly incomes. 
• The basic unit of analysis was the 'income unit', though the term 

'family' is also used throughout the text for legibility. 
• Income units for whom no housing-cost data were available were 

excluded from the analysis. 
• A key distinction in the assessment was made between four 

groups of potential F AS recipients, viz: 

pensioner/beneficiary families with children; 

FIS recipients; 

families who, though eligible for FIS, did not 'take up' the 
payment; and 

families who were not eligible for FIS, but became eligible for 
F AS as a result of the combination of higher payments and more 
generous income test. 

• The FIS take-up rate was alternatively assumed to have been 25 
per cent and 50 per cent. 

• The FIS take-up rate was assumed to have been higher at higher 
levels of FIS entitlement. 

FINDINGS 

The estimated impact of the Family Package on child poverty is 
presented below. The results are first presented separately for each 
of the four groups identified in the analysis, because of the particu
lar characteristics of each group. The groups are: 

1 pensioner/beneficiary families with children; 

2 FIS recipients; 

3 families who, though eligible for FIS, did not 'take up' the 
payment; and 

4 other families with children. 
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The tables for each group compare the original after-tax income 
distribution and the situation with full implementation of F AS with 
regard to 

1 the number of families below the poverty line; and 

2 the total poverty gap. 

The results are presented on both a before-housing and after
housing basis, with further distinction between different types of. 
family in the case of pensioner/beneficiary families. 

Pensioner and beneficiary families 

The results for pensioner and beneficiary families with children are 
shown in Table 8.1 (before-housing poverty), Table 8.2 (after-hous
ing poverty) and Table 8.3 (by housing tenure). 

Table 8.1 shows that with the implementation of the full Family 
Package, the number of families in before-housing poverty is es
timated to fall by 30 per cent. The Package appears to have a 
greater impact on poverty among married-couple families than 
single-parent families, with the decrease in married-couple families 
in poverty being 42 per cent compared to a fall of 21 per cent in 
single-parent families. There is also a greater impact shown for 

Table S.1 Pensioner and beneficiary families with children: before-housing 
poverty 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

All families 
All married couples 
Married couples: 

with one or two children 
with three or more children 

All single parents 
Single parents: 

with one or two children 
with three or more children 

Before Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

195.4 47.8 
86.1 53.2 

49.8 43.5 
36.3 76.6 

109.3 44.3 

77.9 29.7 
31.4 56.3 

Poverty gap . $m per annum 
All families 303 
Married couples 145 
Single parents 158 

Total number married couple families = 161 900 
Total number single parent families = 246 700 

Note: Unemployed treated as 'in workforce' 

After Family Percentage 
Package fall 

OOOs % % 

136.4 33.4 30.2 
50.0 30.9 41.9 

25.8 22.5 48.2 
24.2 51.5 33.3 
86.5 35.1 20.9 

61.5 23.5 21.1 
25.0 44.9 20.4 

$m per annum % 
136 55.1 
62 57.2 
74 53.2 
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Table 8.2 Pensioner and beneficiary families with children: after-housing 
poverty . 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

OOOs % OOOs % % 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

All families 169.0 41.4 120.9 29.6 28.5 
All married couples 71.2 44.0 50.0 30.9 29.8 
Married couples: 

with one or two children 40.5 35.4 28.1 24.5 30.6 
with three or more children 30.7 64.8 21.9 46.2 28.7 

All single parents 97.8 39.6 70.9 28.7 27.5 
Single parents: 

with one or two children 64.3 24.5 48.8 18.6 24.1 
with three or more children 33.5 66.1 22.1 43.6 34:0 

Poverty Gap $m per annum $m per annum % 
All families 348 206 40.8 
Married couples 161 90 44.1 
Single parents 187 116 38.0 

Note: Unemployed treated as 'in workforce' 

Table 8.3 Pensioner and beneficiary families with children: after-housing 
poverty by housing tenure 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

Purchaser 
Owner 
Public renter 
Private renter 
Rent-free 

Poverty Gap 
Purchaser 
Owner 
Public renter 
Private renter 
Rent-free 

Before Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

48.0 50.7 
* * 

40.3 49.4 
75.5 55.9 
* * 

$m per annum 
121 

* 
56 

163 
* 

Note: • Numbers are too small to be statistically significant 

After Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

37.1 39.2 
* 

23.9 29.3 
58.3 43.1 

* 

$m per annum 
84 
* 

20 
99 
* 

Percentage 
fall 
% 

22.7 

40.7 
22.8 
* 

% 
30.6 
* 

64.3 
39.3 
* 

small married-couple families, where the numbers in poverty fall by 
..48 per cent, than for large married-couple families, where the 
decline in poverty is just 33 per cent. 

Using the poverty-gap measure, however, the Package appears to 
have a greater, and more uniform, impact on before-housing pover-
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ty among pensioner and beneficiary families than the above measure 
indicates. The poverty gap is more than halved for these families, 
with the poverty gap for married-couple families being reduced only 
slightly more than that for single-parent families. 

The assessment of after-housing poverty shows a more modest 
decline in poverty (Table 8.2). After the implementation of the 
Family Package, the number of pensioner and beneficiary families 
in after-housing poverty falls by 28 per cent, with little difference 
between the figures for married-couple families and single-parent 
families. The after-housing poverty gap is reduced by 40 per cent 
after the full implementation of the Family Package, although it 
remains half as large again as the before-housing poverty gap. The 
reduction in the poverty gap is somewhat greater for married 
couples than for single parents. 

The reduction in after-housing poverty varies considerably, how
ever, according to housing tenure. Table 8.3 shows that after
housing poverty among public housing tenants falls by around 40 
per cent, while the number of home purchasers and private tenants 
in after-housing poverty falls by only 23~per cent. Poverty among 
owners and those living in rent-free accommodation is insignificant. 
Examination of the after-housing poverty gap for families in the 
different housing tenures shows a similar pattern of impact, with the 
greatest reduction in the poverty gap, 64 per cent for public tenants, 
and smaller reductions of 39 per cent for private renters and 31 per 
cent for home purchasers. 

These estimates of the different impacts of the Package on famil
ies in different housing tenures may appear surprising when it is 
remembered that an important component of the Package was 
extended support for private renters. The explanation for why the 
private renters appear to benefit less from the Package than do 
public renters lies in examination of the income distributions of the 
two groups relative to the poverty line, in particular, the far lower 
after-housing incomes of private renters. The Package moves a 
greater proportion of public renters above the poverty line, and 
therefore out of the calculation of the poverty gap, than it does in 
the case of private renters. This. point illustrates the need to 
consider both measures of poverty incidence when interpreting 
these results. 

Recipients of Family Income Supplement 

The estimates of the impact of the Family Package on the incidence 
of child poverty among recipients of FIS are shown in Table 8.4. 
The number of families in before-housing poverty is estimated to 
fall by 35 per cent after the full implementation of the FAS package, 
with the poverty gap being reduced by around 30 per cent. How-
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Table 8.4 Family Income Supplement recipients 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

Before housing 
After housing 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

Before Family 
Package 

ODDs % 

21.1 75.2 
17.0 60.5 

$m per annum 
91 
80 

After Family Percentage 
Package . fall 

ODDs % % 

13.8 49.1 
12.9 45.8 

$m per annum 
63 
59 

34.6 
24.1 

% 
30.8 
26.3 

Total number of families = 29100 married couple families 

ever, the total poverty gap remaining is about the same as for 
married-couple pensioners and beneficiaries, $63 million as against 
$62 million, despite the number of families remaining below the 
poverty line being very much smaller, 13 800 as against 50 000. 

The reason for the high' average poverty gap for 'PIS families' is 
that a large proportion of these have very Iow incomes. Social 
Security data show that 19 per cent of FIS families surveyed in June 
1987 had no income or incomes under $150 a week (Department of 
Social Security, 1987b). These families would need extremely large 
cash transfers to bring their incomes up to the poverty line even 
after the implementation of the FAS package. However, unpub" 
lished data from a survey of PIS recipients in 1985 (Pech, 1986) 
showed that most families with very Iow incomes were self-employed, 
predominantly farmers. It is possible that if assets, fringe benefits 
and other forms of income were taken into account in a poverty 
assessment, a comparison of the standard of living of these very low 
income earners with that of Iow-wage earners and pensioners and 
beneficiaries with higher cash incomes might yield quite different 
results. 

As was the case with pensioner and beneficiary families, assess
ment of after-housing poverty incidence shows fewer families in 
poverty, and the impact of the Package on the number of families in 
poverty is again less on an after-housing than on a before-housing 
basis. The number of 'FIS families' in after-housing poverty is 
reduced by 24 per cent, and the after-housing poverty gap by 27 per 
cent. 

Families eligible for, but not receiving, FIS 

The group of families who would have been eligible for FIS but did 
not take up the payment is the group where the greatest gains from 
the Family Package would be expected. Whereas families in the first 
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two groups receive a supplement to the base child payments they 
were already receiving, and those in the fourth group would be 
eligible for only a part-rate payment of FAS, families in this third 
group stand to receive additional income from both the base child 
payment and the supplement. The substantial benefits of the Pack
age for this group are clearly shown by Tables 8.5 and 8.6. 

Table 8.5 presents the estimated impact on poverty incidence for 
this group on the assumption that FIS take-up was 25 per cent, 
while Table 8.6 presents the figures under the alternative assump
tion of a 50 per cent FIS take-up scale. Thus, the total size of this 
group is three times that of FIS recipients in Table 8.5 and double 
that of FIS recipients in Table 8.6. Apart from the size of these 
groups, it is important to note that they have different income 
distributions as a result of the assumption that the FIS take-up rate 
increased with increasing FIS entitlement. Thus there is a lower 

Table 8.5 Families eligible for Family Income Supplement but not receiving the 
payment: 25 per cent take-up 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

Before housing 
After housing 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

Before Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

61.4 66.7 
47.5 51.6 

$m per annum 
212 
203 

After Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

19.5 21.2 
22.2 24.1 

$m per annum 
84 
96 

Total number of families = 92100 married couple families 

Percentage 
fall 
% 

68.2 
53.5 

% 
60.4 
52.7 

Table 8.6 Families eligible for Family Income Supplement, but not receiving the 
payment: 50 per cent take-up 

Number of families below 
the poverty line 

Before housing 
After housing 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

Before Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

21.0 68.4 
22.5 71.0 

$m per annum 
69 
74 

After Family 
Package 

OOOs % 

7.3 23.8 
9.4 30.9 

$m per annum 
24 
33 

Total number of families = 30 500 married couple families 

Percentage 
fall 
% 

65.2 
58.2 

% 
65.2 
55.4 
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proportion of very low income families in Table 8.5 than in Table 
8.4 and a still lower proportion in Table 8.6. The impact of this 
assumption is shown in the appendix by Tables A4 and AS, which 
correspond to Tables 8.5 and 8.6 but do not include the assumption 
of take-up rate varying with level of entitlement. 

Table 8.5 shows that if we assume that 75 per cent of eligible 
families were not receiving PIS but do take up F AS, then 68 per 
cent of these families in before-housing poverty are moved out of 
poverty by the implementation of the Family Package. The before
housing poverty gap for this group falls by over 60 per cent. The 
impact of the F AS package on after-housing poverty is not quite so 
great. The number of families in poverty and the poverty gap both 
fall by 53 per cent. When we take the alternative case under the 
assumption that the take-up rate of PIS was 50 per cent (Table 8.6) 
we see a similar pattern of impact as shown by Table 8.5 though, of 
course, with smaller magnitudes of numbers in poverty and of the 
poverty gap. 

All other families 

Table 8.7 shows that poverty among this group of families appears 
very different according to whether it is measured on a before
housing or after-housing basis. Before the implementation of the 
Family Package, the number of families in after-housing poverty is 
nearly twice that of the number in before-housing poverty, while the 

Table 8.7 All other families. including families who were not eligible for FIS but 
are now eligible for FAS 

Number of families below . 
the poverty line 

Before housing: 
married couples 
single parents 

. After housing: 
married couples 
single parents 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

Total 

Before Family 
Package 

ODDs % 

32.3 2.0 
0 0 

62.6 3.9 

$m per annum 
34 

172 

After Family 
Package 

ODDs % 

0 0 

44.0 2.7 

$m per annum . 
115 

Number of married couple families = 1 526 400 families 
Number of single parent families = 71 000 families 

Note: • Number is too small to be statistically significant 

Percentage 
fall 
% 

0 

29.7 

% 

33.1 
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aggregate after-housing poverty gap is almost five times as large as 
the before-housing gap. Home purchasers predominate among these 
families in after-housing poverty; 79 per cent of these families are 
home purchasers, with a further 10 per cent being private renters. 

With the implementation of the Family Package, before-housing 
poverty is essentially eliminated for this group of families. However, 
the impact on after-housing poverty is quite different. The number 
of families in after-housing poverty and the aggregate after-housing 
poverty gap are both reduced by only around a third. Closer 
analysis of the estimates showed after-housing poverty among pri
vate renters to be reduced to a negligible level, but the number of 
home purchasers in after-housing poverty to be reduced by only 20 
per cent. 

Summary of findings 

The findings for the four different groups of low-income families 
with children are collated in Tables 8.8 and 8.9 and Figures 8.1 to 
8.4. Here, the impact of the Package is shown in terms of the 
numbers of children, rather than families, in poverty (Table 8.8 and 

Table 8.8 All families with children: number of children in families below the 
poverty line 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

OOOs OOOs % 

8e(ore-housing poverty 
Pensioner/beneficiary: 

married couples 210.4 130.0 38.2 
sole parent 217.2 171.2 21.2 

FIS recipients 56.5 33.4 40.9 
FIS non-take-up: 

i. 25% take-up 158.8 44.4 72.0 
ii. 50% take-up 52.0 16.2 68.8 

Others 97.9 100.00 
Total 1 (25% FIS take·up) 740.8 387.3 47.7 
Total 2 (50% FIS take·up) 634.0 359.1 43.4 

After-housing poverty 
Pensioner/beneficiary: 

married couple 169.9 118.3 30.4 
sole parent 202.6 142.5 29.7 

FIS recipient 41.6 30.8 26.0 
FIS non-take-up: 

i. 25% take-up 124.1 51.4 58.6 
ii. 50% take-up 44.7 21.7 51.5 

Others 149.5 95.0 36.5 
Total 1 (25% FIS take-up) 687.7 438.0 36.3 
Total 2 (50% FIS take-up) 608.3 408.3 32.9 
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Table 8.9 All families with children: annual poverty gap I$m p.a.) 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

Before-housing poverty 
Pensioner/beneficiary: 

married couples 145 62 57.2 
sole parent 158 74 53.2 

FIS recipients 91 63 30.8 
FIS non-take-up: 

i. 25% take-up 212 84 60.4 
ii. 50% take-up 69 24 65.2 

Others 34 1 100.0 
Total 1 (25% FIS take-up) 640 284 55.6 
Total 2 (50% FIS take-up) 497 224 54.9 

After-housing poverty 
Pensioner/beneficiary: 

married couple 161 90 44.1 
sole parent 187 116 38.0 

FIS recipient 80 59 26.3 
FIS non-take-up: 

i. 25% take-up 203 96 52.7 
ii. 50% take-up 74 33 55.4 

Others 172 115 33.1 
Total 1 (25% FIS take-up) 803 476 40.7 
Total 2 (50% FIS take-up) 674 413 38.7 

Figures 8.1 and 8.2), with the aggregate poverty gaps' presented in 
Table 8.9 and Figures 8.3 and 8.4. Note that these summary tables 
and figures include the estimates for the group who were eligible but 
did not take up FIS under both assumptions; that is, that the take
up rate of FIS was either 25 per cent or 50 per cent. There are 
accordingly two totals in the tables, one relating to each assumption. 

These estimates of the impact of the Family Package on children 
in poverty among the group of pensioner and beneficiary families 
can be compared with the corresponding estimates made by Saunders 
and Whiteford (1987:52). Some differences in the findings are likely 
to be due to the different data bases used and some differences in 
the methods applied, particularly with regard to treatment of the 
private incomes and housing costs of pensioner and beneficiary 
families. Nevertheless, the results are broadly comparable. 

Saunders and Whiteford estimated a decline in the number of 
children in poverty of 19 per cent from 542 000 to 440000. This 
assessment shows a higher fall from lower levels of poverty: a 30 per 
cent decline from 373 000 to 261 000. The two estimates of the total 
annual poverty gap before and after introduction of the Family 
Package are closer. Saunders and Whiteford estimated a 45 per cent 
drop from $352 million to $193 million, while the corresponding 
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Figure 8.1 Number of children below poverty line. before-housing poverty. July 
1987 
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estimate here is of a 41 per cent fall from $348 million to $206 
million. 

It is clear that the Family Package will make.a substantial contri
bution to the alleviation of poverty among families with children, 
particularly low-income working families. Overall, the Package was 
estimated here to reduce the number of children in after-housing 
poverty by 200 000 to 250 000, or by over a third. Around half of 
this impact is attributable to income gains for the large group of 
pensioner/beneficiary families with children, while the other half is 
the result of larger increases in incomes for the smaller groups of 
low-income working families with children. While the Package sub
stantially raises the incomes of all F AS recipients, and by an amount 
which is sufficient to raise incomes above the after-housing Hender
son poverty line in a third of cases, the incomes of many families 
with children remain below the poverty line even with the assistance 
provided by the Package. Around 200 000 families (including over 
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Figure 8.2 Number of children below poverty line. after-housing poverty. July 
1987 
(Assumes 50% FIS take-up) 
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Figure 8.3 Annual poverty gap. before-housing poverty. July 1987 
(Assumes 50% FIS take-up) 
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Figure 8.4 Annual poverty gap, after-housing poverty, July 1987 
(Assumes 50% FIS take-up) 
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400000 children) are estimated to remain below the after-housing 
poverty line after the Package. 

Many pensioner and beneficiary families need additional income 
if they are to be moved out of poverty. If one were to consider 
increases in cash payments as the sole policy option here, then a 
program, if perfectly directed to its target, of around $130 million 
per annum (or $9 per week per child) would be needed to eliminate 
the before-housing poverty among pensioner/beneficiary families 
with children. Elimination of after-housing poverty, on the other 
hand, would require around $200 million, or around $13 per week 
per child. Other measures do, of course, exist and the overall 
shortfall in cash incomes among this group is likely to be further 
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reduced through the impact of the Child Support initiatives and 
various measures designed to reduce poverty traps. 

The situation of low-income working families is more uncertain, 
with the findings here being particularly dependent upon key as
sumptions made in the analysis. It is apparent that before-housing 
poverty is alleviated entirely for the group of low-income working 
families with the highest incomes (that is, FAS families who had not 
been eligible for FIS) and substantially reduced for other low
income non-pensionerlbeneficiary families. The analysis indicates, 
though, that many working families with lower incomes still need 
further assistance if their incomes are to be raised above the poverty 
line. Before prescribing policy here, however, there is a need for a 
better understanding of the circumstances of these families. The 
particular circumstances of very low income non-pensioneribenefici
ary families described above illustrates the potential shortcomings of 
using weekly cash income as a single measure of well-being. There 
are, however, prospects of a better understanding in this area, with 
growing interest in the circumstance of the 'working poor', as 
opposed to a concentration on families receiving social security 
pensions or benefits, and in the development of broader measures 
of well-being (Tait, 1987; Bradbury, Encel, lames and Vipond, 
1988; Whiteford, Bradbury and Saunders, 1988). 

One point which emerged strongly from this analysis was the 
importance of housing costs in determining the impact of the Family 
Package on poverty. The high housing costs of many private renters, 
despite the rent-assistance provisions in the Package, and of some 
home purchasers dampens the apparent impact of the Package. The 
issue of housing costs needs to be pursued. Additionally, the value 
of the F AS package to low~income families in public housing will 
depend on how F AS payments are treated with regard to the State 
housing authorities' rent rebates. 

In conclusion, the Family Package will make a significant contri
bution to the Government's commitment to eliminate child poverty 
through its assistance to both those families receiving pensions and 
benefits and those loosely termed the 'working poor'. Meeting of 
the commitment will, however, still rest in large part on the success 
of other measures. Some of these measures are already set up, such 
as the Child Support Scheme, poverty trap measures and various 
elements of broad macroeconomic and labour market policy. The 
extent of the impact of these measures on child poverty remains to 
be seen, while other necessary measures, such as those relating to 
housing costs, appear poorly developed at present. 

Social security data on F AS recipients which has been issued since 
this analysis was undertaken provides material with which some of 
the assumptions used in the analysis can be judged (Department of 
Social Security, 1988). First, the total number of non-pensioner/ben-
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eficiary families receiving F AS had reached 113 000 by April 1988. 
Latest figures suggest the figure is likely to stabilise at around 
160000 or so. This suggests that the results of the analysis which 
were based on an assumed 25 per cent take-up of PIS are far more 
realistic than those based on a 50 per cent FIS take-up rate. Second, 
examination of the private-income distributions of non-pensioner/ 
beneficiary F AS recipients supports the assumption that the take-up 
rate of FIS had varied with level of entitlement. 



9 
Children-'s poverty and labour 

market issues: confronting 
the causes 
Bettina Cass 

A serious commitment has been made by the Commonwealth Go
vernment to alleviate and prevent child poverty. Stated this way, the 
task appears formidable, but some research progress has been made 
in clarifying both the multiple causes of children's poverty and their 
connection with the fundamental economic and labour market 
changes of recent -decades. 

The first step in confronting the social issue of children's poverty 
is to acknowledge in the public arena that a problem exists, then to 
define its dimensions and to place the issue firmly on the political 
agenda. This has already happened and the newly introduced social 
security program (an additional income-tested transfer for children 
in low-income families called the Family Allowance Supplement) 
sets a clear direction. Its aim is to augment the incomes not only of 
families who are outside the workforce and whose major source of 
income is a government pension or benefit, but also the incomes of 
families with at least one member in the workforce, whose income 
remains low in relation to the numbers of children who must depend 
upon it. 

Clearly, the introduction of a uniform supplement to the existing 
Family Allowance is a recognition that poverty is substantially the 
result of a family not having enough income to meet basic needs, 
and that what is needed to alleviate this is redistribution of income 
through the tax-transfer system. The First Main Report of the 
Commission of Inquiry into Poverty recommended in 1975 that the 
introduction of a guaranteed minimum income was the fundamental 
way to prevent poverty, again defined mainly as insufficient income 
to meet the needs of the unit dependent on it, according to relative 

146 
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standards. Current developments have in fact introduced, though 
implicitly, the seeds of a guaranteed minimum income for children 
in low-income families by building on the family allowance program 
introduced in 1976. 

The possibilities for developing such a transfer program are wide, 
and I will return to this issue in the final section of the chapter. 

At the outset, however, we must ask whether it is enough to 
depend only on the tax-transfer system, i.e. on secondary redistri
bution of income, to attempt to rectify the harsher extremities of 
income inequalities generated by the market. Clearly, as most 
research has suggested in Australia over the twenty years since 
academics 'rediscovered' poverty, the causes of insufficient income 
to meet individual and family needs are related to the primary 
distribution of income derived from workforce participation and, 
even more pertinently, derived from social security transfer pay
ments when breadwinners are excluded from the workforce and 
hence from the capacity to earn market incomes. 

There is ample historical evidence from the time of the Inquiry 
into the Basic Wage in 1920 and the Royal Commission on Child 
Endowment and Family Allowances in 1928/29 that families in 
receipt of earnings from labour force participation can remain in 
poverty when the numbers of people, and particularly children, who 
must depend upon that income outstrip its purchasing power. This 
observation in fact provided the basic argument for the advocates of 
a tax-transfer payment like child endowment or family allowances, 
which at its introduction in 1941 signified a core role for the tax
transfer system in augmenting market earnings, since the wages 
system is not designed to take account of varying family needs 
(Cass, 1983). 

But from the time of the first surveys into poverty in Melbourne 
in the mid-1960s and in subsequent studies to be outlined below, it 
is clear that insufficient income is most likely to occur in families 
without a breadwinner, in fact, where the parents are excluded from 
the workforce by unemployment, sickness, disability or single parent
hood. Poverty then results from social security payments inadequate 
to meet the needs of the people who must depend upon them, and 
the body of research from the mid-1970s indicates that families with 
children are most likely to be affected. This is so mainly because of 
the anomalous treatment of children in the social security system, 
where payments have never been related to actual assessment of 
their equivalent costs and needs (Lovering, 1984; Whiteford, 1987a) 
and where neither universal nor income-tested payments for chil
dren have been indexed to maintain their real value (Saunders, 
1982; Cass, 1987). 

It is therefore particularly appropriate that the first step in a 
coordinated campaign to alleviate and prevent child poverty should 
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be the introduction of an augmented payment for children in low
income families, together with a commitment to increase that pay
ment progressively to reach benchmarks of adequacy and then to 
index it. Such a program must not be conceived of as merely 
'poverty alleviation', but as rectification of one of the major weak
nesses in the Australian social security system, and as laying the 
foundations of a guaranteed minimum for children. 

But while this is a necessary program, it is not sufficient. The next 
step is to investigate the relationship between poverty, unemploy
ment and joblessness, to confront the causes at the level of primary 
distribution and exclusion from employment. 

To do this is to recognise that definitions of poverty must go 
beyond income at anyone time and be concerned as well with the 
major flow of life-time resources which enable individuals and their 
families to participate fully in economic, social and political life. At 
least one parent's access to a secure job, from which adequate 
earnings can be derived, is the chief means of protection against 
poverty for children; the increase in children's poverty since 1974 in 
a period of labour market restructuring is largely attributable to 
their parents' exclusion from paid work. 

THE CONCEPTUALISA TION AND MEASUREMENT 
OF POVERTY 

Since the time of the First Main Report of the Commission of 
Inquiry into Poverty (1975) it has been well recognised and well 
documented that there is a close relationship between poverty and 
unemployment. The ABS's study of income distribution on which 
the Poverty Commission based its analyses was carried out in 
1972173, before the labour market upset of 1974 which ushered in a 
period of considerable structural change. The result was higher 
levels of unemployment, longer average durations of unemployment 
and higher rates of withdrawal from active job-seeking by people of 
workforce age who were finding it difficult to get a job. In the 
thirteen years since the publication of this report, Australian society 
has seen changes in the labour market which can be summarised as, 
first, persisting insufficient aggregate demand for labour despite the 
significant levels of employment growth and the fall in unemploy
ment rates since 1983, and second, a mismatch of the skills and 
experience of people seeking work with those which employers 
demand (Bureau of Labour Market Research, 1986; EPAC, 1986). 

These changes demand the formulation of progressive and im
aginative economic and social policies because they raise problems 
about the dynamics of the labour market, education and training 
requirements, wage fixation, income and taxation policies. What is 
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needed are policies which will maintain a flexible labour market 
with a much more robust skills base, but they also need to be given 
urgent and immediate priority, because of the social impact of 
economic and labour market restructuring. Australia, like several 
similar OECD countries, has witnessed more than a decade of 
structural economic change which has had a varied impact on the 
economic welfare of families, and hence of children (Smeeding, 
Torrey and Rein, 1987). In focusing on the relationship between 
children's poverty and changes in the labour market, we are focus
ing on the clearest, the most dramatic, manifestation of the social 
consequences of market change, that is, the effects on the capacities 
and opportunities for family breadwinners, both male and female, 
to obtain and keep secure employment and to earn income sufficient 
for their families' needs. 

If the concept of 'poverty' carries the connotations of socially 
unacceptable levels of income and inequality of wealth (Townsend, 
1979a; 1979b; Tulloch, 1979; 1980; George and Lawson, 1980), then 
the juxtaposition of children 'and poverty carries even more strongly 
the connotations of illegitimacy and unacceptability. I do not intend 
to traverse here the Australian literature on the conceptualisation 
and measurement of poverty, except to note that since the mid-
1970s the prevailing debates have accepted that a relative depri
vation conception of poverty is the best. It links, on the one hand, 
income inadequate for a family's needs with, on the other, the 
unequal distribution of income, wealth, services and other resources 
in society. Further, this relative conception goes on to posit a close 
relationship between inadequate income and severely reduced op
portunities for individuals and their families to participate fully in 
the customary life of the community. Poverty, even if measured as it 
has been in Australia mostly in terms of income distribution (taking 
into account also the major asset resource of housing tenure), is a 
set of life circumstances characterised by economic, social and 
political marginality (Townsend, 1979; Tulloch, 1980; Bryson, 1977; 
Whiteford, 1981; AlIen, 1983; Rose, 1984), which is a consequence 
of having income 'insufficient for achieving a desirable standard of 
living relative to the general community'. (Gallagher, 1984:21). 

In Australia, the measurement of poverty has depended largely 
on a definition of income and wealth insufficient to meet basic needs 
(where wealth is narrowly measured only in terms of housing 
tenure). The measurement of 'need' has come to rely mainly on the 
pioneering work of Professor Henderson and the Institute of Applied 
Economic and Social Research at the University of Melbourne. Their 
work (since the mid-1960s, and particularly for the Poverty Com
mission), developed a set of equivalence scales and a relative 
measure of poverty for a 'standard family' of employed husband, 
non-employed wife and two dependent children which was set 
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originally at 56.5 per cent of average earnings (Henderson, Harcourt 
and Harper, 1970, Commission ofInquiry into Poverty, 1975; Social 
Welfare Policy Secretariat, 1981; Burbidge, 1984; Gallagher, 1985; 
Manning, 1985; Bradbury, Rossiter and Vipond, 1986). 

There have been enthusiastic attempts to criticise the appropri
ateness of simplified and detailed Henderson poverty lines which 
are recalculated at regular intervals using comparable assumptions 
and methods by the Institute of Applied Economic and Social 
Research and more recently by the National Institute of Economic 
and Industry Research (Social Welfare Policy "Secretariat, 1981). 
These critiques are based essentially on the fact that the equivalence 
scales used were derived from budgetary studies carried out in New 
York in the mid-1950s. However, they usually conclude that until 
equivalence scales based on Australian income and expenditure data 
are developed and accepted, the Henderson equivalence scales are 
as valid as any other currently available measure of the incidence of 
poverty. Moreover, these scales provide a method for identifying 
the demographic groups most vulnerable to poverty, the composition 
of the groups in poverty, and the changes over time in the incidence 
and composition of poverty (Gallagher, 1985; Bradbury, Rossiter 
and Vipond, 1986). It is this latter strength, the capacity to map and 
explore trends in poverty over time by the use of a standard 
measure, which most strongly supports the continued use of updated 
Henderson poverty lines. 

What is clearly required is a reliable index of the effects of 
structural economic and labour market changes on trends in the 
economic welfare of different income units and different family 
types. Gallagher (1985) concluded, after. systematic investigation 
and use of various equivalence scales, that of all the measurement 
instruments currently available, the detailed Henderson poverty line 
provides the most sensitive instrument to measure trends in the 
incidence and composition of families in poverty and hence of 
children in poverty because it incorporates life-cycle effects relating 
to the age of children and the age of adults in the household. 
Bradbury, Rossiter and Vipond (1986) went a step further to 
support strongly the use of the detailed Henderson poverty line 
calculated to take account of housing costs, because of its sensitivity 
to the changing distribution of need among families with dependent 
children, and in particular families who also have high housing costs 
in relation to their income. 

In the analysis which follows, therefore, estimates of poverty 
using the detailed Henderson poverty line, both before and after 
housing costs, will be used as appropriate. The analysis follows 
three paths: first, a discussion of trends in the relationship. between 
poverty, unemployment and joblessness (see Editor's Note; p.OO) as 
illustrated in poverty research; second, an analysis of labour market 
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changes affecting families with children in the period 1974 to 1987 
and the consequently much greater recourse to income support from 
social security. The third section discusses the key policy issues 
raised by the analysis and identifies priorities for a multifaceted, co
ordinated set of labour market and income-support strategies to 
combat children's poverty by making it easier for their parents to 
earn an adequate income via the workforce and by augmenting total 
family income if they are outside the workforce, or in the process of 
entering and establishing themselves in it, or if their earnings are 
particularly low. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT 
AND JOBLESSNESS 

Reporting in 1975, but basing its analysis on data collected in 
1972173 (more than a year before the onset of major recessionary 
changes in the Australian economy), the Commission of Inquiry 
into Poverty concluded that 'the dominant factor which determines 
poverty is whether or not the head of the income unit is able to 
work' (Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, 1975:16). 

The report went on to note that three-quarters of the poor were 
outside the workforce because of old age, sickness, disability, single 
parenthood or, in a very small number of cases, because of un
employment (which accounted at that time for only 3.4 per cent of 
all poor income units). More recently, lan Manning has emphasised 
that with the 'end of full employment', it must now be said that 'the 
dominant factor is whether or not somebody in the income unit is 
able to find work' (Manning, 1985:131). 

This point was also one of the main conclusions of the Social 
Welfare Policy Secretariat's re-examination of poverty measurement 
based on ABS income distribution data for 1978179 (Social Welfare 
Policy Secretariat, 1981). However, the SWPS Report found that it 
was not merely the absence of paid employment which was. associ
ated with a high risk of poverty. The degree of protection from 
poverty was greatest if family members worked full-year, full-time, 
rather than part-time or part-year. Having two adults in employ
ment, at least one full-time, provided the greatest protection. The 
long-term unemployed and sole parents (most of whom depended 
on social security for the principal source of income) were among 
the poorest groups in the community. 

Again, analysing ABS Income and Housing distribution data for 
1981/82 (before the recession of 1982/83), Gallagher (1985) empha
sised the overwhelming importance of paid employment in prevent
ing poverty. He found that the key labour force characteristics 
associated with increased risk of poverty were long spells of un-
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employment or long periods spent outside the labour force, because 
of illness, disability or single parenthood. Using the ·same data 
source, Vipond, Bradbury and Encel (1986) concluded that a major 
part of poverty in 1981/82 was associated with unemployment. 

Using micro analytic simulation methods to update the 1981/82 
ABS Incom~ and Housing Survey data to derive a 1985/86 income 
distribution, King (1986) found an increase in poverty between 
1981/82 and 1985/86, particularly among two-parent families with 
children, and young single people. This was due, he felt, to the 
increased rate of unemployment over the period (from 6.2 per cent 
in 1981/82 to almost 10 per cent in 1983, falling to 7.9 per cent 
in 1985/86) and, more particularly, to the increased median duration 
of unemployment. 

It is clear then that studies spanning more than a decade (1975 to 
1986) have noted the strong association between poverty and peo
ple's circumstances in the labour market. Unemployment, and the 
increase in its incidence and duration, were found to explain both 
increased levels of poverty and the changing composition of people 
in poverty - namely, the increased share of poverty borne by 
people of workforce age, a greater proportion of whom were caring 
for dependent children (Cox, 1982; Gallagher, 1985; Cass, 1985; 
King, 1986). 

While the explanatory focus tends to have been placed on 
unemployment, (that is, being without a job but engaged in active 
job search), the period of recessionary changes since 1974 has also 
seen many more people withdrawing from the labour force before 
retirement age, either because of such things as illness or disability 
which make it harder to get a job (Social Security Review, at press) 
or because of sole parenthood, which makes being employed diffi
cult (Raymond, 1987). It is not only the increased incidence and 
duration of unemployment, but also that of joblessness (wanting a 
job but not actively looking for one) which have had a great impact 
on the economic welfare of families with dependent children. 

In 1972/93 income units with dependent children comprised 28 per 
cent of all income units in poverty; by 1981/82 this proportion had 
increased substantially to 45 per cent (Gallagher, 1985). King's 
microanalyticsimulation method of analysis suggests that this trend 
stabilised until 1985/86, when income units with children comprised 
49 per cent of all income units in poverty after paying for housing 
costs, very similar to the 1981/82 figure when 50 per cent of income 
units in after-housing poverty were units with dependent children 
(King, 1986). 

It is the convergence of two major trends that has resulted in the 
increased share of poverty borne by families with children: an 
increase in unemployment and an increase in sole-parent families. 
The increased rate and duration of unemployment has seen the 
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number of families dependent on unemployment benefit increase 
greatly, and since 1981 unemployment benefit has been received 
more by people with children than by people without them (Cass, 
1988). Further, unemployment is likely to last longer for a family 
breadwinner than for a younger single person. ABS labour force 
data for 1974 to 1987 (Tables 9.1 and 9.2) show that the number of 
two-parent families where the father was unemployed increased by 
250 per cent (from 25000 to 88 400 families), and where the mother 
was unemployed the increase was of the order of 38 per cent. As 
well, there appears to be a very strong association between hus
bands' unemployment and much higher levels of wives' unemploy
ment or being out of the workforce altogether, in comparison with 
families in which the husband is employed. Between 1980 and 1986 
this relationship has been consistent. In 1986, the wives of unem
ployed husbands had an unemployment rate nine times as high as 
that for all wives and a labour force participation· rate more than 
one-third lower: unemployment rates of 51.3 per cent and 5.5 per 
cent respectively, participation rates of 31 per cent and 48.1 per cent 
respectively (Whiteford, 1987b). As a result of these changes in 
labour market circumstances, the number of children and students 
living in families reliant on unemployment benefit increased by 280 
per cent (from 58 500 to 233 900) in the period 1975 to 1987 (Table 
9.3). 

The second major trend has been an increase of 91 per cent in the 
number of sole-parent families in the period 1974 to 1987, in at least 
80-85 per cent of instances resulting from divorce or separation 
rather than from death. But of much greater consequence for the 
number of families experiencing financial hardship is the increase in 
the number of sole-parent families where the parent is either un
employed or not in the labour force, an increase of 120 per cent 
over the period. It is noteworthy that the labour force participation 
rate of female sole parents, which declined from 45.1 to 38.8 per 
cent between 1974 and 1983, has steadily increased since that time 
and now stands at 44.1 per cent, still ten percentage points lower 
than for women in two-parent families, but substantially higher than 
the participation rate for women with unemployed husbands (White
ford,1987b). 

As a result of this increase in the number of sole parents who are 
either unemployed or not looking for work, the numbers of depen
dent children and students living in a sole-parent family reliant on 
either supporting parent's benefit or widow's pension increased by 
120 per cent (from 198 435 to 436 256) in the period 1975 to 1987 
(Table 9.3). It is interesting to note that the numbers of children in 
families receiving a benefit or pension other than a supporting 
parent payment increased faster than the numbers of children re
liant on a sole-parent payment, largely because of the increase in 



Table 9.1 Labour force characteristics of husbands in married-couple families with children and male sole parents, 1974, 1979-1987 

1974 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Husbands with 
dependent children 

Number employed: 
full-time na na na 1 701 300 1 690100 1634200 1 644 100 1664 900 1 657100 1640400 
part-time na na na 38800 36300 44 700 44300 43800 41500 51000 
total 1 742500 1733400 1737300 1 740100 1726400 1 678900 1708400 1708700 1698600 1691400 

Number unemployed 25000 38600 43200 42600 57000 110100 87600 80700 83100 88400 
Unemployment ratea% 1.4 2.2 2.4 2.4 3.2 6.2 4.9 4.5 4.7 5.0 

Number in labour force 1768000 1772000 1780600 1782700 1783400 1 789100 1796000 1789400 1781700 1779800 
Labour force 

participation rateb% 97.9 96.1 95.9 95.8 95.7 95.3 95.4 95.0 95.1 94.3 

Number not in labour 
force 37400 72400 75700 77 600 80900 87800 86100 95100 92300 107300 

Total 1805400 1844 400 1 856200 1860400 1864 300 1876900 1 882100 1884 400 1874000 1 887 100 



Male sole parents 

Number employed: 
full-time na 35500 28400 35200 31500 22500 25100 25800 24500 27200 
part-time na * * * * * * * * 
total 22400 37400 29800 37400 34100 24100 27500 27800 26800 28800 

Number unemployed * * * * * 5100 * * 4200 
Unemployment rate % * * * 17.5 * * 13.6 * 
Number in labour force 23400 39500 31500 39900 38000 29200 30600 29500 30900 31900 
Labour force 

participation rate % 94.7 87.0 78.8 87.9 83.5 79.7 77.4 79.0 76.7 76.7 

Number not in labour 
force * 5900 8500 5500 7500 7400 8900 7800 9300 9600 

Total 24700 45400 40000 45300 45500 36600 39500 37400 40300 41600 

Notes: a The unemploymenl rate is the number unemployed as a percentage of the labour force 
b The labour force participation rate is the labour force as a percentage of the total 
na not available 
* figure not reliable due to size of estimate 

Sources: ABS Family Status and Employment Status of the Population November 1974 and November 1975 
ABS Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families 1974. 1979. 1980. 1981. 1982. 1983. 1984. 1985. 1986. 1987 



Table 9.2 labour force characteristics of wives in married-couple families with children and female sole parents. 1974. 1979-1987 

1974 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Wives with 
dependent children 

Number employed: 
full-time na na na 347000 351400 343600 360400 379500 396800 419900 
part-time na na na 457700 454600 446100 466300 507900 545200 567300 
total na 776100 813100 804700 806000 789700 826700 887400 942000 987200 

Number unemployed na 47400 43400 44 600 50100 75900 61600 64 500 68200 65200 
Unemployment ratea% na 5.8 5.1 5.2 5.9 8.8 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.2 

Number in labour force 734900 823400 856500 849300 856000 865600 888300 951900 1010200 1052700 
Labour force 
participation rateb% 40.7 44.6 46.1 45.7 45.9 46.1 47.2 50.5 53.9 55.8 

Number not in labour 
force 1070500 1021000 999700 1011100 1008300 1011300 993800 932500 863800 834300 

Total 1805400 1844400 1856400 1860400 1864 300 1876900 1 882 100 1882400 1 874000 1887000 



Female sole parents 

Number employed: 
full-time na 50400 55000 52500 55100 52500 52800 58600 66200 71400 
part-time na 34600 31900 36400 36000 30600 40600 40100 43100 46500 
total 68500 85000 86800 89000 91 100 83000 93400 98700 109300 118000 

Number unemployed 
looking for fIt work na 7400 5500 5200 5900 11500 11000 8700 
looking for pIt work na 5100 5800 3400 5500 5900 6600 6500 
total 12400 11300 8600 11 400 17400 17600 15200 17100 17300 

Unemployment rate % 12.7 11.5 8.8 11.1 17.3 15.9 13.3 13.5 12.8 

Number in labour force 71500 97400 98100 97600 102500 100400 111 000 113900 126300 135300 
Labour force 

participation rate % 45.1 43.4 42.9 41.2 39.3 38.8 40.5 40.8 45.2 44.1 

Number not in labour 
force 87100 127200 130700 139300 158200 158300 163200 165100 153300 171 400 

Total 158500 224600 228700 236800 260700 258700 214200 279000 279600 306700 

Notes: a The unemployment rate is the number unemployed as a percentage of the labour force 
b T!1e labour force participation rate is the labour force as a percentage of the total 
na not available . figure not reliable due to size of estimate 

Sources: ABS Family Status and Employment Status of the Population November 1974 and November 1975 
ABS Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families 1974. July 1979. July 1980. June 1981. July 1982. July 1983. July 1984 and July 1985 



Table 9.3 Dependent children/students of social security pensioners and beneficiaries for whom-additional pensions/benefits were 
paid. 1975 to 1987 -- -

Pensioners 
AgeS 
Invalids 
SEAs 
Rehab allowancess 

Widows Class A 
Widows Class B 
SPBfemale 
SPB male 
Total widows! 

SPB 

Total 

Beneficiaries 

Unemployment 
Sickness 
Special 

Total 

TOTAL 

FIS 

TOTAL 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

9858 9703 10172 10978 10551 10872 10455 10040 10232 10305 1"0022 9597 9781 
46269 52357 59174 65078 70536 72 941 67187 62603 61 644 68390 74720 78596 82456 

na na na na na na 467 440 429 442 451 434 436 
893 1 475 1 548 1 523 1 435 

138867145079153405163691174220176995168113159464 155807 147257 139741130991122229 
423 614 694 582 598 638 661 666 704 913 1 069 1 103 

59568 76350 86029 93337 98784 110763 175372 204 944 229082 250864 275774 291 160295971 
4248 6549 7613 96621102213734 15070 161811677116953 

198435 221852 240048 261970 280135 295969 353785 376091 399289 413895432609 439991 436256 

254562 283912 309394 338026 361 230 379782 431894 449174 472 487 494507 519350 530141 530364 

58 500 67 600 92 100112 400 112 700 111 600 115 900 146 100 269 500 238 400 225 300 222 600 223 900 
14100 18400 22800 21 600 16200 20000 22300 25100 30400 28400 26900 26900 29200 
1 500 3 000 2 600 3 000 4 100 13 400 6 800 7 800 9 400 8 100 7 600 7 400 7 700 

74100 89000 117500 137000 133000 145000 145000 179000 309300 274900 259800 256900260800 

328662 372 912 426894 475026 494230 524782 576894 628 174 781 787 769407 779 150 787 041 791 164 

48159 74036 74942 83109 92982 

829 946 843 443 854 092 870 150 884 146 

Note: a includes wives and spouse carers/carers 
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the numbers of families recelvmg unemployment benefit. As a 
result, the proportion of children reliant,on social security income 
support based on sole-parent status has declined from almost 60 per 
cent to 55 per cent of the total, as the proportion reliant on income 
support because of their parents' unemployment has increased 
(Table 9.4 and Figure 9.1). Thus lack of a job is increasingly a cause 
of poverty compared to sole parenthood as such. 

How have these dramatic changes been reflected in poverty 
trends? A comparison of rates of poverty and the composition of 
income units in poverty for the period 1972173 to 1981/82 using the 
detailed Henderson poverty line shows a significant increase in rates 
of poverty for single-parent income units (33.8 per cent in 1972173 
increasing to '46.2 per cent in 1981/82), and a significant increase in 
poverty for two-parent families with three or more children (7;2 per 
cent in 1972173 rising to 14.8 per cent in 1981/82) (Gallagher, 
1985:22). However, a further disaggregption of these data shows the 
greater vulnerability of women-headed sole-parent families in this 
decade of change: in the early 1970s the poverty rates for female-

Figure 9.1 Dependent children of pensioners and beneficiaries in 1976 and 1987 

Other Pensioners 16.6% 

Iln,,,m.,I,,,,mAnt Beneficiaries 18.1 % 

1987 

Unemployment Beneficiaries 28.3% 

Other Pensioners 11.9% 

Other Beneficiaries 4.7% 



Table 9.4 Dependent children/students of social security pensioners and beneficiaries for whom additional pensions/benefits were 
paid, 1976 to 1987 

1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1987 
No % No % No % No % No % No % No % 

Pensioners 
Age" 9703 2.6 10978 2.3 10872 2.1 10040 1.6 10305 1.3 9597 1.2 9781 1.2 
Invalid" 52357 14.0 65078 13.7 72 941 13.9 62603 10.0 68390 8.9 78596 10.0 82456 10.4 
SEA" na na na na na na 440 0.1 442 0.1 434 0.1 436 0.1 
Rehab Allowees" 1475 0.2 1523 0.2 1435 0.2 
Widows Class A 145079 38.9 163691 34.5176995 33.7 159464 25.4 147257 19.1130991 16.6122229 15.4 
Widows Class B 423 0.1 694 0.1 598 0.1 661 0.1 704 0.1 1069 0.1 1103 0.1 
SPB female 76350 20.5 93337 19.6 110763 21.1 204944 32.6250864 32.6291 160 37.0295971 37.4 
SPB male 4248 0.9 7613 1.5 11 022 1.8 15070 2.0 16771 2.1 16953 2.1 
Total Widows SPB 221 852 59.5261970 55.1 295969 56.4376091 59.9413895 53.8439991 55.9436256 55.1 

Total 283912 76.1 338026 71.2379782 72.4 449 174 71.5494507 64.3530141 67.4 530364 67.0 

Beneficiaries 

Unemployment 67600 18.1 112400 23.7 111 600 21.3146100 23.3238400 31.0222600 28.3223900 28.3 
Sickness 18400 4.9 21600 4.5 20000 3.B. 25100 4.0 28400 3.7 26900 3.4 29200 3.7 
Special 3000 0.8 3000 0.6 13400 2.6 7800 1.2 8100 1.1 7400 0.9 7700 1.0 

Total 89000 23.9 137000 28.8145000 27.6 179000 28.5274900 35.7256900 32.6260800 33.0 

TOTAL 372 912 100.0475026 100.0 524 782 100.0 62B 174 100.0 769 407 100.0787041 100.0 791 164 100.0 

Note: a including wives (and carers) pensioners 
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Table 9.5 The composition of income units in poverty in Australia, 1981-82 
and 1985-86 

Per cent of all income units below poverty line 
Before-housing costs After-housing costs 

1981-82 1985-86 1981-82 1985-86 

Married-couple income units 
with no dependents 

head aged < 65 6.3 6.6 6.5 6.6 
head aged;;. 65 3.~ 3.2 3.2 2.9 

Married-couple income units 
with dependents 

1 dependent 5.0 4.7 6.7 6.5 
2 dependents 9.0 9.1 11.7 12.1 
3 dependents 5.6 5.8 6.8 7.3 
4 or more dependents 4.9 5.3 5.3 5.7 

Single-parent income units 17.7 15.0 19.1 17.0 

Single-person income units 
aged 15-24 9.5 9.3 15.2 15.2 
aged 25-64 19.7 19.8 19.6 21.2 
aged;;. 65 18.6 21.2 5.9 5.5 

Total 
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number (000) 725.2 932.2 558.9 656.5 

Source: Anthony King 'Analysing the distributional consequences of policy: the use of 
microanalytic simulation methods' National Economic Review6, Feb. 1987 

and male-headed sole-parent families were 37.5 per cent and 16 per 
cent respectively; by the early 1980s these had increased to 50 per 
cent for women-headed sole-parent families and to 19 per cent for 
male-headed sole-parent families (Cass, 1986) (see Table 9.7). 

King (1986), also using the detailed Henderson poverty line, 
calculated before- and after-housing costs and noted a slight de
crease in the proportion of single-parent families in poverty (for 
reasons probably related to the sensitivity of the poverty line rather 
than to a real increase in economic well-being). Nevertheless, sole
parent families continued to be, overwhelmingly, the demographic 
group most vulnerable to poverty, with a poverty rate of 54.5 per 
cent before allowing for housing costs. The most striking finding 
from King's simulation is the parallel increase in poverty for two
parent families with four or more children, from 32.9 per cent in 
poverty in 1981/82 to 40.7 per cent in 1985/86 (Table 9.5). As a 
result of the faster rate of increase in poverty for two-parent families 
compared with sole-parent families over the period 1972173 to 
1985/86, two-parent families, particularly large ones, have increased 
their share of total family poverty. This is a very similar conclusion 



Table 9.6 Labour force status and poverty rates. 1981-82 

Full-year, full-time Full-year, part-time 
employment employment 

% below poverty line % below poverty line 

One-person 
income units 2 17 
Single-parent 
income units 6 31 
Married-couple 
income units: 
husband's labour. 
force status 6 14 
Married-couple 
income units: 
wife's labour 
force status 5 14 

Source: Computer tables supplied by P. Gallagher from Policy Coordination Unit 
ABS Income and Housing Survey, 1981-82. 

Full-year 
unemployment 

% below 
poverty line 

33 

62 

64 

18 

Full-year not· Over 25 weeks TOTAL 
in labour force unemployed % below 

% below poverty % below poverty 
line poverty line line 

18 15 11 

66 55 46 

13 45 9 

11 14 9 



Table 9.7 Poverty in income units by sex of head. 1972-73 and 1981-82. using detailed Henderson equivalence scale 

1972-73 (excludes Self-employed) 1981-82 (includes Self-employed) 

Income unit type Below pov. line Population % in poverty Below pov. line Population % in poverty 

One Person 

Male 59.0 535.0 11 173.1 1526.3 11 
Female 171.0 725.0 23.6 157.4 1435.9 11 
Total 230.10 1260.0 18.3 330.5 2962.2 11 

Sole-parent 

Male-headed 4.5 28.0 16.0 7.1 37.6 19 
Female-headed 49.5 132.0 37.5 119.2 237.6 50 
Total 54.0 160.0 33.8 126.3 275.2 46 

Married-couple 

No children 14.0 736.0 1.9 72.8 1439.3 5 
1 child 26.7 921.0 2.9 46.0 594.4 8 
2 children 82.3 822.8 10 
3 or more children 30.7 423.0 7.2 103.7 538.7 19 
Total 71.4 2080.0 3.4 304.8 3395.3 9 

All adult income units 399.4 3916.0 10.2 761.5 6632.8 11 

All persons 781.2 9527.0 8.2 1905.7 14.536.8 13 

All children 254.6 3.182.5 8.0 839.3 4508.8 19 

Sources: Commission of Inquiry Into Poverty First Main Report 1975; P. Gallagher Work in Progress on Poverty in Australia 1985 
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to that reached by Garfinkel and McLenahan (1985) in a study of 
family poverty trends in the United States. 

Using Gallagher's analysis of 1972173 and 1981/82 income distri
bution data and King's microanalytic simulation of a 1985/86 income 

. distribution, and applying the detailed Henderson poverty line 
(before-housing costs), we can see the following trends in family 
poverty: 

• between 1972173 and 1981/82 the proportion of families in po
verty (both two-parent and single-parent families) increased from 
7.4 per cent to 14 per cent of all families. 

• between 1981/82 and 1985/86 the proportion of families in po
verty increased to 18.9 per cent. 

While caution must be exercised in accepting results based on a 
microanalytic simulation technique, it is useful to treat the figures 
for 1985/86 as preliminary, pending the analysis of the ABS 1986 
Income Distribution Survey. 

The purpose of this analysis is not to create distinctions between 
sole-parent families and two-parent families in relation to gradations 
of poverty, 'or to emphasise finer degrees of vulnerability. On the 
contrary, its purpose is to emphasise that essentially similar labour 
force conditions, i.e. parents' unemployment and joblessness in a . 
period of labour market and industrial restructuring, lie at the heart 
of the causes of poverty. Family composition is important because 
sole parents must face not only scarce resources of income but 
scarce resources of time, having only themselves to provide for 
children's care as well as to augment or provide the primary source 
of family income, if they can overcome the barriers to getting work 
which Australian surveys have identified (Frey, 1986). Nevertheless, 
the underlying similarities and continuities in the disadvantaged 
labour market circumstances of both single-parent and two-parent 
families vulnerable to poverty are, I would submit, of greater 
importance in both explanatory terms and in terms of policy formu
lation than is a more narrow. consideration of family composition 
alone. This was one of the conclusions reached at an OECD 
conference on lone-parent families held in December 1987, where 
the continuities and similarities of disadvantage in labour market 
circumstances and earning capacity were perceived as the major 
causes of poverty for families with children regardless of family 
composition, and were also therefore identified as the core issues in 
developing policies to combat family poverty. 

This insight is further strengthened by an examination of Table 
9.6, which analyses poverty rates .in income units according to 
labour force status in 1981/82. What is most striking is the relatively 
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low rate of poverty for all income units where at least one adult is in 
full-year, full-time employment (never higher than 6 per cent, and 
no doubt associated then with low earnings and increased family 
size). However, where the adult is working only part-time, poverty 
rates increase considerably to 31 per cent for single-parent units); 
where there is unemployment for a full year for the parent in a 
single-parent unit or for the husband in a married-couple unit, 
poverty rates increase dramatically to 62-64 per cent. 

While Table 9.6 highlights the clear relationship between labour 
force status and poverty rates, the analysis is a static one and does. 
not identify the socioeconomic and educational antecedents of in
creased risk of unemployment or of reduced participation in the 
labour force. There are almost no Australian studies of poverty as a 
process which describe the length of time spent in poverty, or the 
likelihood of recurrent spells of poverty, to compare for example 
with the United States panel study of 5000 families (Duncan, 1984). 
A notable exception is the small panel study of low-income families 
carried out by the Brotherhood of St Laurence in Melbourne 
(Trethewey, 1986). However, data on the relationships between 
earned incomes, unemployment, educational qualifications and 
labour force participation for sole parents provide useful indicators 
of how socioeconomic disadvantage arises and is entrenched. 

The burden of unemployment- both rates and durations- has 
fallen most heavily on people with less education and fewer job 
skills. In 1986 people without post-school qualifications experienced 
an unemployment rate of 11 per cent, while the rates for men and 
women with post-school qualifications were 4.3 per cent and 7.2 per 
cent respectively. Similarly, median durations of unemployment 
were greater for those without post-school qualifications, particular
ly for those who had not attended the highest level of secondary 
school. Figures on the occupational and industrial location of un
employed people in their last full-time job show a greater likelihood 
of unemployment among those previously employed in the manu
facturing and construction industries (Cass, 1988). 

Consistent with the pattern of increased risk of unemployment for 
those without post-school qualifications is the further finding that 
unemployed people tend to be drawn disproportionately from those 
who have relatively low incomes when they are employed. An 
analysis based on the ABS 1981182 Income and Housing Survey 
(Whiteford, 1987b) shows that people experiencing a period of 
unemployment during that year had consistently lower median 
weekly incomes when they were employed than those who were not 
unemployed during the year. The disparity was greatest for people 
aged 25 to 54 years, which are the years associated with family 
formation and responsibility for children. Furthermore, the experi-
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ence of unemployment, particularly longer durations of unemploy
ment, tends to further reduce earnings. 

The situation for sole parents is similar. Female sole parents in 
particular have very low rates of educational attainment: over 63 per 
cent have not attended the highest level of secondary school, and 
only 28 per cent have post-school qualifications. This reveals a 
structure of educational disadvantage much greater than for either 
wives with children or for fathers in two-parent and single-parent 
families. Relative disadvantage in educational attainment is associ
ated closely with reduced labour force participation. Female single 
parents are much more likely to be employed when they have post
school qualifications; of the 72 per cent of female single parents 
without a post-school qualification, only about one-quarter are 
employed, compared with three-quarters of those with a tertiary 
education degree, and 46 per cent of those with a trade or technical 
certificate (Cass, 1986). It is clear that for very many women sole 
parents the opportunity to enter the workforce is constrained not 
only by their sole responsibility to care for their children (demand
ing considerable time and physical and emotional effort) but by 
their lack of education~l and post-school qualifications and hence by 
their restricted capacity to earn. . 

From the available indicators for both two-parent and one-parent 
families, it is clear that unemployment and joblessness, and the 
attendant high risks of poverty, are closely associated with a number 
of educational and labour market disadvantages which are ulti
mately attributable to socioeconomic inequalities. Further, the dis
advantages of low educational attainment, lack of formal job qua
lifications and reduced earning capacity which confront women with 
responsibilities for children are manifestly clear for sole-parent 
families, but there is evidence of continuities and similarities with 
the situation of women in two-parent families where neither parent 
is employed (Cass, 1988). 

THE CONCENTRATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND 
JOBLESSNESS IN FAMILIES 

The concentration of unemployment and jobiessness in families 
must be recognised clearly if appropriate and effective policies to 
combat children's poverty are to be formulated. The first issue to be 
noted is that the significant decrease in unemployment rates since 
1983 has had a more beneficial impact on younger people without 
dependants than on older people with dependants. This is so mainly 
because of the large increase in median durations of unemployment 
for older people: the median duration of unemployment for men 
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aged 45-54 increased from 25 weeks to 52 weeks between 1981 and 
1987, compared with an increase in median duration of 15 weeks to 
27 weeks for all men in the same period. While unemployment rates 
have fallen overall (from almost 10 per cent in 1983 to 7.5 per cent 
for men and 8.3 per cent for women in 1987) long-termunemploy
ment has accounted for an increased share of total unemployment. 
A corollary of this trend has been an increase in the number and 
proportion of unemployment beneficiaries who are responsible for 
dependent children. Between 1981 and 1987 the number of un
employment beneficiaries increased by 80 per cent, but the number 
of spouses of beneficiaries increased by 112 per cent and the number 
of children whose parents are dependent on unemployment benefit 
increased by 106 per cent. Although unemployment and receipt of 
unemployment benefit continue to be characterised mainly by single 
people, the share of unemployment borne by people with depen
dants has increased, and must be seen in the context of increased 
durations of unemployment for older workers. 

Further, as noted previously, there appear to be serious barriers 
to the wives of unemployment beneficiaries looking for work and 
finding it. The labour force participation rate for the wives of 
unemployed men at 31 per cent and their unemployment rate of 
more than 50 per cent raise issues first of shared labour market 
disadvantages of husbands and wives related to educational qualifi
cations and skill levels and to regional variations in labour market 
conditions; these trends also focus attention on the extent to which 
the stringent income test on unemployment benefit creates disincen
tives to wives' entering the labour force when their husbands are 
unemployed. 

A British study of the same issue indicated very similar trends 
(Dilnot and Kell, 1987). It was found that the participation rate of 
women married to unemployed men through the period 1973 to 
1984 was consistently lower than that of women with employed 
husbands, and that the difference in participation rates had increased 
over time, similarly to the Australian findings. This study also notes 
the role of the stringent income test on both unemployment benefit 
arid supplementary benefit in creating disincentives to wives' finding 
a job. 

Clearly, the concentration of unemployment in married couples 
and families forces us to ask whether or not current forms of income 
support and access to job creation programs might be exacerbating 
poverty in the families of the long-term unemployed, those already 
most hurt by a changed and changing labour market. Policies which 
stress the potential for both parents to work would maximise family 
routes out of poverty. They would also highlight the continuities and 
similarities with the position of sole parents. Women's labour force 
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participation is constrained not only by childcare responsibilities but 
by assumptions about the reduced likelihood that women will be 
major earners. The current income test for unemployment benefit 
and routes of entry into labour market programs are predicated on 
the belief that only one spouse is likely to re-enter paid work, or 
requires assistance in order to do so. The steady increase in the 
labour force participation rate of mothers in both married~couple 
and sole-parent families since 1983 belies this assumption (Table 
9.2). 

One other issue relating to the concentration of unemployment in 
families must be noted: the evidence pointing to an increased 
likelihood of unemployment for young people with unemployed 
parents, and for the children of sole parents where the parent is 
either unemployed or not in the labour force. The mediating 
variable in this relationship is low income resulting from the parents' 
labour market disadvantages (Bradbury, Garde and Vipond, 1985). 

Where the parents were unemployed, out of the labour force or in 
low-wage' jobs, rates of unemployment for young people were 
considerably higher than where employed parents at higher levels of 
income were able to transfer to their children social resources such 
as educational opportunities, labour market contacts and the sense 
of self-esteem and confidence which enhance the,ir chances of find
ing work. What is particularly interesting about this analysis is that 
while young people in single-parent families had much higher rates 
of unemployment compared with young people living with both 
parents, these differences were related not to family composition 
but to level of family income. 

Similar needs for more adequate income support for children in 
low-income families, whether two-parent or single-parent, were 
identified in Issues Paper No. 1 of the Social Security Review. In 
this chapter we focus attention on the equally pressing need for 
active assistance to enhance parents' employability and earning 
capacity. Access to education and better levels of income support 
while in education, training and retraining programs and placement 
in job-experience programs, as well as childcare provision, are the 
public policies required to assist all unemployed and jobless parents 
to enter the workforce. Both income-support and labour market 
strategies to combat children's poverty need to focus on the under
lying causes: the educational and labour market disadvantages and 
reduced earning capacity of parents, and the need to recognise 
adequately the increased costs of children in low-income families, 
both where the parents are not in the workforce or where they are 
making the transition to work, and in cases' where workforce 
earnings remain relatively low in relation to family size. 
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TOWARDS A COORDINATED POLICY TO COMBAT FAMILY 
POVERTY 

This analysis raises a number of policy issues which are fundamental 
to the development of a coordinated approach to combating family 
poverty. The first is concerned with the most appropriate focus for 
policy: either an emphasis on the nature of family composition in 
the genesis of poverty (i.e. single-parent or two-parent, and family 
size) which was the 'disability' approach adopted by the Poverty 
Commission, or an emphasis on the underlying economic circum
stances of low income. The balance of arguments favours the latter 
approach. First, the dynamic nature of family formation and re
formation over the life cycle makes the apparent cleavage between 
sole-parent and two-parent families much less clear. Second, an 
emphasis on underlying economic circumstances enables a dual set 
of policies to be developed: a child-centred income-transfer program 
to augment low family incomes whether these are derived from 
market earnings or income-support programs, and a coordinated set 
of programs including education, training and job placement to 
enhance parents' chances of finding work and earning a reasonable 
income. 

This must not mean, however, that social security payments for 
sole supporting parents or for unemployed parents are reduced, 
treated as residual or given insufficient policy atten"tion. In relation 
to income support for sole parents, there is a strong case for 
maintaining a payment which recognises the time constraints, the 
extra burdens of caring and supporting which one parent must bear, 
until children are no longer dependent. The commitment to increase 
the adequacy of tax transfers for children is crucial to improve the 
overall adequacy of income payable to sole parents who are outside 
the workforce, so that total income available to the family allows for 
much greater security and dignity, necessary for children's as well as 
adults' social and economic participation. 

Fundamental also is the role of rent assistance in augmenting the 
incomes of sole-parent families in private rental housing, as 'part of a 
coordinated housing policy directed to families in poverty. 

The average length of time sole-parent families are on social 
security benefits is approximately three years. Some of these parents 
are in part-time employment, which not only augments total family 
income but can serve as a bridge to full-time work. However, the 
data presented earlier on the .educational attainments and job qua
lifications of sole parents point to the importance of enabling them 
to re-enter education, and giving them adequate income support 
while they do so. It also suggests that they should be given priority 
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of entry into adult training, retraining, and job experience programs. 
Similarly, there is a strong case for reformulating a more appro

priate income-support payment for families where the parents are 
unemployed. Such a payment could take the form of transfers to 
children, which enhances adequacy through increased rent assis
tance and, most importantly, liberalised income-test regulations. 
Such a liberalisation would encourage more people to enter the 
workforce because they could then retain more of the earnings of 
one or both partners. Such income-test reforms would focus atten
tion on the potential employability of both parents, and highlight 
the need for unemployed parents' priority of access into adult 
training, retraining and job experience programs. (See also Hard
ing, 1986.) 

It is a mistake to see income-support and labour market programs 
as separate strategies to alleviate poverty in low-income families. To 
do so is to perpetuate the presumption that there is a clear cleavage 
between workforce participation and non-participation, rather than 
possible combinations such as part-time work, part-income support; 
income support while in further education; income support and 
training; part-time work and structured training. Such combinations 
are used now and could be used to a much greater extent to help 
reduce family poverty. 

Three policy priorities need to be examined for such a coordi
nated set of education and labour market programs: 

1 entry into mainstream education in post-secondary and tertiary 
institutions and the provision of greater educational assistance 
which recognises the increased costs which people caring for 
children must bear when undertaking education'; 

2 extending priorities for placement in adult training, retraining and 
job experience programs to unemployed and jobless people who 
are caring for dependent children; and 

3 providing childcare, both for preschoolers and for older children 
after school. 

The question can be raised, however, whether these education 
and labour market policies can promote growth in employment. 
There is no doubt that the most effective way to combat child 
poverty is to move towards a national objective of full employment. 
The fundamental proposition is to build on the recovery since 1983 
(evidenced in reduced unemployment levels and increased rates of 
job growth) to show that the goal of full employment is attainable if 
both economic and social policies systematically aim at reducing 
unemployment levels. Only within this framework and the commit
ment to it in social expenditures and investment policies can we 
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envisage a substantial reduction in poverty, given the close causal 
connection between long-term unemployment and discouragement 
from job-seeking and inadequate income. Finally, sustained growth 
in employment is crucial to provide the context for increased em
'phasis on skill training and retraining. 

This brings me to a brief discussion of the recently introduced 
Family Allowance Supplement and its key role in a coordinated 
approach to combating children's poverty. It is important to note 
the key features of this program, as envisaged when the program is 
fully implemented. The objectives of the Family Allowance Supple
ment program are to: 

1 direct an increased and uniform family assistance payment to all 
low-income families with dependent children, regardless of whe
ther the families are in the workforce or receiving income sup
port; 

2 progressively increase the real level of payment to achieve bench
marks of adequacy for the two tiers of payment for younger and 
older children; 

3 then, effectively index the payment so that it maintains its real 
value; 

4 incorporate rent assistance for people in private rental housing 
into the payment (which was introduced into the Family Allow-
ance Supplement for working families in December 1987); . 

5 direct the payment to the parent primarily responsible for chil
dren's care; and 

6 continue the payment while parents are making the transition 
from social security income support into paid employment. 

An assessment of the likely impact of the Government's Family 
Assistance Package (Saunders and Whiteford, 1987) notes that at 
current levels of payment, the Family Allowance Supplement is 
likely to reduce the numbers of children in poverty by around 19 per 
cent (using the Henderson poverty line as benchmark) and reduce 
the poverty gap for other families (i.e. the gap between total family 
income and the poverty line) by about 45 per cent. Saunders and 
Whiteford emphasise that the Government's stated commitment to 
progressively raise the levels of payment to at least 15 per cent and 
20 per cent of the combined married rate of pension (for younger 
and older children respectively), which would effectively index 
children's payments, is a crucial step in maintaining equity in 
assistance, but it is not in itself sufficient to further reduce after
housing poverty. Attention should therefore be given to establishing 
benchmarks of adequacy for children's payments in low-income 
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families, so that further real increases in the value of payments for 
children can be built upon the sound family assistance framework 
which has been introduced. 

Further, Saunders and Whiteford's identification of the families 
likely to remain in poverty - those with older children (because of 
the higher costs of older children), larger families, sole parents, and 
people with high housing costs relating to private rental and home 
purchase-provide an indication of the groups requiring particular 
attention in a coordinated approach to combating children's poverty. 

A coordinated housing policy for low-income families is a clear 
priority. However, as is being ~mphasised here, the most effective 
way to prevent child poverty is for the parents to have access to 
secure and adequately paid employment. In a longer-term context 
of a concerted effort to realise the objective of full employment, 
immediate priority needs to be given to a coordinated education, 
training and job placement strategy for unemployed parents and 
sole parents. Within this labour market strategy, both in the short 
and the long term, an adequate, indexed supplementary transfer for 
children in low-income families has a crucial role to play in pro
viding a guaranteed minimum for children, augmenting market 
incomes and transfer incomes. 



10 
The cost of children 

Don Edgar 

Underlying every discussion of child poverty, its causes and removal, 
is the debate about what children cost and how much of that cost 
should be carried privately by the parents who choose to have 
children or by the whole of society which also benefits from invest
ment in the well-being of children. 

Every parent knows that having a child carries a certain cost. That 
people continue to have children suggests that they bring as well 
certain benefits. 

Direct costs can be quantified in various ways. We can add up 
what is actually spent on a child at the time of birth (medical 
expenses, clothing, equipment, special foods, extra accommodation, 
furniture, etc.) and then continue to calculate the ongoing costs 
additional to what the couple would. be spending on themselves if 
they had had no children. (extra food, heating, rent, school fees, 
gifts, toys, books, etc.) 

Unfortunately, the methodology of calculating those extra child
related costs is not as simple as it may seem. How much of total 
household costs should be attributed to children? How much of the 
electricity, the transport costs, the food, should be counted as being 
added by the presence of children? Are there economies of scale in 
having several children, or children of the same sex? Is food 
expenditure a good indicator compared with electricity consumed? 
Is it better to calculate minimum costs or rely on surveys of actual 
household expenditure which vary widely at different family income 
levels? How do we calculate the cost of parental time spent in caring 
for children, since most of this is unpaid and not counted in 
measures of the national economy? 

When it comes to the indirect costs of children, there is even 
greater difficulty. Giving birth to a child, in our society at least, 
removes the mother for a time from the paid workforce. Her 
earnings are foregone and family income drops at exactly the time 
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when new costs are being incurred because of the child. The length 
of time out of the workforce increases the 'opportunity cost' of 
having children. When the mother returns to paid employment, the 
presence of children means new costs are incurred for childcare, 
housework, transport. Even if she remains at or returns to work, 
her hours and her hourly wage rates may be reduced. 

Yet there are other matters to be taken into account which may 
reduce the indirect cost of children. The mother is now able to 
invest more time in home production. Is her time investment in 
children the same in infancy as in adolescence? Since workers are 
taxed, the full wage is not taken home, so the calculation of 
mother's 'earnings foregone' or 'opportunity costs' should perhaps 
use net wage rates, disposable income, not gross income that could 
have been earned by her. Can we assume that the mother's wage 
would have stayed at the same level (nurse, lawyer, teacher, shop 
assistant) and how do we calculate the cost of lost experience and 
career advancement? 

All these questions have to be considered if we are to answer the 
other practical policy questions such as: what should family allow
ance payments be for each child? Should older children get higher 
benefits than the younger because they cost more? What is an 
adequate amount of child maintenance to be paid by a non-custodial 
parent to the parent who carries the major costs of child-rearing? 
Should women be paid some form of compensation on divorce for 
the joint parental decision that she would stay at home to care for 
children? Should tax deductions for children be restored? Should 
families with children pay the same amount of tax as couples 
without children or single earners? What payments should State 
departments of community welfare offer foster parents? What is the 
best mix of taxation and social security income supplementation 
measures to ensure that no child need live in poverty in Australia? 

Several Australian researchers have been working on the cost of 
children issue in recent years: In 1987-88, the Australian Institute 
of Family Studies organised a Consortium of such people to pool 
their thoughts and their findings so that progress towards some clear 
answers might improve. The outcomes of a coordinating seminar 
conducted by the Institute in Canberra in November 1988 will soon 
be published, but a brief outline can be given here. 

Perhaps the clearest and most simple figures so far available are 
those based on the Institute's report The Cost of Children in 
Australia (Lovering, 1984). The Institute was being asked by the 
Family Court and the Family Law Council whether $20 per week 
per child (the standard court order) for maintenance support was 
adequate. Using the approach of David Piachaud (UK,1979; 1981) 
towards child poverty, the Institute costed a 'basket of goods' for 
children of different ages to get estimates of minimal costs. Dieti-
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tians provided a set of food intakes for essential healthy growth, 
eliminating all 'extras' .. Basic clothing requirements for one year 
were listed and purchased in a sample of shopping areas. Basic 
amounts for fuel, school books, gifts, pocket money, holidays and 
entertainment were added. But the figures did not include costs of 
housing (mortgages, rents, rates), medical or dental expenses, child
care, transport, school fees or uniforms or (in the case of low
income families) holidays. 

The original figures published in 1984 were a shock because they 
showed how inadequate were existing child-related benefits and 
court maintenance awards. For a low-income family, these minimal 
costs ranged from $16.69 per week for a two-year-old to $41.48 per 
week for a teenager. For a middle-income family (for whom higher 
figures were calculated) they ranged from $25.11 for a two-year-old 
to $69.01 for a teenager. Family Courts and Magistrates' Courts, as 
well as private lawyers and solicitors throughout Australia have used 
these figures since 1984 to prove the need for higher child main
tenance payments. 

The table below gives updated figures for September 1988, based 
on CPI adjustments. The Institute has published new tables for each 
quarterly adjustment of CPI, using the following formula: 

AIFS 1984 costs X 186.2 (Dec. 1988 CPI) 
127.3 (June 1983 CPI) 

(The top figure changes with each new quarterly CPI figure) 

Table 10.1 Updated costs of children based on Lovering"1983. adjusted to 
December 1988 CPI figures 

Age 2 5 8 11 Teenage 

$ $ $ $ $ 
Low-Income Families 
Per Week 24.41 31.32 38.40 40.75 60.67 
Per Year 1269.44 1628.43 1996.57 2119.02 3154.96 

Middle-Income Families 
Per Week 36.73 41.22 53.18 67.14 100.94 
Per Year 1909.86 2143.36 2765.53 3491.14 5248.88 

The advantage of such minimal costs is that they are unarguable. 
While criticisms can be made of omissions, no-one can say the 
figures overestimate the direct cost of children. One might challenge 
the dietitians' choice of required food, but it is clearly a minimum 
for the basic health of any child. 

Further work on the direct cost of children has been conducted 
for the Institute by Donald Lee of Deakin University. The 1984/85 
ABS Household Expenditure Survey data have recently become 
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available for analysis. They provide actual expenditure for families 
of different types, sizes and income levels. 

The following table illustrates, for a family with two children and 
the husband's weekly income of $400, how much each child adds to 
the cost of living. 

Table 10.2 What each child adds to the cost of living 

2 Children 
(under 5,5-14) 

Food at home 
Food out 
Housing 
Clothing 
Fuel & utilities 
Transport 
Recreation 
Medical 
Household goods 
Miscellaneous 

Total expenditure 
$p.w. 

Husband's Weekly Income $400 
($1984) 

1st Child 
$ 

14.02 
1.67 
7.90 
7.87 
1.30 

19.31 
15.04 

1.26 
13.92 
13.94 

96.22 

2nd Child 
$ 

2.20 
-0.23 

8.86 
2.50 
0.60 

16.95 
9.14 
0.94 

13.86 
5.88 

60.69 

Total 
$ 

16.21 
1.44 

16.76 
10.36 

1.90 
36.26 
24.17 

2.20 
27.78 
19.83 

156.92 

As can be seen, the younger child costs less and there are some 
economies of scale from having more than one child. The figures 
differ of course, by family income level and ages of children. There 
are some problems in using the modified Espenshade model to 
estimate standard of living in that, since children are food-intensive, 
their costs may be overstated. However, Lee estimates, on the basis 
of these actual household expenditure data, that one child takes up 
between 20 and 25 per cent of household expenditure. In a two
child family, they comprise up to 40 per cent of total costs, the 
proportion becoming lower at higher family income levels. The 
following tables show weekly estimates of parental expenditure for 
two-child families at different levels of parental income. 

The Australian Institute of Family Studies also commissioned 
John Beggs and Bruce Chapman of the ANU to calculate some 
Australian estimates of the indirect cost of children, in consultation 
with Charles Calhoun and Tom Espenshade of the Urban Institute, 
Washington, DC, USA. These estimates are based on the ANU 
Family Survey data of 1986. This survey is the only source of 
detailed life history information on women's work, marriage and 
child-rearing patterns. 

There is a variety of technical problems arising from using cross
sectional rather than longitudinal data. Clearly the impact of having 
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Table 10.3 Weekly parental expenditures on children in two-child families 

Husband's weekly income $200 
1 st child 2nd child Total 

($ 1984) 

Wife not employed 
2 Children (under 5) 52 40 92 
2 Children (under 5, 5-14) 69 45 114 
2 Children (5-14) 68 67 135 
2 Children (5-14,15-17) 86 70 156 
2 Children (15-17) 82 94 176 

Wife's weekly income $200 
2 Children (under 5) 71 53 124 
2 Children (under 5, 5-14) 92 59 151 
2 Children (5-14) 90 86 177 
2 Children (5-14, 15-17) 114 90 204 
2 Children (5-17) 108 120 228 

Husband's weekly income $400 

Wife not Employed 
2 Children (under 5) 74 55 129 
2 Children (under 5, 5-14) 96 61 157 
2 Children (5-14) 94 90 184 
2 Children (5-14, 15-17) 119 93 212 
2 Children (15-17) 113 124 237 

Wife Weekly Income $200 
2 Children (under 5) 86 63 149 
2 Children (under 5, 5-14) 112 69 181 
2 Children (5-14) 109 101 210 
2 Children (5-14, 15-17) 137 105 242 
2 Children (5-17) 131 140 271 

Wife'~ Weekly Income $400 
2 Children (under 5) 97 70 167 
2 Children (under 5, 5-14) 125 76 201 
2 Children (5-14) 122 112 234 
2 Children (5-14, 15-17) 155 116 271 
2 Children (5-17) 148 155 303 

children on women's workforce participation would vary for differ
ent birth cohorts in different historical circumstances. Also no 
account is taken in this method of gains from alternative activities, 
such as household work and child-rearing, However, the approach 
recognises that, especially for women, labour force participation, 
hours worked and wage rates are influenced by the presence, age 
and number of children. Regression analysis allows the combined 
influence of other variables to be measured, such as the woman's 
age, education level, marital status and prior work experience. To 
illustrate, Beggs and Chapman found that, for a woman who 
married at age 23, had a first child at 25 and a second at 28 and a 
third at 31, the impact on her forgone earnings would be as follows. 
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Table 10.4 Lifetime forgone earnings for a woman of average education, by 
number of children, 1986 

Number of $ Forgone $ Forgone if invested at 
children 5% rate 

0 0 0 
1 336000 929000 
2 384000 1059000 
3 419000 1 145000 

In other words, a typical woman forgoes over $300000 in her 
lifetime for having a first child and around an additional $50 000 and 
$35 000 for second and third children respectively. Relative to the 
lifetime earnings of childless women, the first, second and third 
children reduce her earnings by about 53 per cent, 61 per cent and 
67. per cent. (See AIFS Newsletter, Family Matters, No. 21, pp. 
35-36, for further details) 

These Australian findings are comparable to those of Joshi for the 
United Kingdom but much higher than those found by Calhoun and 
Espenshade for the United States, so caution is required in drawing 
any conclusions. However, there is a broad consistency of results 
using similar methods. Family planning and resultant declining 
fertility rates obviously reflect a growing consciousness of the for
gone earnings involved in deciding to have children. 

An interesting extension of these findings by Duncan Ironmonger 
of the University of Melbourne involves the cost of unpaid time 
spent by family members on childcare and household productive 
activities. His method combines data from household expenditure 
surveys and household time use surveys. 

A 1987 ABS time-use survey in Sydney showed that paid work 
(including job search, lunch breaks and travel) averaged only 26.0 
hours per person per week. In contrast, unpaid work (including 
shopping, education, community work and associated travel) aVer
aged 30.8 hours per person per week. 

By calculating the value of 'household production', that is, of 
cooking and washing up, housework repairs and maintenance, shop
ping, childcare and associated travel, gardening and other domestic 
and voluntary community work, he was able to develop an 'input
output' table for households with and without children. Unpaid time 
is valued at equivalent hourly wage rates for 1975/76. Average costs 
for adults are subtracted from the total costs of households with 
children to give an estimate of the costs attributable to children. 
Since the figures as yet are only for 1975/76, they mean little in 
themselves, but the proportional figures are of interest. Ironmonger 
calculates that childcare time is worth about three-quarters of all the 
non-paid value of household production. The direct time costs of 
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Table 10.5 Comparative equivalence scales by household type 

Source (1.0) (1.1) (1.2) (1.3) (2.0) * (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) 

1. R. F. Henderson 
United States. 1954 
- Head working 0.76 0.91 1.14 1.44 1.00 1.15 1.37 1.68 
- Head not working 0.68 0.86 1.11 1.45 1.00 1.17 1.42 1.76 

2. Orshansky 
United States. 1965 0.69 1.00 1.16 1.48 1.72 

3. Piachaud 
United Kingdom. 1979 (0.62) 0.84 1.11 1.44 1.00 1.23 1.50 1.82 

4. Lovering 
Australia. 1983 (0.60) 0.78 0.93 1.12 1.00 1.12 1.28 1.47 

* (2.0) = 2 adults. no children; (1.3) = 1 adult. 3 children. With an adult couple standardised at 
1.0. the equivalent cost for different families is expressed as the percentage added or lost by 
the presence or absence of additional family members. 

children are greater than the commodities costs of children by about 
32 per cent. In other words, if we were to count the cost of unpaid 
time spent on children, as well as their direct food, clothing etc., the 
picture would be markedly different from a 'basket-of-goods' ap
proach and would add to the cost of earnings forgone. 

The equivalence scale approach is of interest because it provides a 
basis for calculating poverty lines and comparing the standard of 
living for families of different size, but on the same level of income. 
Peter Whiteford has shown how various budgetary equivalence 
scales compare. The comparison point is a household comprising 2.0 
adults, set at a figure of 1.00. Working out to the left from this are 
households with one, two or three children. As can be seen in Table 
10.5, each child adds to the income needed by a percentage (which 
varies across different studies) if that family is to enjoy a living 
standard equivalent to that of a couple only. Thus, tax scales, 
concessions, benefits paid, as well as a family's basic income need to 
be looked at in order to decide whether equivalent living standards 
are being achieved. For example, the Australian Institute of Family 
Studies estimated that a family with three children would need a 
total of $50 000 per year in order to equal the living standard of a 
single person earning $23 500 per year. It is thus quite misleading to 
assume that any family on $5000q per year (the cut-off point for 
Family Allowance) is 'well-off'. 'poverty, in the sense of relative 
living standards, can be close by even at that figure, if many family 
members are dependent on that total amount. 

In sum, the presence of children clearly increases the likelihood of 
inadequate income, lower standards of living, poverty. The income 
needed to maintain children above poverty, however defined, de-
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pends essentially on knowing what children cost. Whether that 
figure is based on minimal or essential needs, on actual amounts 
spent on children, or on measures of equivalent living standards in 
the end may not matter. What matters is that we have some way of 
saying that all families with children have real disposable incomes 
sufficient to keep children out of poverty. Since poverty is itself a 
relative concept rather than an absolute one, changing public per
ceptions of those items without which children (and families) suffer 

. exclusion from adequate social participation may need continual 
monitoring. 



Appendix 

The impact of the Family Package on 
child poverty: alternative assumptions 

This appendix presents selected tables to demonstrate the sensitivity 
of the analysis given in Chapter 8 to some of the key assumptions 
used. 

TABLE AI: EXCLUSION OF INCOME UNITS WITH NO 
HOUSING COST DATA 

Table A1 shows the impact of excluding from the analysis those 
income units for whom housing-cost data was not available. It can 
be compared with the corresponding figures in Tables 8.1, 8.4,8.5 
and 8.7. Overall, the exclusion makes little difference to the esti
mate of poverty incidence in the original income distribution in 
terms of either the number or proportion of families with incomes 
below the poverty line. The only group where the table suggests that 
qualification is required is that of sole parents among pensioner/ 
beneficiary families. The effect of removing those with no housing 
cost data from the sole parents group is to reduce the estimated 
number of sole parents below the poverty line by 7 per cent from 
117 900 to 109 300, but to increase their before-housing poverty 
incidence from 40.5 per cent to 44.3 per cent. 

TABLE A2: CONSIDERATION OF UNEMPLOYED TO BE IN 
THE LABOUR FORCE 

Tables A2 and A3 show the effect of considering the unemployed to 
be out of the workforce when calculating poverty lines. They 
correspond to Tables 8.1 and 8.2 which, like the rest of the tables in 
the text, are based on poverty lines which consider the unemployed 
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to be in the workforce. As would be expected, taking the unem
ployed as out of the workforce (and therefore assigning them lower 
poverty lines) has the effect of yielding lower estimates of poverty 
incidence. The estimated numbers of families below the poverty line 
and the estimated total poverty gaps are around 8 per cent lower if 
the unemployed are considered to be out of the labour force. The 
average poverty gaps per child are marginally lower when the 
unemployed are considered to be out of the workforce. Despite 
these differences in magnitude, the pattern of the impact of the 
Family Package is very much the same, regardless of whether the 
unemployed are treated as in or out of the workforce. 

TABLE A3: THE ASSUMPTION THAT FIS TAKE-UP RATE 
VARIED WITH ENTITLEMENT 

Tables A4 and AS repeat the estimates shown in Tables 8.S and 8.6, 
but without the underlying assumption that FIS take-up rates varied 
with the level of FIS entitlements. The populations described in 
Tables A4 and AS thus include substantially higher proportions of 
very low income families than do those described by Tables 8.S and 
8.6. The impact of this assumption is dramatic. Without the assump
tion, the estimate of the number of these families below the poverty 
line would be around 2S per cent greater before introduction of the 
Family Package and around SO per cent greater after introduction of 
the Package. Similarly, the poverty gaps are substantially greater 
without this assumption, tending to be between two and three times 
the estimates made with the assumption of varying rates of take-up. 

Table A1: Total number of families below the poverty line: before-housing 
poverty 

Pensioner/beneficiary: 
married couples 
single parents 

FIS recipients 
FIS non-take-up 
Others 

Total number of families = 2 196 100 families 

Before Family Package 
ODD's % 

.87.9 
117.9 
21.7 
62.2 
32.3 

52.7 
40.5 
75.2 
66.3 

2.0 

Notes: Total does not exclude those for whom no housing cost data are available. 
Table assumes a 25 per cent FIS take-up 
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Table A2: Pensioner and beneficiary families with children: before-housing 
poverty 

Number of families below the poverty line 
Before Family After Family Percentage 

Package Package fall 
Family type OOO's % OOO's % % 

All families 179.8 44.0 123.6 30.3 31.3 

All married couples 78.9 48.7 44.2 27.3 44.0 
Married couples: 

with one or two children 43.7 38.2 20.8 18.2 52.4 
with three or more children 35.3 74.4 23.4 49.4 33.7 .. 

All single parents 100.9 40.9 79.5 32.2 21.2 
Single parents: 

with one or two children 71.6 36.5 55.8 28.5 22.1 
with three or more children 29.3 57.8 23.7 46.7 19.1 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

Poverty Gap $m per annum $m per annum % 
All families 277 123 55.6 

Married couples 131 54 58.8 
Single parents 146 68 53.4 

Note: Unemployed treated as 'out of workforce' 

Table A3: Pensioner and beneficiary families with children: after-housing 
poverty 

Number of families below the poverty line 
Before Family After Family Percentage 

Package Package fall 
Family type OOO's % OOO's % % 

All families 159.5 39.0 110.5 27.0 30.7 

All married couples 67.7 41.8 45.6 28.2 32.6 
Married coupleds: 

with one or two children 38.3 33.4 24.6 21.5 35.8 
with three or more children 29.4 62.0 21.0 44.3 28.6 

All single parents 91.7 37.2 64.8 26.3 29.3 
Single parents: 

with one or two children 61.1 31.2 44.5 22.7 27.2 
with three or more children 30.6 60.4 20.3 40.1 33.7 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

Poverty Gap $m per annum $m per annum % 
All families 322 187 41.9 

Married couples 150 82 45.3 
Single parents 177 105 40.7 

Note: Unemployed treated as 'out of workforce' 
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Table A4: Families eligible for Family Income Supplement but not receiving 
the payment: 25 per cent take-up 

Number of families below the poverty line 
Before Family After Family Percentage 

Package Package fall 
Family type ODD's % ODD's % % 

Before housing 
After housing 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

74.0 82.3 46.2 51.4 
62.1 69.1 44.5 49.5 

37.6 
28.3 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

$m per annum $m per annum % 
438 239 45.4 
386 226 41.5 

Note: Without the assumption that FIS take-up rates varied with the level of FIS entitlements 

Table A5: Families eligible for Family Income Supplement but not receiving 
the payment: 50 per cent take-up 

Number of families below the poverty line 
Before Family After Family Percentage 

Package Package fall 
Family type ODD's % ODD's % % 

Before housing 
After housing 

Poverty Gap 
Before housing 
After housing 

25.3 80.2 16.0 50.6 
22.5 71.0 17.2 54.4 

36.8 
23.6 

Before Family After Family Percentage 
Package Package fall 

$m per annum $m per annum % 
148 85 42.6 
145 90 37.9 

Note: Without the assumption that FIS take-up rates varied with the level of FIS entitlements 



Notes 

1 With background research by Robyn Hartley. 
2 Such gains are included, however, as negative expenditures. 
3 This scale allows 1.0 for the first adult, 0.7 for each subsequent adult, 

and 0.5 for each child. 
4 It should be noted that interviews for the sample were spread over the 

course of the 1984 year. This implies that taking a longer period for 
recall may increase the proportion of households in each group which 
had a holiday, but that the differences between groups would be 
unaffected. 

5 In some cases, however, it has not been possible to separate out non
compulsory' insurance of personal belongings for those who took out 
such insurance in conjunction with compulsory house insurance. 

6 The names of all four children are fictitious. 
7 Adelaide Advertiser 7 October 1987. 
8 Adelaide Advertiser 27 October 1987. 
9 Herald 22 October 1987. 

10 Australian 14-15 November 1987. 
11 Herald 22 October 1987. 
12 Times on Sunday 1 November 1987. 
13 Times on Sunday 15 November 1987; Australian 14-15 November 1987. 
14 Australian 26 September 1987. 
15 The News 28 October 1987. 
16 Australian 26 September 1987. 
17 Australian 31 October-1 November 1987. 
18 Australian 14-15 November 1987. 
19 Adelaide Sunday Mail 4 October 1987. 
20 Advertiser 11 October 1987. 
21 Advertiser 7 October 1987. 
22 Times on Sunday 4 October 1987. 
23 For a major discussion of this view, see Presdee and White, 1987. 
24 Figures supplied by Elizabeth CES, June 1987. 
25 Presdee, 1984; 1985; 1987; White 1987a; 1987b; 1987c; Willis, 1977; 

1979; 1984a; 1984b. 
26 There are attempts now being made by the South Australian Govern

ment to change greatly the penalties for the non-payment of fines. 
27 Office of Crime Statistics, Crime and Justice in South Australia, 1 

January-30 June 1986, No. 20, Series A, Adelaide, SA: Office of Crime 
Statistics. 

28 Advertiser 18 November 1987. 
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29 Australian 7-8 November 1987. 
30 The author wishes to acknowledge support from the Australian Re

search Grants Scheme, to thank Mr Kyriacos Mavrolefteros for research 
assistance and to thank Or Judith Yates for helpful comments on a first 
draft of this paper. The author accepts full responsibility for all errors. 

31 Prepared at the Department of Community Medicine, University of 
Adelaide. The order of names is alphabetical; this is a joint paper. 

32· We have in mind the opportunities presented by the ABS 'C DATA 86'. 
33 NCHVS/ANZSERCH Workshop on Health Statistics, Canberra 7-8 

February 1985. 
34 Part of this research was funded by a grant from the Department of 

Employment, Education and Training fcir a study of the Disadvantaged 
Schools Program, and part was funded by a Macquarie University 
Research Grant. Neither institution bears any responsibility for the 
content of the paper. Many of the ideas canvassed in it arose from 
discussions in the Schools Commission Task Force on the Disadvantaged 
Schools Program. We are grateful to its members, Lyndsay Connors, Sr 

. Judith Redden, Professor Eric Willmot, Van Davy, Joan Brown, Elna 
Le Marne and Jean Blackburn for their contribution. We are grateful 
for the help given by many administrators and teachers in the DSP, 
especially Chris Duczynski and Tim Wool man of Cluster Productions in 
Sydney. 

35 Current details of bursaries and allowances are updated annually by 
State and Federal governments and are available on request to appro
priate Education Department offices. A useful summary is contained in 
Sheen (1988). 

36 For an attemptto spell out what such a policy might look like, see R. W. 
Connell and J. F. McMorrow, 'A Social Justice Policy for Australian 
Schools', Attachment 2 to Commonwealth Schools Commission Direc
tions for the Disadvantaged Schools Program Canberra, 1988. Current 
programs are canvassed in Towards a Fair Australia.: Social Justice under 
Labor Canberra, AGPS, 1988, pp. 4-14. 

37 Koorie Kit-A Resource Kit on Aboriginal Studies. A DSP-funded 
project, Cluster Productions, Erskineville, 1987. 

38 These documents are in the developmental stage and will be available 
from the Catholic Education Office, Melbourne. A recent paper on 
'Poverty and Education' was published in Crosslinks, a curriculum 
bulletin for Catholic secondary schools, vo\. 6, no. 3, 1987. 

39 'Hands On . .. The Computing Kit', including Kids in Control booklet. 
Cluster Productions, Erskineville, 1988. 

40 A useful, though incomplete, directory of grants and indirect subsidies is 
in NSW Teachers Federation Action Kit on New Private Schools Sydney, 
1987. 
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In 1987, Labor Prime Minister Bob Hawke made an election 
undertaking that no Australian child need be living in 
poverty in 1990. What did this mean? 

Since the Henderson Report in the early 1970s first raised 
public awareness of the level of poverty in affluent 

Australia, there had been little progress in reducing the 
numbers of those who live without adequate means to 
s~pport themselves. Moves t~ reform taxation and 
improved family assistance go some way towards a 
solution, but is more money enough? What els~ does child 
poverty involve? Can we afford child poverty? 

Do we u.,derstand the problem? Do we lack the will to 
tackle it? 

Child Poverty examines the reasons for the existence of 
poverty and the policy issues which must be addressed if 
the underlying causes of poverty are to be eliminated. It 
pictures the everyday el.'perience of children living in 
poverty, and reminds us of the costs we all must bear in 
wasted human resources because such poverty exists. 

Child Poverty surveys the current data, presents the 
issues in an accessible manner, and challenges the policy 
makers. 
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